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Chapter 1

A Review ot Literature

"In establishing that retail and servioe businesses
cluster into orders ••• and that the orders interlock
in a spatial pattern, we have only begun to develop a
picture of the geography of retail and service business •
.There are many features ot the system still to be
remarked on." Berry (1968)

1.1 Approaches to the Study ot Retail Change
In developing a picture of the retail geography of a particular

oity there are many lines of approach open to the geographer. These
range from oonsumer-orientated studies to those biased towards
examining the distribution ot retail units. It is within this latter
broad category that the present study talls and this is particularly
concerned with changes in the retail system over the long term. For,
in spite of a great body ot research literature on urban retailing
there still remain, as Berry remarks, many important areas in which
knowledge is lacking.

One reason for the dearth of literature on retail change is that
much of the ourrent work by retail geographers has been concerned with
cross-sectional studies of retail patterns or alternatively with
hierarchical studies of shopping centres. These tields of interest have
spanned the inter and intra-urban fields of the subject.

This preoccupation with the identification and description ot the
retail hierarchy is not so remarkable considering its close
relationship with the development ot oentral place theory. Indeed,
muoh of the work was stimulated by the findings of Berry and Garrison
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(1959) who identified a hierarchy ot retail centres that closely
resembled the hierarchy ot central places in rural areas. Since then
the notion ot a hierarchical system ot retail centres has been used
by many geographers as an organisational framework to examine retail
structures.

The analogies and conflicts between shopping hierarchies and the
corresponding ones ot settlements has been reviewed in scme detail
by Davies (1912). In this work he stresses the importance ot such
studies to retail geography, and, whilst this cannot be overrated, it
has however distracted interest frcm other aspects. In particular, there
has been very little interest shown in examining the individual retail
types that make up the structure of such shopping centres. The geography
of specific retail trades within urban areas has reoeived hardly any
serious attention. This is somewhat surprising since any change in these
Component parts must also alter the overall structure ot the retail
centre. To some degree classitication and generalization have taken
precedence over the study ot individual processes ot change. Vance (1913)
has observed this phenomena in the related field of wholesaling and
has attempted to take a different line ot inquiry. In general there
has been a complete mistrust ot any kind of inductive approach in the
study ot retail geography and the emphasis has olearly been on cognitive
description. Harvey (1969) views morphometrio analysis as a particular
type of cognitive description and sees the attempts to predict the
cccurrence ot settlement patterns using central place theor,yas coming
within this category. The outcome ot this in retail geography is that
theories have been advanoed, such as central place theory, and rigidly
applied to all situations on the basis ot a few assumptions and without
the advantage of a time perspective. In contrast, this st~ will take
a temporal approach to the subject and tollow through an inductive line
cf reasoning using historical tacts as basic materials. Such an approach
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will allow a wider comprehension of variations in retail patterns
through time and aid the production ot a less 'relativistio' theor,y.
1.2 A Review ot Literature

~ch ot the early work by geographers attempts to find regularity
in the spatial organisation ot urban retailing. Proudfoot's early
work was essentially along such lines and may be seen as a descriptive
generalization ot shopping oentres based on data colleoted from a number of
North Amerioan cities (Proudfoot 1939). While he makes no direct
reference to changes in the retail structure, such features were
hinted at it only by the very nature ot the study, sinoe in a negative
sense no statements were made conoerning the stability ot such
struotures. However, its major contribution was to provide a basis
upon which retail geographers were to develop subsequent theoretical
frameworks.

By 1948 Ratclift had extended Proudtoot's study beyond the purely
descriptive level with the use of ecological concepts. In his work
he also stressed the idea ot locations whioh minimized the costs of
movement falling on both the urban aotivities and the users of such
faoilities. In a later study Ratclitt (1955) was to return to an
eoological framework and was to draw heavily on a muoh earlier work
by Haig (1927). It was in this study that he hypothesized the relation-
ship between the population growth of a oity and the displaoement of
certain retail types from the central business distriot. He thus
introduoed a process of retail change, the now familiar decentralization
of commercial activities. A more general study which utilized these
concepts of change was that of Colby (1933) who introduced and desoribed
the operation ot centrifugal and oentripetal forces in urban geography.

Returning to Ratcliff's study ot 1955 we can see that a number of
other interesting ooncepts were introduced, one ot whioh can be espeoially
Singled out and this concerns the location of new business types,
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another element of change. Ratcliff suggested that because of their
similarities with high-order fUnotions they would locate within the
C.E.D., for his line of reasoning was that these new activities had

similar demands to the high order retailers beoause they needed to
draw upon the entire oommunity for their olientele. A final feature
to note about Ratoliff's work is its strong empirical nature, muoh of
it being based on a historioal and funotional analysis of New York
between the years 1921 and 1950.

In Britain researoh was mainly focused on the structural oomponents
of retail oentres and on inoreasing the knowledge about the hierarohy
of such oentres (Smailes and Hartley 1961). The main emphasis was on
classification and little attention was given to the element of retail
change. However, a study by Carruthers (1960) did pOint out evidenoe
of retail oentralization, an observation that was added to by Hammond
(1964) working on struotural ohange between 1956 and 1962. Carruthers
also furnished evidenoe of retail deoentralization within British
metropolitan areas, pointing to the withering away of trade in many
inner London centres along with centres in the older parts ot the
Midlands. However, this situation had already been highlighted by
Tarver in the United States as early as 1957. He found that regions
with the fastest growth in population and retail sales between 1948
and 1954 also displayed the most rapid decentralization of retail
sales within metropolitan areas.

Although during the 1960's much of the work of geographers was
ooncerned with the olassification of urban retail oentres, some small
inroads were being made into the field of retail ohange. This pre-
oocupation with olassification is natural, for without suoh notions ot

order it beoomes difficult to understand and explain the observed
spatial patterns. Likewise it is not surprising that at this time many
retail geographers devoted their energies to testing out the applicability
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of Christaller's central plaoe theory as an 'a priori' model of
retail location.

While these meohanistic types of approaoh did have their drawbaoks
(Vance 1973), certain of their features appear relevant to the study
of retail change. Perhaps of greatest importance were the modifications
provided to the classic central place theory by Berry and Garrison (1959).
They brought attention to the twin notions of the 'range ot a good'
and the 'threshold conoept'. Carol (1960) had sometime earlier used
suoh ideas in a deductive study on an intra-oity soale but their main
impact was to come with the work of Berry.

The most important studies to utilize these ideas within an urban
context were those conduoted by Berry (1963) and Simmons (1964) on the
city ot Chicago. The work ot Berry was a major step in the study of
retail change and to some extent a move away from the cross-sectional
studies which had dominated this field ot researoh. Berry tocused
attention on the aspeot of changes in the oommeroial structure of a
city and the subsequent deoline ot retail centres. An examination was
made of the relationship between population movements and the subsequent
deoline or expansion in the retail system. Measures of vacant shop premises
were made and used as an indicator ot structural change.

In many ways Berry's work on oommercial blight in Chicago was an
extension of the ~tudies being carried out by urban ecologists within
the field ot social geography sinoe in Berry's study changes in retailing
were set within a broad ecological framework and had therefore some
similarities with Ratcliff's earlier work. The main hypothesis was that
a specific process ot change will occur in the city retail structure
and that this will conform to a specitic retail pattern in any given
City. This work wastater summarized by Berry (1967) and again the
relationship with urban ecology was olearly highlighted. The processes
ot demographio and retail transition were seen as being synonymous and
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he outlined a three-stage model of change. Within the context of
this study Berry stated that" the exact process of retail transition
during social change •• holds the key to the understanding ct the
problem of commercial blight". Clearly, an important link was forged
between urban eoology and retail geography giving the latter pOints
of reference for future studies. The use of ecolcgical terms can also
be traoed back to the work of Murphy and Vance (1955) who identitied
the prooess of invasion and succession in connection with C.B.D.
studies.

The work of Simmons (1964) followed on from that of Berr" but for
the first time much more attention was given to changes in retail
location. These features were framed within the context of central
place theory and the concepts of the 'range ot a good' and 'demand
thresholds' were seen as the mechanisms by which ohanges in retail
location took place. Another important contribution ot this study was

in identifYing the factors that interaoted to produce changes in the
urban retail structure. Simmons distinguished between demand variables,
mainly socio-economio faotors, and supply variables. These he placed
in a multivariate model which he attempted to use for predictive

statements.
Despite this switoh from normative models and the increasing emphasis

on the dynamios of retailing these studies were still based on shopping
centres. Little importance was attached to the study of individual
retail types and their spatial dynamica. Notions ot spatial oompetition
were still naive and based on the classical theories of profit
maximization. Yet these features both play oonsiderable roles in the
understanding of changes in the structure of shopping centres. Garner
(1967) oommented on the need for refinements in the classification of
business types and a better appraisal of the threshold concepts ot
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produot ,differentiation between establishments. He oonsiders these
faotors as being the key to obtaining a oloser agreement between
models and reality. In turn the understanding ot these faotors must
surely rest on the oloser examination of ohanges in individual trade
types, to see for example just how threshold levels do vary.

The response of British geographers to these developments in North
America has been rather slow in materializing and no comparative works
have been undertaken in this oountry. Reoently, both Kivell (1971) and
McEvoy (1971) have examined some of the facet. of retail change and.
made some oomparisons with Berry's work while Sibley (1971) and Sherwood
(1972) have drawn attention to changes in the long-term trends ot retail
looation. Sibley was oonoerned specitioally with low-order functions and
carried out analysis on retail types rather than on shopping oentres.
However, his prime objective was to describe ohanges in retail location
rather than examining the prooesses operating but nevertheless his work
makes a signitioant contribution to the understanding ot long-term
changes in urban retailing.

Apart trom the studies mentioned there has been an absenoe of work
on aspeots ot long-term trends in retailing. This feature has been noted
by Soott (1971) who oommented "there is still a relatively small
literature on the geography ot both long-term trends in retailing and other
aspects ot retail oompetition". Suoh absenoes are especially marked in
Britain sinoe Vanoe (1960) has examined the North Amerioan oity in the
light ot important changes in oonsumer mobility and retailing teohniques.
From this evidenoe he suggests that the oommeroial structure ot the
Amerioan oity has evolved through at least three distinct but overlapping
phases. Initially, he suggests, almost all retail aotivity was located
oentrally within the oity, a situation that persisted until about 1890.
Atter this time outlying business oentres grew up around tramway routes
and the higher order activities beoame tirmly assigned to oentral
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locations. This second stage is essentially the retail pattern
described by Proudfoot. The third stage during the 1930's witnessed
increasing consumer mobility and the standardization of market
demands. Vanoe saw these faotors as making possible the rise in planned
shopping oentres that usurped some of the city oentre's funotions.

While this study by Vanoe was framed within the changes taking place
in intra-urban retail centres, it did mention features associated with
individual trade types. Indeed, to olarifY the looational oharacteristios
of different trade types Vanoe replaoed the durable and convenienoe
goods classification with the idea of a continuum of commodity
specialization. This accounted for the dynamio nature of retail types
and meant that aotivities could be ranked in terms of their position
in the oontinuum, whioh would summarize their threshold demands and
therefore their locational oharaoteristics.

No comparable British study exists. A long-term model of retail
change has not been derived for our oity oommercial struotures.
Information does exist on ohanges in the organisational struoture of
different retail types but on a non-spatial basis sinoe it has been
provided by economio historians (Jefferys 1954). The growing interest
in the field of urban history is one feature that is bringing together
both the urban geographer and the economio historian. The latter has

already amassed a great deal of information on the operation ot

retailers in the past and it remains for the geographer to plaoe such
work in its spatial context. Considering the empirioal intormation
that exists, albeit provided by historians, it is difficult to aocount
for the laok of interest on the part of geographers. It may however,
stem from the untounded beliet that the situation in this oountry is
so similar to that in North America that further research is not needed.
If the experienoe of geographers working in the field ot urban sooiology
is anything to go by then quite marked differenoes will be seen to
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exist between North American and British cities. Researchers making
social area analysis surveys have found considerable deviations from the
classic models put forward by American urban geographers. There is
therefore no reason to suppose that similar conditions will not be found
within the field of urban retail geography.

The Aims of the Present Study
From the above review of the literature on urban retailing some

distinct gaps in our knowledge of retail change have been identified.
The tailure to develop a long-term model of retail change for British cities
is particularly obvious and this study will attempt to till this gap
by providing a geographical aocount ot changes in the British retail
system between 1880 and 1950. The time period is seen as a critical one
and was selected for a number of reasons.

First, 1880 marked apprOXimately the advent ot the nationally organized
retail firms and the growth ot multiple retail units in association with
these companies. Prior to this date retailing was organized on a local
basis and few retailers had developed an infra-structure ot businesses
that operated throughout the urban hierarchy (Wild and Shaw 1914).

The year 1880 also marked the date ot improvements in urban transportation,
a factor that was to play an important role in changes in retail
100ation. At the other end of the time scale 1950 delimits a further phase
ot retail development, with the advent ot the planned shopping centre
and improvements in personal mobility. The former can be seen as the start
of local planning interests in the distribution of retail facilities.
Prior to this date their manipulation ot local retailing was still at
a minimum and must be seen as subordinate to the natural market forces
operating. A final reason tor selecting such a time period is that it
has the advantage ot being suffioiently long enough to enable long-term
structural trends to be examined.

This study, rather than concentrating on changes in the shopping
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centre hierarchy, will in the main take the opposite approach and
examine changes in specifio trades. It is hoped that, by getting away
from the typical aggregate approach, fresh light will be shed on the
prooess of retail change. Emphasis will be given to the oreation of
new retail types and their effect on the existing competitive
environment. It is also hoped to show the important role played by the
multiple retailers in catering for new demands made by the working-
class communities. In geographical terms multiple retailers had quite
different locational demands to those of their independent counterparts
in the same trade. The entrance of these new enterprises will be
placed within a competitive framework in which two types ot retail
competition can be identified.

The second major field of interest concerns the process of urban
retail change. Previous studies have been largely content to analyse
changes in the number of shops at different time periods (Sibley 1971).
However, these have done little to clarifY the forces operating to
produoe retail change. This study will attempt to go beyond mere shop
counts and will present an analysis of market area dynamics. To
achieve this end it is necessary to study the spatial 'births' and
'deaths' of retail establishments and to pick out changes in business
ownership.

The relationship of this present study to previous work on retail
change can best be seen by reference to the total retail system which
is presented in Table 1.1. Linked with the three main types of study
and their corresponding spatial elements listed in Table 1.1 are
environmental components, changes in which affect the retailer's
competitiveness. These temporal trends are associated with the spatial
elements in the following way. For example, in the 'process stage'
new retail methods may be introduced that will produce changes in the
spatial pattern of retail decline or expansion. Such new methods will
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Table 1.1 Relationships in the Urban Retail Sub-system
(source: Andrews 1911)

Type ot study
Process studies, ot both short
and long term duration.

Struotural studies, mainly ot

a oross-sectional nature, otten
leading to the development ot

normative type models.

Stage type studies, these are
otten dynamic in torm and
determine the level ot

development ot retail system.

Spatial elements
In spatial terms these involve an
examination ot market area dynamics
and the distribution ot retail
births and deaths.

These involve the study ot shop
distributions usually in terms ot

the central place hierarc~. Changes
in the fUnctional nature ot such
centres are also examined.

These seleot as their primary task
the examination ot different types
ot retail location.
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manifest themselves in a structural context by producing changes in
retail specialization and the functional mix of goods. Finally these
will interact to alter the overall competitive environment and
produce a new level of competition which will affect shop location.

It is not intended to elaborate such relationships here since they
form part of the thesis. Rather, Table 1.1 is used to show the various
types of retail studies and to indicate that the bulk of those
conducted so far have been within the second and third categories.
The main emphasis in this study is on the processes ot retail change and
the spatial analysis ot retail births and deaths. However, the other
two aspects ot structure and stage are also involved and specific
attention is given to both changes in retail location and levels ot

competition.
The Struoture of the Thesis

The thesis is in two main parts each dealing essentially with a
different spatial scale of retail change.

The first section deals with the three main factors which together
effect ohanges in retailing' from 1880 to 1950. The theoretical
framework ot the study is outlined and a model ot retail change is
developed. The concept of competition is discussed along with notions
of innovistio change and the economio and spatial mechanisms by which the
process of retail change takes place are described.

Following on from these discussions, a national view of British
retailing within the study period is presented. Retail structural
and organisational change is considered with examples providing
empirical evidence ot the linkages already outlined. The development
of multiple retail organisations is traced and their importanoe high-
lighted while their distribution and effect on the urban hierarchy
is also examined (Chapter 3). Attention is given to the seleotion ot

speoifio trades to study in greater detail and changes in the retail
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organisation of these trades are followed through (Chapter 4). Much
of this seotion draws heavily on the work of economio historians and
urban economists since few geographers have contributed t~his field
of research and consequently many spatial aspeots remain untouohed.

The second section of the thesis is concerned more speoifically
with intra-urban retail change using the port oity of Kingston upon
Hull as a case study. The development and characteristics ot the study
area are presented together with the basio spatial framework ot

measurement (Chapter 5). Two aspects are then examined, the first of
Which is the development of a terminology of retail change drawing on
demographio models. This is related to the second aspect which is
measuring the births and deaths of shops between 1880 and 1950.
Attention is given to differentiating between multiple and independent
traders and their oorresponding mortality ratios. This leads to the
development of predictive algorithms for the rates of shop losses
(Chapter 6).

The remaining ohapters in this section deal more speoifically with
the geography of urban retail change. Chapter 7 analyses changes in
the looation of shops and points to strong differences between multiples
and independents. In studying locational tendencies attention is drawn
to the different methods available for measuring spatial patterns.
Following from this discussion the changing relationships between shops
and consumers from 1880 to 1950 are studied and this culminates in a
multi-variate model that attempts to account tor changes in retail
distribution. Finally, an analysis is oarried out on the aotual changes
in shop ownership over the city and the factors affecting the spatial
births and deaths of retail establishments. Here an eoological model of
commercial change, originally outlined by Berry, is modified to fit
British conditions.
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Chapter 2

Theories of Retail Change

In the analysis of changes in retail location and patterns of shop

distribution, a number of interacting concepts need to be explored.

These conveniently lend themselves to a broad threefold classification.

First, there are the actual factors involved in inducing retail change

and their various relationships and second, the necessity to understand

the und~rlying mechanisms that control retail locational shifts.

Finally, attention must be paid to the rather neglected aspect of the

changes that occur in retail organisations. A discussion of such

concepts will not only clarify the situation but also provide a frame-

work within which to conduct the present study.

2.1 General Factors Producing Retail Change

An understanding of the changes in the retail pattern requires

knowledge of the dynamics of urban ecology and the processes of urban

growth. Several components can be differentiated and the major ones

have already been described by Simmons (1964). These consist of

changes external to the urban system which induce shifts in the level

of income and technology •.The growth of the urban system itself, which

produces continuous adjustment within the overall system, thereby

facilitates the incorporation of changes that are to some degree inde-

pendent of growth. Attention must be given to changes in the mode of

operation of business types and to consumer preferences and mobility.

These are related to variations in income and technology which are

associated with the first component. (Simmons 1964)
To understand the basic forces and their degree of interaction it

is necessary to break down the three major components into a simpler

form. Two separate groups of factors can be identified and these have

been termed the direct or controlling forces and the indirect or

modifying forces (Simmons 1964). Other workers have used different
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terminology, thus Hood and Yamey (1951) separate out supply and demand

factors and these terms have also been employed more recently by Scott

(1970). The two major forces are composed of the following components.

Firstly there are the direct or controlling forces which describe

such factors as the population and income of a given area, the assort-

ment of business types and establishments and finally the grouping

of business types into conformations. Simmons (1964) describes the

causal link between these factors, with changes in population and

income being the motivating force. 'I'he main inducement to change

however, comes from the indirect forces which cover such factors as the

level of income, the level of technology and the growth of the urban

system. (Simmons 1964)
An alternative model to the one presented by Simmons is that put

forward by Agergard, Olsen and Allpass (1970). In this case the two

forces which induce the formation of new retail patterns are termed

external and internal. The former includes such factors as population,

income, levels of consumption and purchasing power, urban growth,

transport and retail competition. The internal factors describe the

various competitive parameters available to the retailer e.g. price,

goods assortment, service and, 10cation.(Agergard, Olsen and Allpass

1970) It is argued that the emphasis on one of the parameters of

action by the retailer can result in the creation of a special retail

structure and consequent locational demands. However, the retailer

cannot thoroughly determine the choice of internal parameters without

giving consideration to the external forces, which indicate a kind of

framework within which the choice is made. This approach is not incom-

patible with the model put forward by Simmons (1964) and merely adds

another dimension, the decision making process of the retailer. The

general situation consists of the interaction between direct and

indirect forces which takes place in conjunction with the retailer's
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parameters of action and it is a combination of all three that produces

changes in retail locational behaviour.

In order to understand the interaction of the various forces it is

first necessary to discuss each category individually, though the

overall relationships must be kept in mind. On the demand side, changes

in population and income are probably the most important variables. The

rate of increase or decrease in total population will obviously directly

affect the demand for retail services and in general the tot~l number of

establishments. In theory the more rapid the rates of population change

the greater the degree of change forced upon the earlier patterns of

shop distribution. Perhaps of greater importance is the geographical

variation of total population and related growth differentials within

specific urban areas. These intra-urban variations are essentially of

a short-run nature, though they are also influenced by the long-term

trends that are taking place on a national scale. The short-run trends

are often easier to monitor, since the impact of changes in population

are more immediate. However, because of the interrelationships be tvreen

the two trends both need attention. One difficulty is the selection

of suitable time scales, especially in relation to short-run change,

and as yet little serious consideration has been given to this problem.

Another important factor is the nature and change of the socio-

economic groupings of the urban population, especially their spatial

variations. This raises the question of changes in income, the affect

of which can be viewed on two levels. First there is the actual effect

on shops of changes in the real income of consumers and its intra-urban

deviations and this relationship has received a good deal of attention

from North American geographers (Simmons 1964, Berry 1963). Secondly,

there are the long-term effects of changes in income, which are also

related to the standard of living, both affecting the consumers'

behaviour. The total impact of such factors is on the pattern of
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consumer expenditure, especially in relation to the amount of money

spent on convenience goods as opposed to non-basic, luxury ones.

'Ph i.sis associated with the concept of 'income elasticity of demand'

which is the proportionate change in demand divided by the proportionate

change in real income which has brought it about.(Harvey 1965) Thus

luxury goods have a high elasticity of demand while basic foodstuffs

have a low one. Eoth these relationships will affect the number of

retail establishments and their rate of change.

The other major factor affecting the demand for retail goods is the

mobility of the consumer which is related to the level of transportation

technology. Changes in the consumer's mobility affects the nature,

rather than the actual amount of demand. The more mobile a consumer

is, the farther he can travel to obtain the goods and services that

he requires; and of equal importance is the fact that he has a more elastic

demand curve for the gocds of a particular establishment. These factors

have two possible effects, the former usually produces an increase in

retail concentration and also new types of retail configurations. The

latter factor, a more elastic demand curve, will affect the product

mix and scale of retail establishments since theoretically the more

mobile the consumer, the greater his ability to shop around and make

substitutions. ~ihen a good can be easily substituted for another its

demand tends to be relatively elastic (Harvey 1965). This change in

demand has received little attention beyond the purely theoretical

level although Simmons (1964) has attempted some basic analysis which

included this factor.

In a consideration of the effects of changes in transport on the

retail pattern two fUrther issues require clarification. It must be

pointed out that the relationships already outlined will vary

considerably, depending on the type of transportation system. The

mobility created by an improvement in the public transport network
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produces different changes to those created by increases in private

mobility, due to car ownership. Furthermore, increases in ccnsumer

mobility due to changes in transport technology, must also be related

to the cost ef these facilities relative to net income; since cost

will be one of the major determinants in inducing changes in mobility.

The discussion so far has been related almost entirely to the effects

of changes in demand on locational behaviour of retailers. However,

two other important factors need to be appreciated and these are the role

played by innovation and technical change in retailing and the effects

produced by the retailer, in stressing the various competitive param-

eters. Since this study is specifically concerned with the role of

innovation in inducing changes in the retail pattern, special atten-

tion will be given to these forces in the following sections. Because

of the uncertain nature of innovation in retailing, its importance

has often been neglected in the study of retail change. Indeed, this

is the great shortcoming of the model put forward by Simmons (1964).

It is impossible to take anto account and quantify the effect of retail
-innovation. Therefore, his model serves only as a tool for the short-

term predictions of changes in the distribution of shops.

2.2 Changes in Retail Organisation

The response of individual retail types to t he indirect or demand

forces and also to changes in retail technology require a detailed

investigation. The changes that are induced by these forces, both in

the long and short runs, may best be viewed in terms of retail

competition. Here the initial emphasis will be placed on distinguishing

various types of competition and in particular with developing the

notion of innovistic competition.

In discussing competition it is necessary at the outset to make a

distinction between two main types that can be termed repetitive and

innovistic. This difference owes a great deal to the work of ~.
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Schurnpeter (1939), who was responsible for formalising the notion of

innovistic competition. He identified two main +ypes of competition of

which the first is termed normal or repetitive and corresponds to the

situation wher-e similar t;ypes of retail organisation compete for the

patrenage ef a given market. It has been the level at which most of

the geographical studies of retail change have been conducted (Scott

1971). The second type is termed innovistic or disruptive and the

importance that Schumpeter attached to this process can be illustrated

by the following statement

"In the case of retail tr9.de, the competition that

matters arises not from additional shops of the

same type, but from department stores, the chain store,

the mail order house and the supermarket."

(Schumpeter 1939)
An important point is that this form of competition does not always

have its origins in the existing retail environment, but quite often

in the area of technology. Schumpeter believed that this was the type

of competition that was of greatest importance, so much so that he

termed its effect on the existing retail environment as the 'Big

Disturbance'. The development and effect of this process will be

considered in detail in the following chapter through examples of

selected trades.
2.2.1 Retail institutional change

There are many current theories of retail institutional change

that seek essentially to find a consistent temporal pattern behind

this phenomena and at least four of the major ones have been

discussed by Gist (1968). vfuile they all have differences in format,

it is also easy to recognise the more common elements and from this

to proceed to an attempt to formulate a combined theory.

Probably the least flexible theory is that geared to the evolution

of American retailing and this can for convenience be termed the
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'general specific general cycle'. Some observers of the American

retailing have identified what they believe to be a cycle within

which consumers are alternately served predominantly by 'general'

shops then 'speciality' shops and then again b~ the t gener-aI t t;ype

of retail esrtablishmerrt (HoLlander 1966). The main disadvantage of

this theory is its rigidity, seen in the attempt to assign specifio

phases to particular periods and also its rather naive notions.

Of more general use are the remaining theories which may have been

arrived at independently but essentially highlight different aspects of

the same process. It is the combination of these that presents a closer

view of the workings of innovistic change and the resultant retail

competition.

M.P. lI1cNair(1958) observed the institutional changes that had

taken place in American retailing and identified what he termed the

'wheel of retailing'. He describes a period of growth for a new retail

innovator during which it is successfully oompeting and taking business

away from the established distribution channels that are using more

traditional retail methods. However, the innovating institution also

experiences a period of maturity which is characterised by a larger

physical plant, more elaborate fixtures and displays and an interest

in greater promotional efforts. At this stage the retail institution

is competing largely against similar organisations, since the more

traditional retailers have either adapted to their new environment

or gone out of business. Izreali (1973) has criticized McNair's

'wheel theory' and extends the approach to present three 'wheels',

one for low order innovators, one for high order and one for

conventional stores. While this may make the theory more universally

applicable it in no way nullifies the basio concept presented by

McNair.
The aspect of adaptation is essentially at the heart of the theory
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of natural selection in retailing, an approach that has been presented

and elaborated on by Alchain (1950). His approach ispenses with the

traditional concepts of profit mnimisation ilnddoes not rely on the

predictable individual behaviour that is usually assumed. The theory

essentially embodies the principles of biological evolution and selection

and interprets the economic system as an adoptive mechanism which

chooses among various expIor-a'tor-yactions generated by the adaptive

pursuit of 'success' or profits. In other words adaptive, imitative,

trial and error behaviour is utilized in the pursuit of positive

profits, rather than its sharp contrast, the pursuit of maximum profits.

This approach provides therefore, one of the mechanisms by which

retail institutional changes induce other retailers to adapt to a

changed competitive environment. As such it is compatible with McNair's

'wheel theory'. Its maturity phase whi.chis characterised by similar

retail institutions competing with one another, soon tends to be

followed by top-heaviness. Here the retail firm is portrayed as being

too conservative, with a decline in the rate of return on its investG

ment and the firm eventually becomes vulnerable to the next innovistic

institution to be successful.

It is apparent that what McNair terms the wheel or cyclical pattern

is in fact more a wave-like process, inasmuch as a new retail insti-

tution is initially com eting with more traditional retailers but is

eventually caught up by the grm"th of similar organisations that have

adapted or been created in response to the changed environment. In its

early stages the innovating retail establishment can offer lower prices

than those of the traditional businesses. These lower Drices may have

been made possible by either internal or external economies in operation

and according to Schumpeter's ideas on innovistic competition the

stimulation is more likely to come from changes in technology. But
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ioihateverthe oar-ti.cuIarcause it is only necessary here to note that

some factor or combination of factors o-oerated to uermit the develop-

ment of a form of retail institution that had not been feasible earlier.

To elaborate slightly on the economics of the -orocess the theoretical

:!:)rofitabilityof a nevi innovistic retail firm must be examined. At the

time of its initial appearance the innovating retailer could operate

profitably at perhaps a gross margin of 25%. It h~s already been seen

that the operating costs of the new retail institution begin to rise

as it enters what McNair calls its mature stage. his factor pushes

up the percentage gross margin requirements, in this hypothetical

case, to 3Cf1/c. It is at this point in time, with increasing gross margin

requirements, that the retailer is most vulnerable to a new innovator

operating on lower margins. McNair and Gist see these requirements being

lowered as successive retail institutions develop through different

eras. However, this situation need not always prevail and it may be

that the new retailer need only have a gross margin requirement equal

to that of the original retail institution in its initial state.

It must be stressed that the new retail form is not just a revived

version of the previous organisation stripped of its conservatism and

acquired bulk. Each succeeding innovation is likely to embody some

advantage that was not ossible at the time that the original retail

institution first appeared. In this sense it may be possible, in some

degree, to lower gross profit requirements in the long-run as well as

over the short-run life of the innovistic retail firm.

Finally, the theory of the 'dialectic process' developed from Karl

Marx's theory of evolution or 'dialectical materialism' has been put

forward as a framework for explaining retail institutional change

(Blake 1939). In general terms the dialectical process can be illustrated

in the following sequence of events. A 'thesis' develops which embodies
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some philosonhical position regarding a particular issue. After some

length of time a position opposed to the 'thesis' may develop, which

can be termed the 'antithesis'. 'rhis is followed by an amalgam of the

'thesis' and 'antithesis' producing a 'synthesis' somewhere between

the two.
Obviously this dialectio process has some applicability in virtually

any issue involving change and a number of instances are apparent in

which a similar process appears to be operative in retailing. It is

possible to recognise this process as being compatible to that

outlined in the cyclical theory. As was previously noted, the fully

mature retail institution is vulnerable to an innovating retail firm

at some particular point in time. In relation to the 'dialectic

theory' the first thesis is an institution that is fully mature and

Gist (1968) cites the example of the American department store. The

traditional department store characterises the 'thesis' institution

whose features are a central location in the Central Business District

(C.B.D.) with a heavy organisational structure. The 'antithesis' to this

is the discount retailer, operating outside the C.B.D. with a minimum

amount of organisational expense. The 'synthesis' has been identified

as the discount department store, which according to Brand (1963)
has learned from both the supermarket and the discount operators.

In terms of a general theory of retail institutional change we can

view every maturing retail organisation as the 'thesis' and every

new innovistic competitor as the 'antithesis'. The whole process

operates under a modified form of biological natural selection, in

vlhich the pursuit of positive profits is the overriding factor.

2.3 The strategy of Competition
Up to this point emphasis has been placed on the development of

innovistic competition and the associated theories of retail
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institutional change. However, attention needs to be focused on the

various modes of operation that are ~vailable to the retailer along

the competitive front since he can use a number of parameters, both

individually or in combinations, in response to new competitive forms

and general changes in the retail environment. The wale range of

internal parameters has been termed the 'retailing mix', which

according to Lazer and Kelly (1961) consists of three basic elements,

goods and services, communications and distribution. These competitive

parameters represent the basic dimensions through which retail

competition is exerted and include for most retailers the seven

individual areas of action listed below.

1. Pricing decisions

2. Service decisions

3. Trade area and site decisions

4. Store layout

5. Product mix

6. Organisational decisions

7. Promotional decisions

Obviously, there exists a great deal of interaction between these

various areas of operation and it may be that a particular product

mix.may have influence on a shop's trade area and its actual site

location.
One aspect that can be further elaborated upon is the important

concept of product differentiation, which can substantially affect

the size of a retailers market. lfhiswas first highlighted in the theory

of 'monopolistic competition' produced by Chamberlain in 1933 which

stated "a general class of product is differentiated if any significant

basis exists for distinguishing the goods and/or services of one seller

from those of another". This definition therefore, embraces to some

extent all the retail parameters, since it relates not only to the
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attributes of the product but also to the conditions surrounding its

sale. Scott (1970) has discussed this aspect in terms of retail market

areas and states that "a mere increase in outlet size, unaccompanied

by a change in the product mix is unlikely to modify a market area,

though it may increase substantially a store's penetration of the

market". However, a more varied retail mix may well include goods with

higher thresholds and therefore produce more extensive markets than the

previously stocked items. If the size of a retail outlet is constant

then additions to the product mix can only be achieved by reducing the
amount of space allocated to items already stocked and this forms part
of the model put forward by Baumol and Ide (1961). 'rheabove can be
viewed in the following way; the greater the number of items carried
by the store the greater, ordinarily, is the consumers reason for
expecting the shopping trip to be a success. Pt customer may find it

more convenient, as well as economical in time and transport costs,

to buy additional items from the widened product mix rather than make

a further trip to another store. Baumol and Ide stress that they are not

concerned vIith the effects of prices and advertising, both of which are

assumed to remain constant. In particular it is aSSVBled that they are

unaffected by the number of items stocked by the retailer. Briefly,

the influence of both these variables operates as follows. Nhen there

is a decrease in prices or an increase in informative advertising there

will be an increase in the probability of successful shopping trips. This

will lessen'the uncertainty of the consumer, since they are more likely

to know which shop carries the items they want and where to find them

offered for sale at acceptable prices.

The above emphasizes the importance of a -retailer using a combination

of parameters to achieve a more competitive position and probably the

one in greatest use is that of price discrimination. In terms of the

organisational parameter it is the multi-product firms that can apply
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this line of action most effectively. They can impose price cuts on

selected, highly competitive items that are demanded by virtually all

consumers. McClelland (1959) states that this is most effective when

applied to goods with a high unit prruce, since these promote strong

'transfer effects' and minimise the risk of loss from consumers shopping

around. Obviously, a logical outcome of this type of price discrimination

is the practice of 'loss leader selling'. This term describes the case

in which very low margins are fixed on particular goods or 'loss leaders'

in order to increase the sales of other commodities in the product mix.

In Britain, however, the practice of resale price maintenance has until

recent years reduced to some extent the effect of price competition,

especially in the pre-supermarket era. This system eliminates price

cutting on those commodities where a manufacturer requires his

distributor to resell at not less than a stipulated price. According

to Yamey (1952) this type of price control developed almost exclusively

in response to the demands of established retailers.

If the use of price discrimination has been successful, or conversely,

if it cannot be fully utilized because of resale price maintenance then

the retailer may prefer or be forced to concentrate more on the service

parameter. This form of non-price competition has been discussed in

some detail by Heflebower (1967) and seems most used and effective in

markets where the number of retailers is small or where a few outlets

account for the bu.lk of the total sales. It often becomes the mainstay

of retail organisations that face intense competition from a newer

institutional form that may be concentrating specifically on the price

parameter, usually to the exclusion of all others. This is the type of

situation that may arise in terms of McNairs cyclical theory, with the

arrival of a new retail form.
The use of these various retail parameters has been examined in a

more nractical and comprehensive way by Holton (1960) using data from
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the D.S. Census of Business for the period 1939-1958. Holton saw the

use of the parameters of action as being a logical progression based on

the economics of the individual retail establishment. He suggests that

if a retailer is to expand his sales he must do so not simply in terms

of price reductions but also by adding extra non-price inducements to

foster product differentiation and attract more distant consumers. These

non-price inducements are seen as consisting of advertising, breadth of

selection, furnishing of the store and servicing of customers' complaints.

Vance (1962) in a perspective view of the forces affecting the retail

structure of North American cities also recognises the importance of

non-price factors. Changes in goods emphasize increasing scale and

product mix and lead to the botmdaries between retail types being of

a more fluid nature. This in turn brings about the continual transform-

ation of retail areas. He saw these forces as leading to increasing

product specialization and also increasing locational specia izationj

for example, fewer large supermarkets serving larger market areas

rather than many smaller grocers producing a few specialized supermarket

locations. Vance also argued that as product specialization increases

so must retail locational specialization. However this statement can

also be reversed since the two factors are closely interdependent.

heoretical Notions of Retail Location

The actual changes that occur both within the retail structure and

those influencing its development from the outside in themselves imply

nothing about the spatial movements of retail establishments. In order

to und.erstand how these processes can be translated into a spatial

context one must consider the theoretical notions that are implicit

in retail locational models. The two most important notions are those

of 'threshold level' which is essentially an economic concept and the

spatial concept of the 'range of a good'.
Both these notions, while having their origins closely associated
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with Central Place studies, do at the same time, with some small degree

of modification, have some relevance to urban retail patterns.

he threshold level, which Berry and Garrison (1958) defined as the

It minimum amount of purchasing power necessary to suppor-t the supply

of a central good from a central place " must be viewed in an urban
context.

-fithin the context of this study the threshold level, which implies

that there is an economic minimum size of the firm, may be interpreted

as a pattern of t;ypical costs that make it uneconomic to operate below

a certain scale. This obviously affects the retailers entry into the

market and consequently the range of locational opportunities that are

available. Thus shops retailing goods of high threshold levels have few

locations that are available to them.

This notion can be illustrated with the help of bid-rent diagrams

(Fig. 2.1). A rent paying threshold appears at point A which is the

intersection of the rental curve of the business centre and the bid-

rent curve of the firm. If the rent corresponds to centrality to

customens then a threshold of centrality or accessibility has been

defined (Carol 1960). Below this level the firm cannot compete with

other land uses which create the composite city rent pattern. A logical

conclusion from this is that a retail establishment cannot compete in

a centre where this level of centrality or accessibility does not exist.

In practical terms the situation regarding threshold level is of a

somewhat more complicated nature. The reason for this is centred

around the question of what rent tc assume in order to define a specific

threshold, especially since highly variable rents are to be found in

'real life' situations. Also there is a considerable range in rent-

paying ability among stores of the same function. This is due primarily

to variations in the quality of goods, types of operation and mode of

organisation. It is best therefore, to view the threshold levels as a
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continuum composed of a series of overlap ing ranges of possible store

locations (Fig. 2.2). However, these problems need not c~use undue

concern in the present study as they fall largely outside its aims

and scope. Concern here is for the role the threshold concept plays

in relation to retail change i.e. its temporal connotations. Implicit

from the previous section on changes in retail structure and organis-

ation is the idea that the threshold level of goods and hence of the

shops that retail them shows no tendency to remain constant through

time. Thus a good could change its relative position in the retail

hierarchy and spatially this may perhaps result in the creation of

a new retail system that would be superimposed on the existing one.

The resultant pattern of shops may in fact be an amalgam of such a

process of superimposition with each one refleoting a response to a

different threshold level. These historical changes can be partially

viewed in terms of the changes that occur in retail technology.

The second theoretioal notion vital for understanding how changes

in the retail structure operate spatially is that of the 'range of a

good'. This was again used by Berry and Garrison (1958) in their

restatement of Central-Place theory. It was originally defined by

Christaller (1966) as I' the farthest distance the dispersed population

is willing to go, in order to buy a good offered at a place". Its

lower limit encloses the threshold purchasing power while its upper

limit is the distance beyond which the good cannot be sold, because

ideally, the demand for it is zero. In real terms a competing

establishment may be more conveniently located. In other words the

limit is determined by spatial competition among shops supplying the

same good and beyond this limit a shop can no longer economically

supply the g~od. The operation of this spatial mechanism is brought

into play by the degree of specialization and/or range of products

that are sold by a particular retail establishment.
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The variety of products stocked and their particular combinations

~4ill, through the above-defined concepts, affect the frequenc r and distance

of shopping trips and thus influence the locational requirements of

shops.

Curry (1950) has examined this idea and developed a pseudo model

based on Poisson probabili t;)T curves and some basic elements of the

retailer's policy. A similar and more detailed study has also been

carried out by W.J. Baumol and E.A. Ide (1961) leading to a tentative,

but sophisticated type of mathematical model. The main element is that

a retailer's stock relative to his sales must be progressively larger

the lower the average sales. If the market area is small, the rate of

stock turnover will be slow and the cost of storage excessively large.

In order to try and counteract this a shop selling a specialized type

of good or service will attempt to increase its potential market by

locating, as far as is possible, in a central shopping area.

The importance of this is that variations in specialization occur

frequently through time and hence affect locational requirements of

retail establishments. Extending this argument it may be expected that

new products are likely initially to be rather specialized and as such

retailed mainly by shops in central locations. It is extremely difficult

to be s ecific about changes in the degree of specialization over time.

Both Scott (1970) and Sibley (1973) have pointed out that this is

because there are few studies of retailing that use a commodity

approach and identify the outlets through which the specific goods are

distributed. Indeed the very value of this approach has been questioned

by Curry (1966 who states that it 'misses the boat' from an analytical

point of view.
The difficulties associated with this approach,in terms of historical

records that offer any degree of accuracy and continuity, seem at

first sight to be insurmountable. Probably the best way of tackling
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the importa.nce of the changes in product specialization and its temporal

relationship to retail location, would be to examine the entrance of a

new product line. To ensure the practicability of such a study it would

be necessary to be able to pinpoint, with some degree of accuracy the

development of such products and their relationships to specific retail

outlets. This line of approach will be pursued in the following

chapters and a number of specific trades will be examined.

Although many of the above concepts were developed in relatively

recent times, and often with particular reference to the advent of

the department store and the supermarket (Bliss 1960), they do have

relevance to retail changes that occurred in the pre-supermarket era.

During the years from 1880 to 1920 new forms of retail organisations

did arise in many different trades, largely in response to new

products brought about by improved technology. The arrival and

acceptance of such new consumer goods has been studied in some detail

(Ironmonger 1972), but as yet little attention has been given GO the

geographical aspects of the retail establishments distributing them.

Whether these new retail forms can be described as true innovators

remains a question that will be tackled in the rest of this thesis.

The identification of a conceptual framework, such as the one outlined

in this chapter, that distinguishes different types of retailer in terms

of their organisation and competitive strategy is therefore an essential

starting point.
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Chapter 3

A General View of Retail Change in Great Britain from 1880

to 1950.

In the previous chapter it was noted how important interactions

take place between the various demand and supply variables affecting

changes in the structure of retailing. In the light of this discussion

two major aspects need now to be explored. First, how do these

numerous factors interact in a specific study area over a defined period

of time? Such a query needs to concern itself with the growth of a

retail system, with its structural variations and more important with any

subsequent geographical changes which occur. Secondly, how does the

element of innovistic change operate within the retail system1 These

queries can best be answered by a study of the national trends that

took place in British retailing from 1880 onwards to 1950.

3.1 Variations in Consumer Demand

The most logical starting point is to examine the changes that·

occurred in population growth, standard of living and overall consumer

mobility in the national market. It is these factors that provide, in

the terminology of Agergard (Agergard, Olsen and Allpass 1971~the
retailer's environment within >-Thichdecis ions can be made.
3.1.1 Population growth

Two trenas in populat1on growth need to be examined, both of which

potentially have a direct influence on changes in retail structure.

The first trend concerns the overall growth of population in Britain

which rlasmost rapid up to 1911 when it had reached the 45 million

mark. The rate of increase in total numbers in England at least was

always greater than 10% per decade throughout the nineteenth century,

reaching over 14% from 1871 to 1881 (Royal Commision on Population

1'949).This rapid growth up to 1911 is an important phenomena and one
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that can be related to the rise of large national retail companies

after 1880, though attention must also be given to changes in other

factors.

The second trend concerns the increasing rate of urbanisation and

population concentration and the effects of such a process on retail change.

After 1851, the growth of population took place largely in towns and

contributed to an increasing urbanisation of the country. In 1800 just

under 17% of the population lived in to~ms of over 20,000 inhabitants

but by 1851 this proportion had doubled and by 1891 had reached 53.5%
(Jones 1966). Indeed after 1851 towns of 20,000 plus, excluding

London, accounted for about 18.5% of the total rise in urban populations

for the four decades up to 1891 (Ashworth 1957). By the turn of the

century 77% of the population in England and Wales lived in administra-

tively defined urban areas. Attention must be focused on the period

between 1881 and 1901 during which urban expansion was increasing at

the rate of over 15% per decade, with rural areas only having an average

growth rate of below 3% (Saville 1957). This trend meant that by 1951
81% of the population in Eng Land and 'Hales lived in urban areas (Jones
1966).

Both these trends had implications which affected the retail structure

and produced broad-based changes in the distribution of goods and

services. The numerical growth of popUlation required an increase in

food supply and if nothing else an expansion of the retail sector.

However, when such a~ increase was associated with a dramatic redistrib-

ution and concentration of population then further changes in retailing

were necessary. The growth of cities encouraged scale economies both

in food production and in marketing. This produced, in the late

nineteenth century, a direct response from retailers in the form of

new techniques and organisation.
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3.1.2 St~ndard of living

In general terms the zrowing nu~ber of urban workers were experiencing

uractic~lly a continuous rise in real income per head of popul~tion

(Bowley 1937). General opinion seems to suggest that this increase in

money wages took place after 1857, rising to a sharp peak between

1866 and 1869. This trend continued, but on a slightly lower level,

for most of the ensuing decade and reached a new high between 1887 and

1890. It remained on this plane until around 1896 and then rose steeply

again to 1900, which was followed in the next decade by a general fall.

The overall position is shown in Table 3.1 which illustrates the rapid

rise of net national income up to 1900,as measured by the percentage

Change per decade, followed by a slowing down after this date until

1930. 'I'hese two trends, together with the growing population, served

to substantially increase the market for goods and services. This

increase is partly reflected by a rise in the consumption of consumer

goods as shown in Table 3.2.

These figures illustrate two major aspects that have implications

for the retail sector. First, there is the overall growth in consumer

expenditure up to 1920, after which time there is a dramatic fall in

consumption. This, as we shall see, had important consequences for the

total number of retailers and their rates of growth. Second,

consideration must be given to the proportions spent on food as opposed

to non-convenience items and it has already been noted how this

depends on the size of the family income. Allen and Bowley (1935)

present contemporary data for the United Kingdom working-class budgets

in 1904 (Table 3.3). This illustrates the point that more basic goods,

such as bread, occupy less of the consumer's expenditure as average

income rises. In a wider context we would expect there to be a greater

impetus given to non-food retailers as the general level of money

income rises. On a more specific scale, as incomes rise they should
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'I'abLe 3.1 Fet national income per cap i ta at constant 1912 prices

for t}leIT.K. (souroe: Jefferys and ;lalters 1955)

Date Inoome/ capita £. % change

1870-79 30.4
1880-89 35.6 17.0
1890-99 44.4 25.0
1900-09 48.0 8.0

1910-19 49.7 3.5
1920-29 52.7 6.1
1930-39 62.0 17.7
1940-49 73.5 18.6

Table 3.2Estimates of'consumer expenditure at current prices

£. million. (source: Stone and Rowe 1966)

Date Food Clothing and f'ootwea.r-

1900 531 153
1910 628 178

1920 1716 795

1930 1275 418

1940 1440 501

1950 2829 1063



"oIl-fco'

?1.4 67 33 14.3
'?7 .0 66 31~ 1".3
'-1.Q 65 35 10.3
31';.5 61 39 9.2
52.0 57 '3 8.3

':'able 3.4 Es t ime.tes of COnSUl'18r eXD9nr'i+lP''3 or +;r,"-'1sport '3.-t oi.r+errt rices

1)3.;;e ~ million

1900 87
1<110 109
1<1?0 ?r)5

1030 282

1940 237

1950 616

~~ble 3.5 PassenFer miles (millions)

:Jate Rai Iwaya "!lrann·Ja:.S llrolley Buses

buses

-'isc. Total

1920
1930
1938

19,?14
18,?63
?0,009

8,041
9,099

17 3,L157 1,840
12,902 885
19,031 600

32,569

6,196
211

1,952
41,380
47,194
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also stimulate certain sectors of food retailers, in particular

butchers, producing a widening of consumer demand.

Attention must be dra~m to one fUrther implication of these fairly

sharp, defined movement~ in money wages. Since rising living standards

were not being achieved steadily, but in fairly rapid strides followed

by periods of stagnation or decline, consumers were constantly having

to reappraise their buying habits in a price-conscious fashion. This

latter aspect through the onus on the retailer and price competition

became common in many trades, especially in the food trade where the

multiples had gained considerable ground. In all probability the

keeness of price competition would not have been so marked had the

gain in money wages been slow and steady (Mathias 1967).
3.1.3 Transport technology and consumer mobility

A final demand variable that can be considered is the role played

by improvements in transport technology. The effects of such improve-

ments on the retail sector can be viewed in two main ways. First, there

are the broad implications in terms of better food supply and improved

links between the retailer and the producer; an aspec~ not included in

the scope of the present study. Secondly, and of particular interest,

is the effect on city growth and the release of latent centrifugal

forces that came to be expressed in the form of accelerating suburban

extension.

In general terms there is lit Ie doubt that the population became

more mobile, '....ith the amount of money being spent on transportation

increasing throughout the period (Table 3.4). The figures in Table 3.4
present only a very general picture, whilst of greajer importance is

the increase in urban mobility. One measure of this is given to some

extent by the amount of use of passenger tramways and, at a later date,

buses. Unfortunately, no continuous body of data for such modes of
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transport is available and use has to be made of a number of different

sources. Despite these problems, a reasonable picture can be built up

of the levels of urban consumer mobility throughout the period of study.

In the decades up to 1920 the main mode of urban transoortation vlaS

provided by the expanding tramvlays whose peak was reached in 1927

when over 14,000 trams were registered (Accounts of Br-tt tsh 'I'r-amwaya},

In 1878 over 89 million paasenger-swere carried on just under 200 miles

of public tramways and by 1890 these figures had risen to 418.4 million

passengers on 753 miles of line (Accounts and Papers 1902). This

dramatic rise was to continue at an unabated pace until by 1902 over

1,000 million passengers were carried on 1187 miles of tramway line.

After 1903, with the passing of the Motor Car Act coaches and buses

also became important modes of transport though the number of private

Cars remained insignificant until 1950. In 1920 there was approximately

one car per 221 people, while by 1950 this figure had been lowered

almost ten times with one car per 22 people (Basic Road StatistiCS).

The relative importance of the various modes of transport need not

be examined in detail since it is sufficient for the purpose of this

study to show the increased mobility of consumers in the early part of

the twentieth century (Table 3.5). It can be seen that the peak year

for tramway use was 1930, with over 9,000 million passenger miles

(Table 3.5) after which time numbers fell sharply.

This incre~e in consumer mobility can be seen as producing two main

responses in terms of retail locational tendencies and overall patterns

of distribution. On an urban scale it produced new opportunities for

retail suburban development and increased site differentiation. The

second level of response was related to the variations induced within

the urban hierarchy and will be examined in a later part of this

chapter.
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3.2 Changes in Retail SUDply

The study of changes 11ithin the retail system can be approached under

two mai.nheadings. First, the gr-owth of the retail sector in terms of

the nRmber of outlets, types of organisation and levels of employment

in the distributive trades. 'Yhe second aspect concerns the structural

changes inherent in such a dynarm.c system and their relationship with

the other variables.
These studies are however, made extremely difficult due to the absence

of any Census of Distribution, at least until 1950. 'I'he only alternative

sources of data are the Census of Population and the Census of Occu-

pations. The latter, unfortunately, did not give the number of shops

but only totals employed in each trade and these wer-e subdivided into

employers, employees and self-employed. Moreover, this breakdown was

highly variable throughout the period of this study vIi th significant

differences in classification occurring in 1921.

The growth of fhe retail system in relation to changes in demand

variables is an aspect difficult to measure accurately because of the

above factors. Certainly the total numbers employed in the distributive

trades were increasing at a fairly constant pace between 1880 and 1950.

However, to demonstrate that such a trend was operative in relation to

retail establishments requires the examination of a number of data

sources.
From 1880 to 1921 there are two different sources which can be

exploited, the census returns and the reports of the Inland Revenue

wh ich terminated in 1929. The latter gives data on residential shops

with a value of £.20 or over, '-Thichwere assessed und.cr'the Inhabited

House Duty Act. These returns show a rather static situation from 1882
to 1892 when the number of shops enumerated in England and Wales

remained at 244,000. In relation to the population this represents a

decline from a.lmost 94 shops per 10,000 people in 1881 to 82 per
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10,000 by 1892. HO'rJ8Ver,oyer approximately the same period the numbe r

of persons listed in the Census of Occu~tion as being engaged in the

retail trades rose from 1,290,566 in 1881 to 1,782,163 in 1891. In terms
.of retail cutlets estimates haye to be derived from this occupational

data, v!ith the number of establishments tentatively related to those

classed as employers or self-employed. From these figures the estimated

number of shops in 1881 was around 400,075 and in 1891 487,000. The

obvious reason for this discrepancy, apart from doubts ;1bout the accuracy

cf the tax:assessments, is that the tax figures do not enumerate non-

residential retail premises. It was precisely this sector that was

experiencing the major rates of grol~h, especially in relation to

multiple retailers and the development of city-centre shopping.

Estimates based on peo Ie who returned themselves as employers or

self-employed in the retail trades for 1901 indicate the number of

shops to be in the order of 571,817 for England and Wales. A decade

later the Census of Population for 1911 enumerated the total number of

shop properties in England and Wales as 607,300 of which 28~ were

lock-up type premises. In addition to this data the Census of Occupation

for 1911 made comparisons in certain trades for the period 1901-1911

and these figures illustrate a growth in the number of dealers in most

sections of the trades. For example, the total number of dealers in

clothing and footwear increased by 55.2% over the decade from 63,800
in 1901 to 99,018 in 1911. These figures exclude drapers, the number of

which grew by only 11.3% from 135,657 to 150,968. In the food sector the

average rate of increase was much lm.,er, being around 10% with grocers

falling just below this figure since their number only increased from

151,184 to 165,981 or by 9.8%. Even af'ter ta.king into consideration the

somewhat unstable nature of the source material it seems reasonable to

say that from 1880-1911 the number of shops was increasing, and at a

faster rate than the population a.s in 1881 there were 154 shops per
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10,000 people, in 1901 175 and l:JY 1911 the figure had risen to 196

rhe,1921 Census of Population listed the number of reta i L premises

f

Iper 10,000.

residential hops. C'nfortunately, these fig-UTes are not directly

compari..bleHith the estimates already Dresented since the 1921 Census

classed public houses as retail premises. To further complicate

matters no enurner-at i on of shop establishments was made by the 1931

Census, although estimates of the number of outlets have been derived

by Smith (1937) from the Census of Occupation and a survey of ci t.y

directories. According to his calculations the number of outlets in

Eng land and <·Jalesin 1931 ,vas around 575,300 compared ~'Viththe original

figure from the Census of 569,100, the diffe~'ence beine; made up by the

number of ,eneral shops a eroup which the Census drastically under-

estimated. If the original Census figure for 1931 is compared with

similar data from the Census of Occupation for 1921 then the number of

shops increase.!ifrom519,324 to 569,100 or by 9.57f. The gr-owth in

population over the same decade was only 5.4% which implies a slight

increase in the overall number of shops per person. 'I'he actual figures

are 137 shops per 10,000 people in 1921 and 142 per 10,000 in 1931.

The reduction in number's by 1921 can be attributed to the effects of

the First ~forld War and the consequent loss of life and manpower.

'I'hat the figures had not, by 1931, reached their pre-war levels is

significant and points to the operation of a process of rationalization

''Iithin the retail sector. In terms of the number of independent traders,

the effect of intense competition from the expanding multiple retail

organisations is one faotor of importance.
The figures for the period between 1901 and 1931 can be compared by

reference to stUdies that are to some extent independent of the Census.

Ford (1935) used twelve sample towns which he identified as 'typical'
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and he ca.Lculs..ted the number of retailers therein from city directories

using the 1921 CeY1SUS 3..S an inter-period checkpoint. He showed how, in

certain trades, the number of shoos had declined in relation to

nopu l.a..tion over the thirty year period. However , if the mean ratio of

shops per 10,000oeople is calculated for these sample tmIDs it shows

a slight rise from 185 per 10,000 people in 1901 to 191 per 10,000 in

1931. 'I'oo much attention though must not be given to such studies which

may conceal national trends amid local variations.
"'he number employed in the distributive trades were unquestionably

increasing throughout this neriod and at a faster rate than the

number of consumers. In 1920 there were an estimated 1,773,200 people

employed in the distribution sector (this includes retailers and

wholesalers) and this represented 1CJ7:1of the total workforce. By 1930

this figure had risen to 2,083,600 and was 12.6% of all employment.

Although no official figures of the number of retail establishments

exist for the decade up to 1941, estimates have been presented by

Jeffer;ys (1950) • Unfortunately these figures refer to the United

Kingdom, vlhereas previous data was given for only England and Wales.

He estimated that there were some 750,000 fixed shops in 1938 of which

657,000 were unit retailers. A similar survey was carried out using

city directories and telephone books as data sources by the 'Economist'

in 1940. 'rhis survey gave the total number of shops in the United

Kingdom as 768,470 and suggested that this figure was possibly inflated

by about 10% due to the duplication of addresses. Assuming the numbers

presented by Jeffel?Ys are the most accurate then this would mean a ratio

of shops to population in the order of 157 per 10,000 people. Bearing

in mind that this figure refers to the United Kingdom it can be seen

that the number of shops did increase in relation to population

behveen 1931 and 1938/40 from 142 per 10,000 people to 157 per 10,000.

Another reliable indicator is provided by the total number employed

in the distribution tra.des, which amounted to 2,438,200 in 1938
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accountine for 12.9f of all emnloyment. Obviously, this figure in itself

does not imply a simi 1ar increase in the number of retail outlets. A.s

Jefferys (1954) argues, it might merely reflect the erolrIthof large-scale

retailing. However, if we accept the above estimates for the number of shops

then it still seems reasonable to assume some level of grolrJthdespite

the effects of scale economies.
In relation to the number of retail outlets and levels of employment

in the distributive trades, mention must be made of the effects of 3-

war-time economy. After 1939, the shortage of manpower and forced

rationing of products took their toll on the retail system. Contemporary

studies testify as to the results of such conditions and Madge (1941)

states that in a twelve month period from 1939 1~fr of Glasgow's 19,000
shops wer'e closed and that the closure rate was increasing in momentum.

This is hardly surprising since between 40 and 50 percent of male

employees in the retail trades were of military age and' 20-30 percent

of the employers (Census based figures). In addition around 3af.. of

female shop assisstants registered for some form of national service

(lrlorswick1941). The effect on retailers was not however uniform since it was

the small shops that suffered most and had the highest closure rate.

According to the wor-k of Madge (1942) in Leeds less than half the

closed shops appeared to have gone out of business because of bad

trade though war-time factors had contributed to the closing down of

the rest. Of the ten percent sample 255? of the small shops closed,

13% of medium establishments and 11% of large shops (Table 3.6).
It can also be seen that the non-food retailers wer-e affected to a

greater extent than those selling food, especially those dealing in

groceries and meat, type A in Table 3.6. Food category B is composed

of general shops, cafes, confectioners and tobacconists which had a

slightly higher closure rate than other low order shops.
The reliability of the number of reta.il units is fortunately assured in
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1950, with the advent of the first Census of Distribution. This listed

the total number of retail establishments in the U.K. as 531,143 a

figure. vihich accounts for around 95%, of the total. Using Jefferys'

estimates for 1938 and adding the missing 5f to the census data for

1951, then the decline in retail outlets is in the or er of 25.4%
bet~..een the two dates. illuchof this was in t le independent sector that

in peneral failed to meet the increased. competition from the multiples

and, at this later date, from the department stores.

From the above discussion it is apparent that the changes in the

actual numbers of retail establis'hrnents vIere of a variable nature.

Apart from the variations in data sources the general trends appear

to be complex in character. Irregular growth seems to have been the

most common mode of change, which at times greatly exceeded that of

the population and in other instances barely kept pace with it.

3.2.1 Multiple retailers
Of particula interest in this study is the development of multiple

retail organisat' ons and their grol'rthrelative to the demand variables.

Some hint has already been given as to the factors stimulating the

initiation and evolution of such firms and to these may be added

certain general pre-requisites (Jefferys 1954). In the first instance

the multiple retailer was dependent on a large homogeneous demand for

his products and this vias provided by the growth of the urban areas

and in particular the increased purchasing power of the working-class

consumers. Added to this was the increasing mobility of the consumer.

This allowed the multiples to adopt new sales policies and competitive

strategies that were essentially based on rapid stock turnover. Suoh

aotion had an important effect on shop location espeoially in urban

areas and the sea ch by multiples for aocessible retail sites most

oertainly helped to contribu.te .to the formation of a differentiated

urban land value market after 1880. An indication of the relationship
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between city grovrth and related expansion of multiple retailers is

given indirectly by the example of certain European distribution

systems (Table 3.7). There is a definite correlation between the

percentage of the population living in urban areas of over 100,000

people and the sales of multiples and department stores; for the five

countries listed in Table 3.7 a correlation coefficient (Pearson) of

0.71 was obtained between the two variables, which was significant at

the 5% level.
Large scale multiples demanded a steady and large supply of standard-

ized products, which could only be made available by large-scale

production techniques. Associated with this were the increased variety

of goods being marketed, many of which were new products that ill

essence demanded new types of retail distribution (Ironmonger 1972).

It was a combination of such factors that led to the development

of multiple retail organisations. Since the stimulus and rate of

development varied from trade to trade only general characteristics

will be examined now and more specific relationships will be studied in

a later section.
Of immediate importance here is the actual growth of such organisations

in relation to both the overall retail system and market demand. On

a national scale the number of multiples continued to increase

throughout the entire period of study though after 1930 at a much

slower rate. In relative terms their rate of increase was at its

highest in the two decades f'o'lLovring 1880 when the number of outlets

grew from 1,564 to 11,645 in 1900 (Table 3.8). This growth rate was

perpetuated up to 1910 af~ which time there followed a fairly steep

fall-off in the war years between 1910 and 1920. The recovery in the decade

following 1920 was not however to be sustained and by the end 'of the period

growth was almost non-existent, being only 0.7% (Table 3.8). In

relation to the growth of population the multiples continued to increase
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'I'ale 3.7 ercentae;e share of sales by retail or,anisations in

Europe, 1931. (~ource: International Chamber of Commerce)

Country % population in % sales independents
cities over 100,000 multiples/dept. stores

U.K. 39.1 26.2 73.8
Germany 30.5 9.4 90.6

Holland 27.7 19.0 81.0

France 15.4 11.6 87.5

Sweden 13.6 11.0 88.0

Table 3.8 Estimate of the number of multiples in the U.K. 1880-1950
( source: Jefferys 1954)

Date Total ~ increase per 10,000 No. firms

1880 1564 48

1890 4671 198.6~ 135

1900 11,645 149.3~ 2.8 257

1910 19,852 70.4% 4.4 388

1920 24,713 24.4~ 5.6 470

1930 35, 94 45.61 7.8 633

1 39 44,4 7 23.9~ 9.6 680

1950 .800 O.7c; 8.9 638
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at a faster proportionate rate. By 1900 there were 2.8 establishments

?er 10,000 people with the peak year being reached in 1939 ~hen the ratio

\-1as9.6 per 10,000 Crable 3.8). "ath the slowing down in their gr-owth

r"1te after the war the multiples lost ground and in 1950 the ratio of

shops to Dopulation had fallen to 8.6 per 10,eOO people.

Their growth in relation to the tndependent retailer can best be

viewed not in terms of total nlli~bersbut rather with reference to total

sales. The reason for this is that the multiples had a far greg,ter

impact on the market than their numbers 1tJOuldsuggest, since they had

such larger trade areas. These figures ,have been estimated by Jefferys

1954) and if we take the upper limit then the increase in the

percentage share of trade would seem to have some correspondence with

the number of shop outlets (,able 3.9). This fact suggests that in

general terms there was little increase in the size of multiple retail

branch outlets during their peak years of growth. From the 1tmryears

until 1950 the independent retailers managed to retain their proportion

of total sales against the competition of multiples, co-operatives and

department stores though in numerical terms the independents suffered

a fairly dramatic decline due, as we have seen, to the effects of a

war-time economy.
The rapid growth of multiple retailers was followed by changes in

their structure. The most important change was the increa, e whioh took

place in the size of their organisational units and this is illustrated

by the continued increase in the total number of shops, at a faster

rate than the number of retail firms (Table 3.8). This was brought

about primarily by a series of mergers and amalgamations, the effects

of which were most appa ent in the food sector especially in meat and

groceries (Mathias 1967). In 1880 the mean number of branch outlets per

retail firm was around 32 and this had increased by 1920 to 52. From

1880 to 1939 the number of branch outlets had been increasing together
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source: Jefferys 1954.

"Date :"ultiples Ind.epen'ients

190 3- 4.5 86.5- 90.0

1910 6- 7.5 81.5- 85.5

1920 7- 10.0 77.0- 82.5

1930 12- 14.0 71.0- 76.0

1940 1, - 19.5 63.5- 67&5

1950 18- 20.5 61.5- 67.5

Table 3.10 Operating expenses as a percentage of sales by size of

firm, U.S.A. 1913-30 averages (source: :Bellamy 1941)

Humber of shops J<Jxpenses

2-5 24.5
6-10 23.6

11-25 23.3
2 50 23.8

51-100 23.0

101-500 19·4

501-1,000 19.0

1,000+ 14.2



with the number of retail firms, though at a faster rate. However, after

this date the number of firms declined and by 1950 the mean size of firm

had 'around 70 outlets. The advent of such a trend serves to stress

the influence of the level of urbanisation and the attainment of retail

product specialization by 1950. It also emphasizes the importance of

scale economies in retailing, the larger organisations enjoying benefits

over and above multiples of a lesser size. If the United States case

is typical then a distinct relationship exists between size of retail

organisation in terms of the number of outlets and combined operating

expenses. Expenses tend to decline as the size of the chain firm

increases (Bellamy 1941) as Table 3.10 illustrates.

The changes in the demand variables that have already been observed

also affected the retail structure of Britain betvJeen 1880 and 1950.
Such induced changes produced shifts in the broad categories of trade

and on a more detailed scale affected the gro1!lthand decline of

specific retail types.
In general terms c anges in per ca ita income and the st~lnda;rGtof

living give rise to increased demand for lu.xury goods, as income rises

proportionately less of the family income is spent on food and basic

necessities ( able 3.3). This shift i.ndemand, reflected in consumer

spending, obviously affects the number of retail establishments to

different degrees. Studies in the U.S. (Simmons 1964) illustrate a

rather clear relationship between rises in family income and changes

in retail structure. vThile such changes are detectable in the U.K.
in the period of study, the causal relationships cannot be fully

tested because of the inadequate nature of the data.

Changes in Retail Structure
In the nineteenth century the growth o:furban retailing was marked

by a rapid proli:feration o:f:foodtraders (Wild and ShaH 1974) but

equally the clothing sector kept pace with this increase. By 1880 in
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Hull, for example, food retailers accounted for over 59% of th$ town's

shops 'tlhileclothing and _ootwear made up almost 31%,of the total

( fuite I s Directory 1880). 'rhese figures may be taken as fairly typical

of the national average since studies from other regions (Wild and Shaw

1975) indicate a similar breakdown. At a national level the proportion

of food shops declined throughout the period and by 1911 they

represented only 47.5% of the total establishments (Census of Occupation

1911). 'I'herise in income seems to have stimulated growth in the non-

food sector. However, those retailers selling luxury items remained

fairly constant up to 1911 , around 9.8% of the total. The growth of

the clothing and footwear sector was not sustained after 1911 and by 1931
it only accounted for 15.3% of all retail establishments (Douglas 1935).

In keeping i'li+h the preceeding period the rela tive posit ion of the

food trade declined slightly by about 0.5%. After 1911 the major

stimulus seems to have been given to those retailers selling 'luxury'

goods, their relative importance increased to over 30% by 1931 as

compared "lith only 9% for 1911. After the 1939-45 period the trends in

structural change \-leremodified only slightly with both food and

clothing/footwear retailers increasing in relative importance, thus

food 51.7% and clothing and footwear 17.9% (Census of Distribution 1950).
The numerical decline of certain trade groups can in some instances

be related to changes in specific retail types. For example, the

decline in the clothing and footwear trade was associated with the rapid

fall-off in the number of milliners and dressmakers. In 1880 these

retailers accounted for almost 8% of the total shops l:;utby 1950 they

made up only 0.3% of all retail establishments (Census of Distribution

1950).
\Changes in the overall retail structure can also be inferred from

the pattern of retail sales, estimates of v/hich have been derived by

Jefferys (1954) and are presented in Table 3.11. If these figures are
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comp3.red '\ith those of per capita income in Table 3.1, then an inverse

rel3.tionship can be seen to exist between increase in income and the

percentage of sales of food (Table 3.11). 'I'he sales in the clothing and

footwear sector are of a rather erratic nature, their peak being reached

in 1920. However, the trend for luxury goods and household durables was

One of teady inorease throughout the period as per capita income

increased.

Retail Change 1'lithin The Urban Hierarchy

In terms of retail change the variations which occurred within the

urban hierarchy present a major field of interest. Here, the motivating

demand forces combined to 9roduce a clear geographical differentiation.

Initially, consideration must be given to the effects of improved

consumer mobility and the changes it induced in the order and number

of market centres. The effects of both population and income vary

throughout the urban hierarchy. Friend and Kravis (1957) have shown

+hat expenditure on both food and clothing increases steadily vdth

resident family d i spoea'al.eincome and it is Lower- in smaller towna for

a given income; also that the variations by town size and income are

larger in clothing than in food. Two aspects reveal themselves for

study. 'hese are, changes in retail market centres and variations in

the retail structure of such centres.

Few studies ha¥e concerned themselves with the effects of increased

mobility on market centres and fewer still have done so within the

context of the British Isles, the exception being the'work of Davis

(1970). Skinner (1964) f'oLlowed through the effects of improved

transportation on Chinese market centres, while a much earlier study

by lalanne (1863) looked specifically at railway systems and population

distribution. Skinner's work has been £ollowed up by Rozman (1973) who

examines changes in the urban nett·wrks of China and Japan. Skinner

(1964) found that the introduction of better roads induced villages
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I'abl.e 3.11 • er cent age retail sales by trade t:\'pes.

( source: Jefferys 1954)

Category 1900 1910 1920 1930 1938 1950

Food 58.8 57.7 50.7 119.8 46.6 40.3

Clothing foeti-mar 19·2 18.8 24.6 19·0 19.4 18.9

Confectionerv/ 7.6 8.8 9·3 12.8 14.4 21 .1
~,

tobacco

Others 14.4 14·7 15.4 18.4 19.6 19·7

'I'ab Le 3.12 Percentage distribution of retail establishments by

settlement t.. es , the Hali.fax-Calder valley.

Order Settlement tvueu ~
1870 1900 1930

Halifax 45.8 47.0 51.7
2 Mill towns 25·5 27.7 33.1

3 nin villages 17.7 17 .1 13.9

4 Hamlets 11.0 7.5 1.3
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to market their goods at higher order centres missing out the tradit-

ional 101-v crder tvpes whose mar-ke'ts eventually closed .-rhis in fact vlas

a reversal of the traditional pr-ocess of change "There Lower' centres

vlere added to the system. The new t~Tpe of change involved a decrease

in the overall number of markets and an increase in the size of the

market area. similar process has been recorded in North America,

with differential growth patterns between the various levels of centres

resulting in the selective thinning out of central place patterns

(Berry 1967).

3.4.1 The example of the Halifax-Calder valley

In Britain the process of change has been studied in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth century in one specific area, the

Halifax-Calder valley' region in It/estYorkshire (v ild and Shaw 1975).

The range of settlements studied was on a much lower scale than the

other works quoted but nevertheless it illustrates the underlying

Changes. Four levels of market centre were studied, the region's centre

Halifax, five secondary towns, thirty-six medium and small-size

villages and a number of small upland communities or hamlets. This

may be related to a comparative study of changes in central places

in mid irfalesin the early and mid-nineteenth century (Lewis 1970).

1;1hi1ethe main aim of this vias to make comparisons between the hierarchy

in 1850 and that in 1964 it also illustrates the dynamiC processes

involved in functional changes of the system.

The process of market centre change, in terms of the proportion of

retail establishments can be traced with the aid of city directories.

If attention is focused on each broad class of centre then the trend

tOl-lardsincreased retail concentration becomes apP3.rent. In 1870 the

ower orde centres of the Halifax-Calder valley, mill villages and

upland communities, accounted for over 28% of the total retailers of

the study area ( able 3.12). By 1930 their contribution had fallen to
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just over 155'. Ifceamihile,at the opposite end of the scale Halifax had

Lncr-eaeed its shar-e from 45.8~:to 51.7)'. Howeve 1 this shift was not

due to any dramatic grmvth on the par-t of Halifax since its rate of shop

growth was only 1.5~ between 1900 and 1930. Rather it was related to

3. rapid decline of retailing in tf18 lONer order settlements, especially

in the 131an(1communities where the actual number of retailers fell by

26% eves: the same time period. The greatest increase ..ras in that

category of settlements of the second order, the mill towns, wher-e

retail provision expanded by 18% during the twenty years from 1900 to

1930.

These differential retail growth rates within the urban hierarchy

are also associated with modifications in the structure of the

distribution system. he impro'lements in consumer mobility are most

pertinent to the non-convenience goods sector wher-e this is likely to

lead to a focusing of demand in higher order centres which possess a

larger range of goods.
In the study area of the Halifax-Calder va lLey changes in the retail

structure were looked at over a period of one hundred years. This was

an initial attempt to examine t e structural changes both before and

after m3-jor changes in transport technology. In 1830 the smallest of the

four settlement types possessed almost 281 of the food shops. Indeed

this sector of retail establishments was distributed almost evenly

throughout the range of centres (Table 3.13). The position with regard

to clothing and footwear retailers was one of concentration, with

Halifax having over 50% of establisp~ents. This situation was even

more pronounced in the case of the durable type of retailers with

well over 90f of them being either in Halifax or the five mill towns.

In term's of the settlemen'~ hierarchy it was the thi.rd ord"r centres that

had the lowest level of retail provision both in terms of regional

.erceniages and shops per person. By 1853, the situation had changed
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Table 3.13 Changes in retail structure in the Halifax-Calder valley.

'I'own Date Food Clothing Others

Halifax 1830 28.3% 50.4% 60.2%
1853 36.3% 44.4%, 61.80;:.
1870 39.9% 50.2% 63.6%
1900 44.5% 49.1% 62.1{
1930 50.6'j~ 53.2% 56.1%

~,ill towns 1 30 25.3% 26.0/,1 32.6~
1853 20.9% 24.9% 33.4%
1870 23.5%' 28.2% 28.2%
1900 28.8'f.- 27.8% 27.5%
1930 32.9% 34.1% 38.2!!

an vi.Ll ages 1830 18.6% 10.0% 2.0%
1853 18.4% 15.7% 1.2%
1870 21.C'!'f 15.7% 6.2%
1900 18.7% 16.9% 8.7%
1930 14.3% 12.0% 5.7%

Upland 1830 27.8% 12.7% 5.2%

Communities 1853 24.4% 15.0%, 3.6%

1870 15.6% 5.9% 2.0%

1900 8.~ 5.2% 1.7%

1930 2.2% 0.7% o.of"
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only marginally in all three retail sectors, while in relation to the

settlement types the e;reatest losses were among the mill tovms which lost

~lmost 5r of the areas food establishments. Concentration in the

clothing and other durable goods sector had at this time not made any

significant progres • In fact the oIo+h.i.ngand footwear retailers ex-

hibited a tendency towards deconcentration and the proDortion that

located vii thin ~Ialifax declined by 6> (,rhileat the same time it

increased in mill villages and upland communities.(Table 3.13) The

Changes produced over t'r.isfirst twenty year period were not therefore

specifically producing increased concentration ~vithin the higher

order centres. In fact grol~h was not polarized but evenly distributed

throughcut the entire range of settlement types.

~his position of reasonable equality was s11stained to some degree

in the period from 1853 to 1870, with increased concentration only

being noticeable in the durable group excluding clothing and footwear

(Table 3.13). The exception to this was the hig loss rate by the

upland communities with regard to food retailers, t eir ercentage

share falling by almost 9'1-.rhe trend towards retail concentration

in the higher order centres became more noticeable by 1900 when

alifax and the mill towns had over 731"of the region's food shops.

In the final pha e of the study the trend t owards concentration

proceeded at a much more rapid paye with Halifax having almost 50%-

of the area's food retailers while both the upland communities and

the mill villages had reduced levels of food provision (Table 3.13).
The five mil towns, in fact, increased the proportion of retailers

in all three sectors of trade.
This latter period can be compared ~l:i.tha study in the same area

that was carried out by Ford (1935), though this covered a Ivider

range of settlements. However, this study did not cover all the

etail types and SO only specific trades can be examined and these
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h'1ve been selected to represent the three broad c3.tegories already

us ed , '1'_ is d.ata illustr:;>,testhe same Lnd of process but from a different

vie '"Point, relating shop gr01-Jthto pO'::ml3-tionincrease (Table 3.14).
From this vi.ew it can be seen that the highest r-ate of retail loss are

to be f01..U1din the 1m"er order centres, those 1rJithpopulations below

20,000. However, even the higher order tovms had a relative decline in

the grocery sector although experiencing increases in the durable t rad.es a

as represented by drapers and chemists (rrable 3.14). These differences

alsc reflect changes in income, ,,,itha relative decline in the number

of convenience goods shops as t shopping goods t estab1isrLlllentsincrease.

3.4.2 Regional variations
Examination of structural changes within the urban hierarchy must

also include a study of retail organisational types such as multiples and

independents which vary in their importance from centre to centre.

These spatial variations are dynarn i ca.Ll.yrelated to family income,

consumer mobility and popul tion characteristics. In a comparative

study by Hall, differences in the ratio of multiples to total retailers by

settlement size were observed between North America and the United

Kingdom (Hall, Knapp and Winsten 1961). 1hthin each country studied,

systematic variations in the ratio of multiple retailers to town

populations occurred in relation to different levels of consumer

income.
In the case of food retailers poor regions (in terms of per capita

income) experience a sharp rise in the ratio of multiples to total

retailers between rural and urban areas, and it continues to increase

with city size. In -lale8,the poorest region in 1950, the ratio jumps from

4 for centres with po ulations of around 2,500 up to 11.6 for towns

with almost 10,000 inhabitants. The ratio falls in towns with populations

of 25-50,000, peaking in higher order oentres (Fig. 3.1). In more

prosperous regiOns such as London and the south-east the increase from

rural to urban is much more gradual rising from 8.5 to 11.6 (Fig. 3.1).
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Table 3.14 Changes in retail provision by settlement size,Yorkshire
1901-1927 (souroe: Ford 1935)

shops per 1,000 population
Settlement type Date Grocers Drapers· Chemist
population size

75,000 1901 3.34 1.21 0.31:
1927 2.57 1.24 0.34

20-75,000 1901
1927

2.22 1.21 0.31
0.272.19 1.12

10-20,000 1901
1927

2.23 1.03
0.89

0.28
0.26
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It is not i.ceabLe houever-, that the ratio peaks at similar t own sizes

re~a less of variaticns in ner cqpita income.

The exp Lanat ion for such differentiati'on between high and low-

income areas lies in the fact that rnu It i.pLe retailers have a rri.ni.mum

threshold recruirement in terms of turnover and profit margins. In high

income regions such conditions ID3Y e sati.sf'Ledeven in rural dLstr-Lc'ts

and the multiples Hould find it possible and profitable to function

in the Lower levels of the market hierarchy. Houever , such nenetraticn

of the rural market may not be possible to the same extent in areas of

relatively ow income and only a small number of multiDles consider

such Iocational policies.

rhe examination of temporal variations within this context is made

extremely difficu t because of the lack of data but such a study can be

conducted on a ree;ional basis using city directories compiled or the

7ast. and :Iest Ridings of Yorkshire (Kellys 1900 and 1930). 'I'hi.s-!;ype

of analysis cannot unfortUl1ately take into consideration variations in

consumer income, once again because of the absence of data. Nevertheless,

we can consider temooral chanee in terms of market size and consumer

mobili t~r. In 1900, the ratio of multiples to total sops in the food

sector vias fairly con tant throughout the range of market centres

studied, though very low order centres with populations beLow 10,000

had failed to attract any multiple retailers (Table 3.15). The lack of

strong differentiation vlithin the urban hierarchy, or the tendency

towards a position of quasi-entropy (Berry 1968),is to some extent an

indication of the locational policies of the multiple retail

organisations. At this early date they had not fully established

themselves or any strong competitive strategies. The market areas of

such shops were variable in size and little attempt was made to

rationalise the organisations until after 1920.

By 1930 the situation had changed considerably and a recognisable
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Table 3.15 Peroentage of multiple retailers to total shops,
food establishments

Towns size Yorks.(1900) Yorks.(1930) Yorks.(1950) U.K.(1950)
•

250,000+- 3.6 5.9 11.8 19.1
100-249,000 2.1 4.7 9.3 12.0
50 - 99,999 0.8 2.4 9.5 12.4
25 - 49,999 1.8 3.0 9.6 10.8
10 - 24,999 1.7 1·7 7.5 10.8
2,500-9,999 3.5 7.9 10.6
2,500 4.6 5.2

Table 3.16 Peroentage of·multiple retailers to total shops,
non-food establishments

Town size Yorks.(1900) Yorks.(1930) Yorks.(1950) U.K.(1950)

250,000+- 3.9 7.4 17.0 19.0
100-249,999 2.1 5.8 20.0 19.0
50 - 99,999 1.1 1.7 23.0 23.0

25 - 49,999 1.3 3.2 17.0 20.0
10 - 24,999 3.7 2.0 14.0 18.0
2,500-9,999 1.7 13.0 14.0
2,500 8.0 6.0
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pattern of differentiation throughout the hierarchy can be observed

though this wa not one of centralisation vIithin the higher order

centres but more at snecific levels vJithin the system. Indeed, the

process operating was one of structural organisation or 'negentropy'

as the information content of the multiples increased. The peaks and
•lows at this time correspond to those existing in 1950, though they

occurred at a much breater intensity. Once again however, the ratio

does not increase significantly with centre size especially below the

100,000 population f.'Jarkand this contrasts with the conditions

prevailing in 1950 ( a Ie 3.15). It can also be noticed that by 1930

condition were such that the multiples had still not moved into

the very small market centres wh i.chcan be considered rural in

character.

Prior to 1930 the multiples, in their choice of location, were faced

with a rather dichotomous situation because of the f'olIowi.ng factors.

First, they wer-e relatively new retail types and some vTere selling

what can be considered, even by 1900, fairly new products (frozen

meat). Their innovatory nat re in terms of organisation and product

s.ecialization meant that they initially depended on relatively large

trade areas for their survival. herefore, in their early years of

development from 1 80 to 1900 they "Jere to be found almost entirely

in tOvffiS with populations in excess of 100,000 and certainly never

in centres wi th populations below 10,000. However, the multiples were

faced it anothe factor whicl tended to erode their dependence 0

large towns and this w s associated with consumer mobility. The

relatively immobile nature of consumers, even by 1900, forced the

multi les into lower order centres where survival, more than anything,

depended on a vigorous sales policy.

3.4.3 Inter-urban comparisons
The factors affecting the distribution of non-food multiples ....ithin
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the ur-ban hierarchy a e of a much more complicated nature than the

ones operatin§" in the case of food retailers. A_art from the role of

income an :-,opulationdvnaraics attention must also be given to the

factor of inter-tot-m conmeti t ion , The success of a low order centre,

in attracting multiples, depends on its location re13.tive to centres

of a higher order.

In their early years of growth the multiples were forced to move

into the low-order centres primarily because of the pelatively

immobile nature of their customers. In 1900, centres \,li th a population

below 10,000 had some non-food multiple retailers while small-or er

towns with populations in t e region of 10,000 to 25,000 had one of

the highest ratios of multiple to total shops at this time (Table

3.16). By 1930, with a more mobile consumer market coming into

existence the multiples could rationalize their shop locations and

to some extent they could abandon the Lower order centres. At this

time consumers were willing to travel to larger towns to shop for items

of clothing and footwear, thereby strengthening the trend towards

centralization. That this trend should be reversed in 1950 would seem

rather stran e but the explanation must lie in the fact that after

the 1939-45 .mr the number of multiple retailers in this sector

increase and intense competition forced them to exploit every

available market. Another factor to be considered around 1930 is the

effect of increased consumer mobility since this would favour the

grovrth of multiples at least in the higher order centres, for those

who travel further to shop tend to favour an established name, according

to the findings of Hall (Hall, Knapp and ylinsten 1961).

The above variations must also be vi ewed in te:ems of the evolution

cf multiple-shop trading and its geographical concentration. Much of

the regional differences already mentioned which are not ex licable
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in CBr"s of income n.av be attrihuted to the regional character of

i11'ltinle organisations. '::;venthe la.rge census rec:ions that are selected

in Hall.'s study, though large enough to minimise the effects of inter-

regional income f'Lows , are still not fully closed retail systems as

both Scott (1970) and De Coning (1959), working in Africa, point out.

They are probably large enough though to contain a heterogeneity of

income and tre rccional averages amalgamate contrasting patterns of

consurner expendi t·ure. The historical variations in the development of

m ltiple retailers is one aspect that requires further study since

they 'Jeremost pronounced in their early years of growth. Scott (1970)

presents two examples of the effects of such geographical bias for

t18 firms of Timpsons, footwear retailers and Alexandre Ltd. who

retail men's clothing. In the case of the former organisation the

initial spread of branch shops was influenced by the facilities of

ra.il connections with the head office in Manchester and this to some

extent kept the firm out of the midla.nd markets until the 1920's. In

the same t'ffi.ymany of the early multiple retailers of frozen imported

meat confined themselves to the axis between Liverpool and Hull, the

two main ports of entry in the north. Obviously, these regional

Variations will be less important as the system evolves and by 1950

their effect in the U.K. was not as pronounced, though still noticeable.

3.4.5 A model of the distribution of multiple retailers

The construction of a model describing the rocesses affecting the

distribution of multiple retailers within the urban hierarchy is a

task made difficult because of the lack of data. Any conclusions

cannot therefore be fully tested in an objective way, although

partial relationships can be examined in the less complex case of food

establishments. In the latter little attention needs to be given to

the role of inter-town competition since migrant customers are unlikely

to be attracted to convenienoe shops from other urban areas. In this
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instance the tvm most important variables ar-ethose measur-ing the

degree of consumer potential, w.ich can be represented by total

Dopulation, and per capita income. It is the latter which is the most

difficult to mea ure and for the purpose of testing some basio

relationships fiGUres were derived from commercial marketing survey

reports (Business Publications Ltd. 1951). This report calculated

levels cf income for each of +he largest British towns using rateable

values and other available data based on an index develo ed by Gray

and Corlett (1950). ~Viththe aid of this information it was possible

to get some measure of the income variations betvfeendifferent

centres and relate this to the ratio of multiples present.

This study, to construct a model, was undertaken for the largest

130 t owns in the U.K. for 1950, though data avaihbility restricted

it to the grocery trade. It was found that the percentage of multiple

grocery retailers was directly related to centre size in terms of the

total population and the average per capita income per town. Both

these independent varia1?les were significantly related (at the 1%

level) with the former having a product-moment correlation coefficient

of 0.35 and the latter slightly higher at 0.38. The fact that these

two variables do not explain all the variance is due to a number of

factors, one of which is related to the accuracy of the income

measurements. The results may have been improved had population density,

rather than total figures, been used since fragmented urban areas

require a much greater duplication of food retailers to serve a dispersed

population than more concentrated settlements, given the same level of

transportation. ention must also be made of the differences in

settlement types, at least in terms of their functional characteristics.

For instance, one would expect dormitory towns and seaside resorts to
have special retail structures associated with a typical demand.

Finally, the historical evolution of multiple organisations and their
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ceof"'raphic:?lbias, "'-8 aLready discussed! wouId affect such relationships.

Considerinc 3.1~ these 10ints the correlation coefficients do not apoear

to be too 101'1.

Although the variables af'f'ect i.ngt~-~epercentage of non-food multiple

retailers in market centres have not been tested due to the lack of data,

it seems logical to expect a more complex situation. Tore attention

ne~ds to be given to the aSDects of inter-to~n retail competition and

the size distribution of market centres. The movement of customers to

higher order centres is much more likely especially given improvements

in transport facilities. Hall (Hall, Knapp and Winsten 1964) has

suggested that the explanation of the distribution of non-food multiples
can be given by the following equation.

Y= a+ b1X1 + bl2 + bl3
where X1= per capita income

X2= Dopulation change measured over the last 20 years

X3= urban population density of towns greater than 2,500

(Equation 3.1)

This situation applies to the retail structure of the U.S. market only

and perhaps the main modification that can be made in the British case

is the inclusion of a further dependent variable measuring inter-town

distance. This will give some representation of the level of inter-urban

competition which plays a more important role in the British context
where there is a greater density of settlement.

The distribution of multiples within the urban hierarchy and their

relationship to other retail organisational types has only been briefly

explored in the U.K., and while American studies have concentrated on

contemporary aspects (Cohen 1961) no attempt has been made to look at

evolutionary behaviour. There remains a whole new field of study which

should attempt to measure rates of diffusion of mUltiples within

different centres and the factors affecting their development.
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Chapter 4
TheInnovistio Procesal as illustrated ,byChanges

in the Technologyand Organisation ot Seleoted Retail Trades

TheSelection ot Retail Trades

The criteria tor seleoting oertain retail trades in preterenoe to

others were decided as tollows. First, and ot overriding impe>rtanoe

within the context ot this study, was the requirement that a trade had.

e%perienceda radicall;y newohangein organisation and. technology. It

was also important that such changes in retail organisation could be

readil;y identitied with the limited data souroes that wereavailable.

The seoondcriteria was ot slightl;y lesser importanceand concerned

the need to be able to present a tair17 comprehensiveand balanced

survey ot all levels ot reta.iling. Thebalance could best be achieved

by the inclusion ot food and non-tood retailers and also service

functions. To 1017 and achieve someoverall equality betweenthese

categories, and at the Bametime inolude trades that satistied the

major prerequisite, tour retail activities were chosen tor study.

These included grocera and butohers on the tood side, tootwear, and. in

the service sector dyers and oleaners. Other trades were also examined

but had to be rejected tor a numberot reasons.

Themain type talling within this groupwas the clothing sector tor,

although change. in organisation did take place, they were rather

tragmented in their eftects .inoe they operated at ditterent time

periods on ditterent parts ot the trade. Another tormidable problem

was in trying to categorise the individual componentsot this trade

with on1;ythe use ot city directoriea.

Thehistorical developmentot the seleoted trade. can best' be examined

by looking at the cha.ngeathat oocurred in the technology and. organis-

aticn ot eaoh one and by viewing these developmentsin terma ct the
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innovistic process. Three main stages ct retail development are
essentially involved ot whioh the first is the taking place ot some
advance in teohnology. This permits secondly, a recombination ot

produotive facilities from whioh a new or innovistic type ot retail
institution develops. In turn this introduoes the third stage within
whioh a distinotive type ot rivalry emerges tor the existing retail
torms to compete against (Chapter 3). It is postulated that the multiple
retailers who arose primarily in the late nineteenth oentury were a
produot ot these processes and in terms ot organisation and competitive
strategy oould be oonsidered as innovistio retail types. Within the
context ot this thesis retailers are olassitied as multiples it they

-..• -
have over ten branch shops. This tollows the detinition otfered by
Jetfer,ya (1954) who justities it on eoonomio grounds since in most
trades eoonomies ot scale operate in firms With ten or more shops.
Co-operatives, whilst having some similarities with the multiples, are
not classified with them as they did not operate the same competitive
polioies. Indeed in Hull itselt the oo-operative sooiety's shops did
net have a great deal of impact on the city's existing retail stnoture
(Marshall 1951). In the rest of this chapter it is hoped to show how
the three stages occurred and how the process outlined above actually
operated.

The Retail Meat Trade
The retail meat trade provides a c1assio example of the initiation

of innovistio ohange, the stimulus tor suoh development being provided
in the late nineteenth oentur.1 by teohnical improvements outside the
field ot distribution.
4.2.1 The situation before 1880

Before 1880 the retail meat trade bad developed distinctive types of
shops that operated not only on economio baaes but were also differentiated
in terms ot customers and looational requirements. '!'wo broad oategories
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of shops existed which were in most respects mutually exclusive and

thereby kept oompetition down to a minimum. The first and earliest of
these retailers was the large-scale butcher who did his own slaughter-
ing and who, more often than not, had a slaughter-house associated
with his retail unit. His main clientele was middle class and his shop vas
located centrally. A share of this trade also went through the market-
place or 'meat shambles' in most towns (Blackman 1963). In mid nine-
teenth centUl'1'Hull butchers shops made up over 21% of all food.
establishments in the main central shopping streets and by 1881, in
the same streets, butohers acoounted. for just over 47% of all food.
retailers, exo1uding the pub1io market facilities. This prolonged
attraction to these oentral areas by a low order funotion, even when
much of the indigenous population had deo1ined, can be related to the
organisational structure of this trade. Sinoe slaughter-house and. shop
were one physical unit, any decision to re100ate in the suburbs met
with some considerable difficulty. This arose mainly because of the
Public Health Act of 1848 and the role played by the newl1 initiated
Local Boards of Health, although there had. been restriotions on liTe-

stook slaughtering before this date in the form of local bye-laws and

statutes (Woolley 1830). The advent of suoh legislation affected the
setting up and location of slaughter-houses in urban areas and in Hull
the restrictions seem to have been striotly enforoed. The offioial
line may be BUIJIRled up as follows, "The olose oontinuity of slaughter-
houses to dwelling houses in thiokly populated distr10ts 1s to be
deprecated" (Annual Report of the Health of Hull 1881). In the period

"immediately following the Hull Improvement Aot of 1854, up to 1870, 1~
of the applications for new slaughter-houses were rejected. Atter this
date the number of rejections inoreased. to 40% (Local Health Returns
1854-1890). The ohanoes therefore, of butchers wishing to re100ate their
establishments in suburban areas vere severelY restrioted by these
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measures and for those in the centre & certain amountof geographical

inertia operated, at least until transport facilities improved. The

restriotions on slaughter-house locations becameeven more intense with

the passing of the Publio Health AmendmentAct of 1890.

The seoond type of meat retailer was essentially conoernedwith a

wcrking-olass clientele and up to about 1850they mainly operated troll

market stalls. This trade dealt only with parts of the carcass and

obtained its supplies from the producer/retailer whohad his own

slaughter-house. After 1850 it was these small-scale retailers who

tollowed the consumerinto the suburban areas since they were free trom

the restrictions placed on locations. The cost ot transport from shop

to slaughter-house ( distanoes over 1.5 miles added 1d per poundto

meat pricesl Local Health Report 1865) 'Wasimportant but not a vital

taotor. These traders dealt on a cash basis, were geared to a tairly

rapid turnover and retailed only certain joints of meat so overheadswere

kept to a bare minimumallowing additional moneytor transport. In

locational terms these retailers generally occupied non-central sites,

movinginto small corner type premises awaytrom the main street

suburban shopping complexes. Ot the total numberot butchers in suburban

Hull in 1880, 7C1fo had no slaughter-house tacilities and presumably

theretore, the majority ot themwere part of this working-class type ot

trade.

4.2.2 Innovation in the meat trade

Around1880a combinationot oircumstances evolved that were to

radioally alter the established pattern of meat retailing and which

culminated in the developmentot multiple retailera. The growth ot the

multiples was directly related to the developmentot importedmeat. The

impetus to change arose trom the inability ot local meat supplies to

match the increased demand.From1870to 1890consumptionot meat was

inoreasing and rose from 104.4 poundsper head in 1870to 114.1 pounds
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in 1880 and 124.1 pounds in 1890 (Wood 1899). At the same time there
was a deo1ine in the supplies of U.K. food animals whioh in 1861 had

totalled 46.7 million but by 1880 this had fallen to 42.9 million
( Critohell and Raymond 1912). This reduotion was pr1ma.ri17 due to the
outbreak of rinderpest introduoed from the oontinent into this oountry
around 1865. The effeot of this was to intensit,y a situation where
there alreadJ' existed signs of demand. outstripping local supplies. To
oombat these shortages there arose, in the short term, the practioe of
importing live cattle mainly from the U.S.A. and Canada, since the
ContagiOUS Diseases Animals Act of 1892 prohibited the importation ot

livestook tram the continent.
In addition, and of greater importanoe in relation to retail change,

was the increasing energy being devoted to the development of meat
preserving teohniques. With the perfection of freezing and canning
(even in 1867 Australian ca.rmed meat was being imported) the distant
supp17 areas ot Australia and South America could be eftective17
exploited. The importanoe ot imported meat inoreased steadily during
the period, although the souroes ot supply were oonstantly ohanging
(Table 4.1).

This inoreased volume ot imported. meat called for radical changes in
the retail organisation ot the meat trade. The majority ot the
established butchers either could not, or would not, handle the oheap,
and in the early years poor quality, imported meat. This initiated the
development ct new types ot retailers concerned only with cutting up
and selling imported meat and prominent among the•• were the tirst
multiple meat retailing tirms.

In northern England some ot the earliest multiples were assooiated
with the importation ot Amerioan live and dressed meat. '!'heretail
outlets operated by the American Fresh Meat Company located mainly in

the large and rapidly growing urban oentres. There were three shops ot
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Table 4.1 The percentage ot imported meat (live and dead) into the U.K.
(sourcel Wood 1899 and Prest and Adams 1952)

Date 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

28.0% 32.0% 36.0% 39.5% 42.5% 47.4% 48.5% 45.4%

Table 4.2 The number ot multiple meat retailers in the U.K.
(source: Jeffer1B 1954)

Date 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

Number 10 564 2058 3828 3207 3243 3592 3775
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this oompany in Hull as early as 1881:and these were to double in
number by 1886. The other main towns in which the company operated
appear to have been Liverpool, Manohester and Sheftield (Whites 1881,
Blackman 1969). In Hull their development heralded an early' phase ot

prioe competition between certain types ot meat retailer and by 1887
some local traders had. taken up the ohallenge that was being offered by
the American Jresh Meat Com~. Advertisements appeared regularly
around this time in local newspapers from shops offering meat at
oompetitive prioes (Eastern Morning News 1887).

The perfeotion of freezing techniques and the expansion of foreign
supply areas served to intensity competition. The desire ot the large
meat producing companies to control retail outlets in this country
was feU from the very outset, partly' because ot the reasons given above
also to be assured ot a steady demand tor their supplies. The relation-
ship between the expanding industrial areas and the development ot

multiple retailing can be olearly seen in this oase since some of the
initial attempts ot meat produoers to oontrol their outlets oocurred in

northern oities.
By the tirst deoade of the twentieth oentury it was possible to

distinguish, on the basis ot organisation and product specialization,
two main types ot meat retailer: (1) the existing establishments or
independents, a category composed ot an amalgam ot the middle and

working olass traders who dealt in tresh locally produced meat and.

(2) thoBe multiples selling almost entirely frozen, imported produce
who operated on entirelY difterent competitive strategies. This diVision
appears valid in the light ot contemporar.r evidenoe provided by the
National Federation of Meat Traders Association (1912) who stated that
over ~ ot all imported meat was sold by tirms dealing exclusively
with such meat. The mode ot operation of these multiples and their type
ot produot combined to produce a number ot constraining taotors which
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affected their looational requirements.
Initially, man7 of the branch outlets of the multiple firms did not

possess their own cold storage facilities and meat had to be brought
regularlr from a centrally looated plant. This necessitated a quiQk
turnover of meat as storage vas very limited and costly. Shops were
therefore located on the main shopping streets so as to be able to draw
on the largest market possible. This requirement for rapid sales and

hence a central site was further reinforoed b7 the fact that profit.
per pound of meat were much lower than those obtained trom fresh meat,
often by about 50% (Dunlop 1933). '!'hetypical cost and profit' struotures
of these multiples in the inter-war period have been presented by
Dunlop (1929) and for example, a multiple firm with 65 branohes had a
total net profit, as a percentage ot turnover, ot 4~ while the figure
for a small independent retailer was 12%. J. tinal faotor affeoting
their looational requirements was assooiated with the newness of the
produot being sold. Before it vas general17 aocepted, central locations
were needed to ensure the neoessary level of demand for the shop's
surn val. In general these oonstraints produoed a high degree of
looational oonoentration and oontemporar,y evidenoe suggests that at the
height of their development multiples oocurred in clusters of from two
to twelve stores (Dunlop 1933).

In numerical terms these multiple retailers reached their peak in

1910 when there were an estimated 3828 shops in the United Kingdcm
(Table 4.2). Arter this date numbers began to tall off, a trend that was

on17 really reversed after 1930 although the 1910 level was never
attained again. '!'herise in the number of shops selling imported meat
between 1900 and 1910 reflects the growing popularity of the product,
sinoe during this decade the overall oonsumtion of meat vas not rising.
One pos.ible reason for this is that the rea.l wages of the working
olasses fluotuated between high and low rates in this period &Dd so the
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demand for oheaper meat rose. However, evidenoe would suggest that the
rate of inorease in the number of outlets exceeded actual demand, a
situation that arose out of the intense competition between national
rivals. This eventually led to the closure of many branch shops and most
multiple retailers lost some of their outlets.
4.2.3 The prooess of amalgamation

The outoome of this internal oompetition between the multiples was
a prooess of extensive amalgamations, the first of whioh occurred in
1911. This involved the Union Cold Storage Company whioh took over
the business of another national firm W. and R. Fletcher. By 1914
this same company was involved in further mergers which led ultimately
to a selective closing of ineffioient and duplicated branoh outlets
(Jefferys 1954). This is a factor of extreme importanoe when oonsideration
is being given to the ohanges oocurring in retail looation.

At the start of the First World War most multiples had reduced their
number of branch shops, a trend that was to be further stimulated by
shortages of both staff and supplies of meat due to the war-time
economy. In the inter-war period the process of amalgamations reached
its final stage when control of the largest multiples passed into the
hands of the Union Cold Storage Company. By 1939 this organisation was

the parent of eight of the largest chains whose total number of branoh
outlets in the U.K. was in the order of 1196 (Economist 1939). The
prooess of rationalization continued, though little expansion occurred
and gradually the standards of these shops were improved. In terms of
urban locations, outlets sited in side streets were olosed down and in
some instanoes new properties were aoquired on main shopping streets.
There was however, no attempt to increase shop size whioh still remained
relatively small, employing on average about four people (Jefferys 1954).
The main oompetitive parameter for the multiples oontinued to be that

of low prices but no drastic inroads were made into the independent
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sector ot the market, whose total share ot trade remained fairly
stable at least up to the Seoond World War.

The W&l"'-timeeoonomy hit both types of retailer, although as already
illustrated in Chapter 3, the independents in general sutfered the
highest rates ot mortality. Mention must also be made ot the intrusion
by multiple grooer" tirms into the meat trade. Moreover t~eBe retailers
handled both imported and home-produced meat and consequently appealed
to a muoh wider market. This type ot evolutionary change can be related
to the 'dialeotio theory' previously discussed, vith the development
of Btores selling both imported and local meat representing a form ot
institutional synthesis. However, thiB type ot retail unit only emerged
as a distinotive oompetitive torce after 1950 and as Buoh it vil1 not
be speoitically singled out tor study in this analysis.

The Retail Grocery Trade
The situation with regard to the innovistio prooess is aomewhat more

complex in the grooer,r trade but it does however epitomize the general
oonditions favourable to the growth ot multiple retailers. On the demand

I

side there was a rapid inorease in the number ot urban vorkers who vere
experienoing an almost continuous rise in real inoomes. Assooiated
vith these faotors vas the inorease in the volume ot toodstuffs that
became widely available and Buoh background faotors as the retorm ot
the oustoms and exoise duties with the opening of the free trade era.
This latter faotor led to a rapid inorease in the rates ot oonsumtion
ot certain commodities, especially sugar in the 1860's (Mathias 1967).
Similarly, the opening up of new agricultural areas abroad all went
towards lowering the price ot foodstuffs, as in the case ot the meat
trade.

Whilst these conditions determined the overall environment within
which the changes oocurred, the a.ctual process can be associated more
closely to the manufaoture ot new type. ot food products. One in
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particular played. an important role in the grooery trade and. that was

margarine, for which the British patent was taken out in 1867. Although

the manufacturing process was originally developed in France by Mige

Mauries it was the Dutch firm of Jurgens whoput the development into

full scale production (Hottman 1969).

4.3.1 The situation betore 1880
Before discussing the implications ot the development ~tmargarine

tor the grocery trade it is first necessary to give consideration to

the existing pattern of retailing. This will serve to illustrate how

incapable the traditional system was to handle large quantities ot new

products. In the period before 1880 the grocery trade was composed.of

a variety of different retail types of which the most prominent was the

middle olass grocer who in some instances was also part producer. The

traditional thigh street t grooer had a completely ditferent produot

range to that ot the small shopkeeper trade. The f~rmer vould probably

stoCk in depth the grooery and household lines while the latter, more

orientated towards the working class trade, vould stook horizontally

rather than nrtioally (Alexander 1970). In general the main retail

pa.rameter used. in oompetition was that ot service, with an emphasis in

the middle olass trade on long term cred.it. However, someprice

oompetition did oocur mainly in the cities and this was greatest initially

in the sale ot sugar. Indeed, several ot the earlieat grooers t assooiations

vere established. with the aim ot stopping thia practice (Lev;r 1942).

Neverthelea., with the exoeption ot the working 01a8a trade in aomeot

the larger urban areas, the extent and the price reduoing effecta ot

this early oompetition were 11mited. The tact that oertain skills were

neoessary in the grooery trade (Elliott 1938) and. the restricted mobility

ot the consumers plUII the widespread praotice of granting long term

credit all tended to restrain prioe oompetition. Competition was further

restrioted in the sale ot tea because until 1869 thia product oould
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onlY be sold under licence (Pennance and Yamey1955).
4.3.2 Innovation and the growth of multiples

The existing retail system was rather set as to the amount and type

of goods it could and would handle. This was especially the case with a

newproduot suoh as margarine whioh because of its storage qualities

demandedspecific retail facilities. Added to this was the fa.ct that

manyof the traditional grocers were attuned to the middle and higher

class markets and therefore were not in a good position to reta.il to

the new e%pandingworking olass sector.

Newproducts, suoh as margarine, therefore demandedwidespread

changes in the structure and organisation of the retail grocery trade

around 1880. This was the second stage in the innovistio prooess

whereby new retailers emerge that have different selling techniques

to those of the existing firms. In the grocery trade these new retail

types can in the main be identified with the growth of multiple shop

oompanies. A detailed account ot the development of ma.ny of the larger

firms has been presented by Mathias (1967), while Tousley (1969)
oonsiders retail marketing purely in relation to the manufaoture ot

margarine. It required a new type ot retailer prepared to operate

shops that had multiple outlets on a large seale to realize the oppor-

tunities that existed for importing new cheap proTisions and selling

them in working class districts.

Jefferys (1954) identifies two types of multiple retailer within the

grocery trade, a distinction he bases on their modeof origin. The

tirst type he relates to the development ot shops selling tea and sugar

whooriginally had been oil and colourmen. Seoo:cdly, were those firms

that specialized in the sale of a very limited range of produots,

usually about three or four lines and manyof these concentrated on

margarine. It i8 this latter group, which included such firms &8 Home

and Colonial Stores. Liptons and MaypoleDairy. that can be considered
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the true innovators and were the real produot ot the innovistio prooess.
In terms ot the overall growth in numbers it was this latter group

that exhibited the tastest rates ot growth and they made the main oontri-
bution to the rise in the overall numbers after 1900 (Table 4.3). The
growth in the number ot multiples between 1880 and 1890 was more a
response by many ot the traditional grooers to the inoreased suburban-
isation ot the urban population. The doubling in numbers in the next
decade however, can be attributed more readily to the new type ot

multiple that oonoentrated largely on margarine.
By 1900 rising tood prioes brought the mass market to the tavour ot

the multiples who ottered their standardized produots at very low
prioes. Maypole Da.iry Compan;r, tor example, made great inoreases at
this time and their number ot branohes inoreased trom 185 in 1898 to
over 390 by 1903 and reached well over 900 betore the 1914 war. The
war years halted the development ot the multiples but in the 1920's
there was a speotacular rise in the number ot branch shops (Table 4.3).
The only' serious Betbaok to their growth came during the Second World
War when the number ot branch shops in existenoe tell owing to shifts in

Population, shortages and enemy action. In the post-war years however,
m~ branch shops were reopened and by 1950 numbers had inoreased
slightly (Table 4.3).
4.3.3 Charaoteristios ot multiples

There was a rise in the price ot toodstufts around. 1914 and a general
tall in consumption per head ot population, both ot which intensitied
competition in the grocery sector. Under the stress ot this competition
all the retail types reassessed their selling methods and pra.ctices.
Atter this time the overall trend in reta.iling techniques was towards
larger shops and selling a wider range ot goods in much smaller
qoa.ntities. '!'heBechanges all combined to produce & swing in demand
a~ from the speoialist grooer.
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Table 4.3 The number of multiple grocera in the U.K.
(source, Jefferys 1954)

Date Number of grocera (multiples)

1880 217
1890 1265
1900 3444

1910 5810
1920 1880
1930 11,761
1940 13,118
1950 13,663
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The shops, selling methods and customers ot the early multiples
contrasted. strongly with those ot the traditional independent grocer.
The typical multiple shop branoh unit was initially physically small with
a statt ot two or three. Standardiza.tion was to be found wherever
possible both in the commodities sold and in the layout of the shop.
To cater tor their working-class clientele most trade was undertaken in
the evenings, the shops being open until eleven 0' olock and often until
midnight on Saturdays. It was only atter 1900, with distinct improve-
ments in the quality and standard of manufactured foodstuffs, that the
multiples really started to compete with the traditional grooer tor

the middle-class customer.
'!'hemain teature ot the grooery trade between 1920 and. 1950 was the

rapid growth ot tood manufacturing with whioh was linked the successful
expansion ot the multiples. This period also saw increased oompetition
between multiple shops and themselves as well as with the independents.
In attempts to overoome this m~ multiples switched emphasis trom
cheap cash sales to the servioe parameter. Along with this went a
deoline in the number of speoialist multiples as firms inoreased their
range of produots (Jetfer.ys 1954).

The Retail FOotwear Trade
4.4.1 The situation before 1880

In many respeots the early nineteenth century development of the
tootwear trade was similar to the situation that existed in the grooery
trade and reta.il meat trade. By the mid nineteenth oentur.y it vas
essentially a handicraft trade with the produoer/retailer being the
oentral tigure. The small-scale boot and shoemakers did in some instanoes
look to the ea.rly manufaoturing tirms and journeymen outworkers located
in Yorkshire and Northampton to provide them with 3. type ot ready-made
tootwear and oomponents that could be assembled and finished in the
shop. B,. the 1830's it was normal praotice tor shoemakers to 'buy pre-
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out soles, tops and tips tram leather outters and footwear manufaoturers.
In Leioester, Staffordshire and Northampton a division of'labour in
produotion had begun to develop but teohniques were still at a handioraft
stage with neither maohines or power being used. Even as early as 1850
the Midland footwear oentres had imprinted their production on oertain
aeotors ot the market I espeoially in London (Mayhew 1850).
4.4.2 Innovation in the trade

Between 1850 and 1870 a series of inventions revolutionized the
footwear trade leading to the replaoement ot the handicraft methods
by the maohine manufaoture of boots and shoes. hong the most
important innovations were Blake's sole sewer, Crick'a riveting prooess
and the Goodyear welding machine. These developments made possible
the first semi-meohanization ot the trade and represent the tirst stage
in the innovistio prooess ot retail oompetition that was expounded
by Schumpeter (1939). These changes in the method ot production led
equally tc revolutionary changes in the system of retail distribution
producing a new organisational shop torm. The historical process has

been discussed by Jefferys who presents a comprehensive picture
although specitio firms have been studied.

The demand tor a new f'orm of'outlet was brought about by the
inadequacies ot the existing retail system for in the early stages
of meohaniaation the natural outlets were boot and shoemakers, drapers
and, to a lesser extent, general clothing shops. None ot these traders
however, proved capable of handling the steadily increasing quantities
of faotory-roade footwear. Because of this fact the speoialist footwear
retailer, dealing entirely in machine-ma.de boots and shoes, began to
appear in large numbers around 1870 and 1880.

The new retail outlets had a different organisational structure and

made greater use ot the various parameters ot oompetition. In terms of
organisation, the footwear trade was one of the first to witness the
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growth of multiple-shop retailing on a scale that was significant.
Multiple retailers were emerging in the 1810'. at whioh time Jefferys
has stated that at least ten firms existed with more than ten branoh
shops. Together they possessed some 115 branoh establishments and by 1880
these firms bad been joined by eleven others. The increase in the number
of multiple-shop organisations and the number of branches that they
oontrolled was ver,y rapid after 1880 as the estimates in Table 4.4,
taken trom Jefferys (1954), illustrate.

By 1938 the multiples aooounted for approximately 25% of the total
number ot footwear retailers in the U.K.; this figure is based on
estimates from Jefferys (1954) and. the Manohester Commeroial Guardian
(1938). Indeed, aooording to Hof'tman (1933) the largest f'irms Truef'orm
Boot Company and Freeman, Hardy and Willis oontrolled 150 shops alone.

In general terms it is possible to outline the ditferences between
the two types of'retailer, those that operated along the old traditional
methods and the new innovistio traders with their different selling
teohniques. Initially the branoh shops of these new multiples were
small and single-fronted and rarely made use of'the locational parameter.
However, ,in marked contrast to the discreet approach ot the bespoke boot
and shoe maker the multiple shop retailers adopted vigorous and
aggressive methods ot salesmanship. The first was the use ot the prioe
parameter, with the use of marked prioe tickets on all goods. This
proved a great attraction in a trade that had hitherto been dominated
by the indetinite prioing ot the boot and shoe makers. They also used
every method available to advertise their goods, low prioes being a
dominant part ot their trading polioies.

By 1910 many developments in the teohniques of retailing used by
multiple-shop organisatiOns had taken place. At this time these
retailers were able to enter practically every section of the market
due to improvements in the methods ot produotion and the quality ot
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Table 4.4 Estimates of the number of mnltiple-shop firms in the
footwear trade 1880-1950

Date 10+ branches 25+ branches
firms branches firms branches

1880 21 500 8 314
1890 45 1231 19 900
1900 64 2589 32 2067
1910 70 3544 39 3074
1920 73 3942 39 3449
1930 81 4767 41 4179
1940 77 5169 43 4611
1950 68 5210 40 4819
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the goods produced. One of the major changes that occurred was in the use
of the site or locationa1 parameter. A site in the main street or shopping
centre became a neoessity and more thought was put into the shop lafout.
The central location was needed because ot the differences between the op
operating margins ot the two main types of footwear trader. Acoording
to one report these gross retail margins varied trom 22.~ tor the
typical multiple tirms to around. 40% tor the top grade, high style part
ot the trade. These margins varied according to selling prices, which
in turn depended on the type of goods, the cla.ss of the trade, the
service offered and the stock risks taken. These factors demanded that
the multiple trader sold more goods and in general terms had a greater
rate ot stock turnover. The pbJ'sical size ot the branches tended to
increase and many ot the newer multiple-shop firms in particular bad
Ter" large premises. One turther change should be mentioned and this
was the slight shift in emphasis from the price parameter to the
service one by the multiple retailers. This tits in with the theories
of organisational change previOUSly discussed in so qjuoh that as the
innovating tirm matures less emphasis is placed on the price factor.

In terms of the innovistic process the rapid spread of the multiple
retail form was directly associated with the revolution in the methods
ot production that took place between 1810 and 1890. The problem that
the manufaoturer faced was one of trying to obtain a rapid ud mass
tistribution ot his new factory-made footwear at very low costs. The
problem was solved in most instances by the multiples who assisted by

the general eoonomies secured by way ot their 1arge-soa1. buying and
low operating costs. Advantages could also be secured through the
integration ot produotion and distribution as this ensured a constant
outlet tor the manufacturer's product. At the outset not all the large
manufacturing companies entered direct17 into the retailing side ot

the trade. )'or example, Clark's method. of distribution was via. the use
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of' retail agents. Thia becamea problemfor the firm around 1930when

they found that their main oompetitors had Bet up companiesto buy up

retail outlet. a. they cameon the market. Whenthis happenedClark's

found ~ of their outlet. being olosed against them. Themultiples

had the financial strength whiohenabled them to purchase the best

sites and inve.t in newshop tixtures. This advantage was perhaps ot

little importance before the turn ot the centurY'whenthe multiple

shcp branches ware not particularlJr well sited but around 1920, with

the growth ot the main street aitea, they had oonsiderable advantagea.

over the other tirms.

4.4.3 Growthin the inter-war period

A.tter 1930twc diatinct trends emergedin relation to the growth of'

B1Ultiplefootwear retailers. First, there was a tendency tor tirma to

try and increase their share of' the market, not by adding newbranch

shops, but by expanding existing premise. a1'Jd trYing to obtain a higher

turnover per branch. This refleot. a oentrif'ugal toroe that resulted in

the developmentof' ahop olusters in the centre of' towma.In addition,

multiple retail tirms had to taoe the problemot Bite oompetition whioh

by the late 1920'. and 30'~ had beoomeintense. The difficulties whioh

had to be overoomein order to obtain main .hopping street aite. vere

at a premiumdue to the competition from other multiple traders.

The aeoond trend, to aomedegree, vorked against the ettort. to

rationalize branch outlet. and concentrated investment on a leaBer

DUmberof shops ot a larger size for it was ooncernedwith the effect.

ot competition between the different groups of multiple retail firms.

The deoiBion to olose a branch shop in one area, so as to attract

and concentrate customers in a larger branoh in another area, i8 a

difficult one to makewhenoutlets ot competitors are lett unOPpOBed

in the former area. This tended to keep the numberot branch shops

axcesaive and workedagainst the developmentot larger, but fewer
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multiple establishments. Levy (1948) noted this competition and its
expression in the form of the spatial olustering of shops in main
streets. Unlike the situation in the meat trade this intense oompetition
has not been relieved by the advent of mergers and amalgamations. Indeed
no agreements had been reaohed between different multiple firma up to
1950, a tact or oontributing to the still intense competition in this
trade.
4.5 '!'heService Seotor: Dyers and Cleaners

The tina I trade to reoeive detailed attention i8 that of dyeing and
cleaning which in this study represents an attempt to analyse the
innovistio process at work within the servioe seotor. However, whilst
this trade did go through the stages of innovistio growth, leading to
the development of a new retail form, detailed evidenoe supp0rting
this is somewhat lacking.

The atimulus for innovistio change came in the form of an invention
that enabled the cleaning of garments by a chemical process which in
its initial form originated in France around 1860. Before this
invention the main trade of dyers and cleaners had been d7eing and their
main clientele vas drawn from the middle olasses. Som. of theae
established firms adopted the new teohnique but still remained organized
to deal with a limited market and the new servioe did nothing to
diftuse the shops from their oentral sites. In Hull for example,
even by 1880 when the 'French oleaning' techniques bad been accepted
almost 90% of the dyers and cleaners oocurred in one street.

The growth of multiples organized to capture a much wider market
was related to the perteotion of the chemical prooess, making it
cheaper and more effioient. However, the rising standard of living
and inoreased. urbanization pla;yed.a signifioa.nt role in producing an
effective demand for the new servioes. Moreover, the multiples with
a central prooessing plant and each branch outlet acting merely as a
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receiving office, could benefit greatlT frcm the economies of scale
and had the added ability to ctfer specialist services.

As early as 1880 the multiple type ot organisation was established
in certain cities notably London, Perth and the Johnson Brothers in
Liverpool. Indeed the latter firm had already extended its regional
market into Yorkshire and. had a. shop in York by 1895 (Whites Directory,
York and~Distriot). On .. national scale the number ot dyers and cleaners
classed as multiples increased their number of branch outlets at a
fairly steady rate throughout the period of stu.d.y(Table 4.5). In
contrast, the total number of actual retail tirms did not keep pace
with the increase in branch outlets, .. tact partly due to amalgamations
(Jefferys 1954). It is not possible however, because of the lack ot

data, to make a comparison of the numbers of multiples and independents
in this trade although a survey by the Eccnomist (April 27th 1946)
suggested that multiples acoounted for almost 100% of the business.
While such estimates cannot be veritied on a national level, it is
possible to monitor changes within the study area. In 1890 Hull had

cnly ~ ot its dyers and. cleaners operated by multiples but by the turn

of the oentury this tigure bad risen to over 18%. During the 1940's
the proportion ot multiples in Hull was to rise over the 80% mark but
at no time did it reaoh 100% as the national survey reported. It was
atter 1930 that the multiples in Hull showed their greatest inorease
in numbers at a time when the national trend was also one of ra.pid

growth (Table 4.5).
The inoreased growth was tostered by the steady rise in demand for suoh

services and only really faltered during the depression years between 1931
and 1932, .. faotor that does not become evident from the general trend
figures. However, if a oloser examination is made of the main period
of growth, in terms of expenditure and levels ot oonsumption, then it
becomes possible to aooount tor the growth in multiples. The total
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Table 4.5 Estimates ot the number of multiples in the dyeing and

oleaning trade 1880-1950
(souroe: Jefferys 1954)

Date 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

Number 56 90 304 836 1354 2530 3402 3842

Table 4.6 E8timated levels ot expenditure and oonsumption tor
laund.ry,dyeing and cleaning in the U.K.
(souroe: Stone and Rowe 1966)

Date Expenditure (lm) Consumption
index (1929-100)

1920 21.4 69.0
.

1922 19.0 70.0
1924 19.8 76.6
1926 21.6 84.3
1928 23.7 95.0
1930 26.4 105.9
1932 26.3 110.8
1934 29.4 128.1
1936 31.1 131.1
1938 32.6 133.9
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expenditure tell slightly trom 26.4 million pounds in 1930 to 26.3
million pounds in 1932 although levels of consumption continued to
rise albeit at a slower rate (Table 4.6). To some extent the multiples
profited more than the independent II in times ot consumer hardship
since they were able to absorb short term recesses more readily • .Atter
1932 both oonsumption and overall expenditure increased by SUbstantial
amounts, a faotor reflected by the rapid growth ot multiples during
these years.

During this inter-war period the new intrusion ot multiples had some
different oharacteristios to thoBe of the early firms mainly in their
loeational requirements. Prom around 1930, firms suoh as the American
ijygienio Steam Pressing Company began to operate branches in more
suburban looa.tions. They still demanded main shopping street sites
but unlike most ot the other retailers in this trade they did not
locate in central areas.

Their branohes, in common with the other multiple trades that have been
examined, took up positions along the linear shopping streets that
had developed along transportation routes. In some respects these new
multiple tirms had similar traits to the existing retailers, especially
in the use of certain oompetitive parameters. For uample, their shops
remained p~ieally small and employment per branoh rarely exceeded
three persons. Their main competitive advantage oame with ~oonom1es
of soale brought about by the use ot a central prooessing plant, with
the branoh shops merely being oolleoting depots.
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Chapter 5

The Definition of Study Area and Problems of Data Colleotion

Selection of Study Are~

'rTrlO initial ani rather basic problems need to be dealt with at the

outset. First? t~e requirements that any potential area of study needs

to s~tisfy and second, the more difficult task of setting UP a spatial

f'r-arnewor-kT,rithinwhich retail change can be both observed and measured.

he selected area of study is the port city of Kingston upon Hull

vlhich fulfilled two of the essential requirements. Kingston upon Hull

is located on a fairly uniform plain and as such there are no major

problems of relief to contend with although the river Hull, which runs

through the urban area, does present a m~jor physical barrier to east-

west movement. The city itself evolved in a monocentral fashion rather

than by a process of amalgamation of existing village nuclei. Indeed,

the form of urban erowth was outTrmrdessentially over an unpopulated

area and originated from ene central location.
A further point that had to be taken into account was the spatial

definition of the study area. It is a practical necessity that a

meaningful boundary is selected within which the study can be made.

It was decided to consider only that art of the city that had

developed before the First Horld tiara This ensured that to all intents

and purposes the area contained ~ uniform type of housing and street

develop~and therefore, that t e physical layout of the pl~ce

would not playa major role in explaining va iations in shop locations.

It also ens~rredthat large areas of local authority housing, essentially

of a much lower density and containing planned locations for shopping

facilities, were excluded. This situation can e clarifiei by taking

a more detailed look at the physical growth of the study area.
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If one 1-'.Jr:.e »hys .icaI set -~irl.'!--.rithin whi.ch the SP3,t i3.1

cxtension of +;"S ci t; +ock -)1;.,ce,it 1'Jould889m to be an ideJ,l

env ironmerrt for Clll_o;'JinCs:,:n--,(~tricJ,l~levelo:)r:Ient.For HuLl.was,

about +weIve mile;"there existed, in the early ~Hrt of t1
18 nineteenth

cen+ur-y, only the ancient boroughs of Beverley, T.:ressleand He-Ion

together Nitil a number of smaIl. a,c;ricultural villaGes! all of vThich

were beyond the reach of Hull's outward extension until well into

the t,rentiethcentury. [lhisor-oduoed a strongly centred pattern of

urban grm"th since there e+i.s t ed no primary points of population

concentration for nineteenth century urban extension to focus on.

Howovar , despite the fact that Hull uring the nineteenth century

was abLe to extend over an almost whoIIy unpopulated immediate

hinterland and had no major configurations of relief to affect its

developing road and rail networks, morphological growth las strongly

affected by the river Hull and the peculiar arrangement of the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth century dook s;ystem.

The walled medieval t own of Hull (the Old Town) had been built

within the angle of land between the river and the Humber estuary.

Harbourage, until the completion of Queens dock in 1778, had been

afforded mainly along the river. The 0 ening of the dock, which in

part had been excavated out of the medieval moat outside the fourteenth

century tovm walls, was the initiation of a series of similar dock

schemes. It was also to have an important effect on the town's

subsequent morphological development. Initially came the constraining

influence of the dock on the natural tendency of the city to expand

its built-up area outside its medieval halter. During the late eight-

eenth and early nineteenth century therefore, residential developm1i3nt,

largely in the form of small overcrowded courtyards, competed for
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space in the Old fl'ownirii+h land uses such as war-ehousmg , small in ust r-y

and comnercial establishments.

C'utside t11e Old Pcvm only two major lines of relief were offered,

these being the banks of the river Hull wh ich attracted the larger,

communications orientated warehouses and factories; and the area to

the immediate west that lay between Queens dock and the Humber (Fig.

5.1). Here, eaci.er-contact could be made between the developing suburbs

and the historical centre of the tOirm. 'I'h i.slatter area was to be

narrmved further by the opening of the Humber dock in 1809. In 1829,
this process of isolation of the Old Town vTaS to proceed to its final

stage with tte completion of Princess dock. At this time congestion

had reached such a state that many ir>.habitantsof the area, mainly

middle and higher income residemts, wer-e now moving to suburban

areas.

The morphological gr-owth of ttlecity outside this central area took

place lar ely after 1850. Though, even as early as 1831, the Old Town

accomodated only 26% of the total pcouIa.ti.on, whereas only t1tlenty

years previously it had provided homes for more than 50% of the city's

residents. From 1821 to 1851 the population of the Old 'I'ownincreased

slowly at an annual rate of 0.78rf, compared to 2. z{ for the city as

a lrlhole.After 1851 the number of inhabitants in the Oldrown began to

decline rapidly from the peak of 18,108 to 16,822 in 1861 and 14,044
in 1871, this being only 11_1~ of the total population of the city.

During this early phase of nineteenth century grolrlih,from 1821 to

1881, the city's population increased at an average rate of 3.9f per

annum , while measurements of its total built-up area indicate a

somewhat slower annual rate of rOirrthof 3-21. he increase in

population reached its peak between 1871 and 1881, this period

correlating with high inward migration rates which in turn were
It"

rOlth of manufacturing industries. To accom6date
I\.

stimulated by t e
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both the natural increcu3e and the new migrants the rate of house building

s inri Lar-Iy increased 7 r esu l tint" in an extension of t1-J.eurban area. Thi s

is illustrated in Table 5.1 whi.ch shows a 34.7f increase in the number

ef h0118es uilt between 1871 and 1881. 'I'he built-UD area of the city

increased from 335 acres in 1851 to just over 700 acres in 1881. The

m3.in Dart of this urban development occurred on the west side of the

river and in "articular formed two main vled'5es of <STovJth.,'I'hee e areas

of urban development 'loTeresepar-a.ted , both by the open ground that was

occupied by i-lest Park and to a lesser extent by a small area of middle

class hous i.ng in the same vic i.n'ity (Fig. 5.1).

5.2.1 I'he effect of t ramways

Betwaen 1881 and 1911 the city increased its built-up area by about

942 acres, vIi th the number of new houses similarly increasing by well

over 200,000 (Table 5.1). From 1898 to 1904 the ci t;y had a veri table

building boomwhi ch reached its peak ar-ound 1900. In the main such

gro1tJth produced an outwar-d movement of population from the city centre,

approximately behTeen the years 1901 to 1911. 'I'he greatest movement

vJas into the middle class areas of NewLand and Beverley wards and the

better vlOrking-class wards of Alexandra and Southcoates. Much of this

late nineteenth and early twentieth century development is reflected

in the groTtJthof three main suburban co~~unities extending along major

arterial roads.

It is no coincidence that by 1899 Hessle, Anlaby and Beverley Road

wer-e almost fully built-up as far as the tram termini. In contrast,

extensive development also occurred to the west of Pearson Park where

there was no tram line before 1900. However, the area was served by

wagonettes and a few horse-dratolD buses (Lee 1968).

This type and scale of urban growth lrJas obviously aided by the

groTtJthof an efficient t ramuays system. This was made possible both by

the improvements in technology, i. e. the electrificat ion of tramTrJaYs
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'I'a.b le 5.1 F?_':Ltes of house buiLdi.ng in HuU, 1851-1911

Total Actual increase c( increaset :

1851 18,171
1861 20,383 2,212 12.3
1871 26,713 6,330 31.1
1 81 35,992 9,279 34.7
1891 46,145 10,153 28.2
1901 56,522 10,377 22·5
1911 64,585 8,062 14.3
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and at om eop"lier ,l,ate by the lee;islative acts whi.ch enabLad the aet t i.ng

v,p of tram comnani es inorovincial tovns and c it ies , In 1<:370the first

Act was p·~.s8ed'J;lich ern,bled tr],m1J'lYsto be constructed aLorie- oxi s t i.ng

hiellWlYs, a pr act ic e H~'licha/,; that time h3.(1been deve Lcped on the

lar7el~r unbui.Lt B') routes of Amez-Lca , Also the 4 r:l.ry.h. and red flae;

V8.ncuarCl3.CGS of 1261 and 1865 Here r-enLac ed by a s t ioula.t ion that

ca l l.ed for an efficient br-akin» 8._ stemJ,nd a I sove nor' to shut of,

the steam at 10 m.-o.h. (D~,os and t.ldcroft 196(").

In the case ef ~Tull, Lee (1-"68 concludes ti-Iat w" i18 electric train

did encourage the pODulation tc di ~erse, tje horse tr~~s 1i~ so even

mor-e.!,his Has because they mad.ea real br-eak=thr-ough in orovidine:

cheap, though not rap id , tr:msport for the wor-k.ing classes in the

1870's and 1880's. In l'-'u11t.he wagonet t es maintained such cheap ';?,res

in the 1890' s 1 hewing forced dovrnthe oost to 1d for 2~ miles. These

low fares together 1,rith the other factors mentioned may have trig,s-ered

off specuLltive building along the major -!;rann·13,Ys.

The suburban c;rovlth occurred most (lra..ma'ti.cal ly on the west side of

the river HuI l , 1Ilith the t1'1l0main late ni.nete enbh century residential

areas being consolidated and expanded. 'I'heae two nevi suburbs were

Similar in size, that is over 300 acres of built-up land" Meamrhile,

east of the river the area of residential land only increased by 200

acres again along the main arterial road. This development marked the

boundary of the study area and excluded the lowerdensi t3T housing

estates that ,ere constructed immediately after the First forld ~'iar.

5.3 The Spatial Framework of the Study

One of the major geographical problems that presents itself in

adopting a temporal approach to any form of change in spatial phenomena,

is that of selecting a meaningful study framework. The geographer is

faced \'li th the task of developing a spatial f'r-amework that will alilow

comparisons to be made over time, whilst also allowing some degree of
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dbjectivit;y.:"his no irrtHas recon'nisecland emphae i zed by Getis in his

ea.rIv Hork 0'1 the char'ling 'pattern of location ef the Io:rocerytrade at

Lans i.ng, ;~ichi,'''''8Jlbei;we':m1900 and 1960 (Getis 1964). Since hie n.ain

Concern bowever, was to test a weasure of snatial oattern (t~e nearest-

neif'hbcur tec1mique the,t had been clevelooed b,'iGlari(e and ~;v'1ns(1954))

his stud~, f'r'amevror-k reflected the necessary :cequirements for t:ie

apolicatj.on 0 such,3, test. The actual ana l.ysis is based on tie Poisson

'Jrobability djstribution where supuosedly, each location h3..san equal

oPuortunit,~' of at+.racting a ar-ticu l.ar-nhenomena , in this ea.se a retail

establishment. To make density c~lculations easie-r Getis selected a

circular f'r-anewor-kwh ich "las also used to eliminate areas on the frinGe

of tlle ci ty that "Tere less d eve Loped s I'ha location of +ie centre of the

circle seems to have been subjectively defined, since no explanation is

off rr-ed in the text (Getis 1964). 'Phese circular areas were exoand ed

through time but again no criteria for defining t'''eirboundaries at

the different time ueriods is offered. All he states is that "meaningful

study areas wer-e selected, where spatial bias was rm.nirni z.ed" (Get is

This latter point is raised b;y Sherwood (1970) in a recent British

study of Shr-ewsbur-y, that in many ways is complementary to that carried

out by Getis. Sherwood concludes that it seems likely that such circular

areas may have been selected on a best fit basis. In his study Sherwood

goes into more detail concerning the selection process of the circular

study areas and argues for some form of control over the location of

the zones and finds it in the use of the peak land value point.

However, despite his constant reiteration for the need to control and

minimize spatial bias the expansion of the areas is again achieved in

a rather m sterious ay, since he gives no clear indication of the

criteria involved in the enlargement of such zones.

'I'hese studies, and hence the selection of spatial frames of reference,
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~r~lysjs. n~eir usc o~ circular arC3.3 D~ well be suited to this technique;

houever , Lrrt cr-ns of a i_lcanir.gf-uls-':lJdyof i r-ban retail csance their

forced 3, sunot i.ons 1,-ne'lr to be r-a+hor- na ive , T'he sear-ch -POl' ccnveni.ent

mather.13,~;icalareas that are unb i'v::;en. over overrides equally .irnpor-tarrt

issl1es tl-latM::L;'l possibly offer some exo lana.tion of c1,an[es in retail

Loca t lon , "he assum t ion of un i f'or-mi t" of urban rrowth iYlboth direction

and amount is one such issue. Clearly tlese ci r-cula.r=a.r-eaa can also

be cit icised. from a more pract ieal vi ewpo int 1 [·ihiehis their failure

to take into account the irreVJlar nature of urban a-eas. rhis problem

is even more acute in a temporal study whe r-e measurements need to be

made over an ever-expanding suburban fringe.

5.3.1 Ur-ban crm"th zones

I'wo basic problems emerge from the above discussion; first, the need

to develop a spatial f'r-amewor-k that is based on urban growth character-

istics and that will take into account the irre~lar natu.re of cite>'

expansion. Second, the technique must be able to 1)roduce comparable

spatial units in terms of the amount of actual built-up land. Both

these problems are to some degree closely interrelated and as such a

common solution can be postulated.

Since concern is mattnly focused on the expansion of urban land it

seems logical to develo the spatial framework around this conce]t.

'I'hat is, to construct what can be termed 'growth zones', which are

simply zones or areas based on the amolli1tof built-up land at specific

points in time. The idea of defining urban fringe belts is not new

as it was first formulated by H. Louis in 1936, although little attention

has been paid to the subject. Much of the initial work on the intricacies

of fringe belt development has been investigated by Conzen (1960) in

a study of Alnwick, Northumberland. This has been added to by 1'1hitehand

(1967) who draws attention to their importance when he states that

" their reco nit ion rovides a genetic rather than a purely descri tive
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b3.sis for the anaLysi s of t owna'",

r:he notion of er01'1lth zones us ed tn th.is study differs slightly from

t~e mor-eeLabor-at eIv defined fringe belts that have been d.escribed by

Conzen and '!hi t ehand."hese differences can best be expressed by

examinin[ tl'e construction c t'le "Towth zones emoloyed in t.hi.s s tudy ,

~he first Drooess in establishing these zone was the ccnstruction

of '3., smaller s »at i.aI ..mit, this being a network of ,Jid s.rua.r'es , itfithin

which the measur-ernerrb s of bii I t-l)T) Land could oe made. Cbvi.ousIy , t'1is

involves an eLemerrtof aubjec tLvi t-: and for the sake of convenienoe in

both the calculations and also in terms of size in relaticn to the

over3.11 built-up area, grid squares of 10 acres ;o(ferec~ Lect ed, "'h")se

a'")De"lredsmall enough to measnre a r'eaaonabLe amount of varia, ion in

the evels of built- '9 land whilst at the same time aILowi.nga genara I

oi ctur-e to be constructed. The ini ii3-1 5rid square "las ccnst r-uct ed

around the peak land value (p.l.v. point of 1855. This ;'las established

viit the aid of local rate books and was use" as the a.rliest r-eLi.a.bLe

figure. vne problem in this anproach is that the p.l.v. itself is

prone to drastic movements in its location but in the case of Hull the

actual p.l.v. remained fairly constant in its location up to the early

tTrlentieth century. It TtIao/felt that this was sufficient to warrant

sing this technique, since the construction of growth zones was only

to be carried 0 t up to the First World Hal'.

Having established the starting point, the next problem was that

of wha+ type of built-up land should be measured. It had already been

decided that the gross area of each grid square was too crude an index

since some degree of comparability was called for therefore, only the

net built-up area. could be used. In the measurement of built-up area

only residential and commercial land was considered and such areas as open

spaces, parks, r-ai Iway lines! factories, warehouses and churches were

all excluded. This total built-up land was then expressed as a
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percentace of the~rros8 3,reaef the square. An arbitrary fif:,ureof

25:1' of built-up Land per square Has assumed as a cut-off point and the

bound3.ry of the p:rolcl-thzone Has constructed so +hat all the squares in

it had 25'for above of their area consisting of conme rc i.a.I and esidential

land. In this Hay areas of compar-able ur-bandevelopment wer-eobtained

and wh i Lo it rnavarroear subjective, it does provide a consistent and
meaningful r'leasurernent.

A further consideration concerned the selection of the particular

time periods at llhich to construct the aoove defined gr-ovrth zones.

In practice this choice is, to a large extent, dependent on the availa-

bility of suitable large-scale maps of the city for specific dates. In

the case of Hull, the best and by far the most reliable of such maps,

,"ereto be found in the 1850's and 1880's. Tarryof the maps that were

produced at this time were based on the large-scale town plans that

had been published by the Ordnance Survey, wh i ch were at a scale of

sixty inches to one mile. Two publications in 1853 and 1883, together

with a map that was commissioned by Ed,,'ardBaines in 1823, governed

the selection of three of the growth zones, while the outer zone was

bounded by the area of built-up land that occurred around 1911. The

source for the establishment of this area was a locally roduced map

that Nas published in 1911 by M. Harland and Son. Apart from constructing

these areas of urban growth a decision was also taken to consider that

area enclosed within the dock system,i.e. the Old Town, as a separate

unit of study. This was because the Old Town was the early medieval

Core of the city and as such acted as the first central shopping area.

The final study framework is shown in Figure 5.2 and this shows the

five major zones of urban expansion which have been identified4

Apart from the availability of suitable town plans, the choice of

these dates was also intended to reflect, where possible, distinct

morphological changes in the urban landscape. To measure'this factor
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with 8, ?'re3,terderree of accuracy, the above grmvth zones were sub-

divided in some instances to aLlow for variations in t;ypes of housing

and age of development, 1rli thin the general period covered by the grmvth

zone. This subdivision was automatic in the outer zones, since various

barriers such as the river fragmented the zonal development producing

non-contiguous areas. The net result of this finer partitioning was

to give t1rJelvebasic areas, the locations of which are shown in Figure

5.2. The physical 8'rowth of these areas is presented in Table 5.2 which

eives the amount of net residential and commercial land at standardized

ten year intervals. Since these fieures had to be related later to

population, census data and also local street directories, it was

necessary to adopt this ten year period. Obviously, the main :period

of growth took place between 1880 and 1911 with the establishment of

the outer suburban fringe but, as can be seen, many of the inner zones

consolidated their development beivmen these years. It appears that

most of the areas did not expand after 1911 since this was the cut-off

date for the spatial framework and maximum urban de~elopment had
already been achieved in these areas.

5.3.2 Characteristics of the growth zones in Hull

The selected time periods and their corresponding growth zones do

reflect some significant changes in urban morphology. The areas which

developed before 1850 essentially pick out the early locations of pre-

bye-law housing and the main working-class districts, these being the
area immediatel~ to the west of the Humber dock and in the north around

Sculcoates. The latter area was based on early-developed port industries

which were drawn there by the harbourage afforded by the river Hull.

Both these areas established early shopping centres based lareely on
the needs of the working-class.

The 1880 growth zone represents the initiation of a linear type of

shopping development with the early centres being set up along the
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*'I'abl e 5.2 Levels of net area by Growth zones in Hull

Zones 1881 1891 1901 1911 1921 1931 1941 1951

A 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
B 111 111 121 121 121 126 126 126
c 70 73 90 92 92 92 92 92
D 70 73 92 97 97 97 97 97
E 59 6'3 84 84 84 84 84 84-
F 77 78 117 118 118 136 136 136
G 69 73 114 124 124 124 124 124
H 35 35 58 68 68 68 68 68
I 31 39 42 42 42 42 42 42
J 35 35 195 200 200 200 200 228
K 32 61 200 322 322 352 352 355
L 67 82 280 330 330 330 330 340
total 704 771 1,441 1,646 1,646 1,699 1,699 1,740

* figures in acres of built-up land, interpolated for 1941.
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main ar-ter-t.aI r-oad.s, This "lasbr-cughb about by the improvements in

tramway facilities between 1870 and 1880 for by 1880 in Hull the

tr-amways operated 3.10ngBever-Ley Road, Spring BaYLK:,An Laby Road and

Holderness Road. Their influence incre3.sedeven further with the

arrival of Ue electric tramcar in the 1890's, though in Hull steam

tramways operated in some areas until the start of the twentieth

century. This factor gave impetus to the growth of the extensive

suburban development which occurred between 1880 and 1911, which

is represented by the outer growth zone. The outer growth zone varied

considerably in its rate of urban development and the areas occupying

land along Holderness Road in the east and between Hessle and Anlaby

Roads in the west achieved their peak densities at a much earlier

date than the northern zone, along Beverley Road. Indeed, the Beverley

Road area was aIways occupied by a much lower density of housing and

in many parts was colonized by a middle-class population.

'I'wonotions are postulated in relation to the formulation and use

of these zones in measuring urban retail change. First, it is

suggested that as far as possible the above defined zones represent

fairly distinct morphological units when related to the sequential

stages of ~ban development; secondly, that they are in themselves

similar in terms of the amount of built-up land and the general order

of street arrangements. Therefore, in terms of urban densities, we are

dealing with spatial units that are Significantly comparable.
In order to test the validity of the former statement, concerning

the sequential development of the defined areas, a preliminary study

of all retail trades was undertaken for the period 1823-1881. Within

this study all retail establisrunents were plotted in terms of the

initial ten acre grid square system and then analysis was carried out

via the growth zone framelrwrk (riildand ShaUll1974). It became possible

to identify the nuclei of early peripheral shopping areas, but more
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imDo~t~nt a nattern of sequenti~l development ceuld be recognised.

This took the form of 3, recurring +ype of retail structure that

colonized o.::1chsucc e-is i.ve grmvth zone as urban development nroceeded.

Each of +he earlier grovrth zones folJowed similar stages of evolution,

not only in teC'ms of its initial retail coLoni aa'tLon , but also in its

phases of ma+ur-Lt;yand subsequent decline. The colonization sequences

are illustrated in Figure 5.3 which shows the role of low cr-der- t3pe

stores in the early stages of a zone I s development. 'I'he pioneering

st3.gewas characterized by a Rapid proliferation of shops, very largely

comprised of grocers and butchers with, to a lesser extent, various

categories of the clothes trade. The results did seem to suggest that

the growth zones had some degree of meaning in terms of urban retail
evolution.

Data Sources and Their Accuracy

In common with all historical studies the availabili t;yand accuracy

of data sources is of crucial importance. In a study of retail change,

whether it be on a broad scale or in terms of shifts in shop lonation,

sources are limited in the pre-1950 period. In the measurement of

retail locational change there are traditionally two major sources,

city directories and local rate books. The material available for

studies concerned with overall change that do not require any detailed

loeational data can be extended to the use of the Census of Occupation,

a source limited in its information content when compared with the

Census of Distribution initiated in 1950.

As changes in retail location form one of the major themes of this

study it is to city directories and rate books that attention must

be first directed. The former are the most widely used and prominent

data source in this work, as directories represent the only continuous

cover available in the examination of retail locational change. They

do however have their drawbacks .vith the main one being their degree of
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accuracy and this seems to have varied according to the type of

directory used. In feneral it was found that the locally-produced

directories "lere the ones most prone to error and these had numerous

double entries. The compilation of the earliest of such directories

has been described by Norton (1950) and it was also briefly mentioned in

other studies (Wild and Shaw 1974). Fortunately in this study it was

not necessary to consult locally-')roducedworks since a comnlete cover

was provided by the national publishers of W. ~vhite (1880) and F. Kelly

(1890-1940). The only exception to this was data collected for 1950,

when in the absence of national coverage the local directory of

Barratts (1950) had to be used. One other advantage of using, as far

as possible, one continuous series'is that shop classification is

constant through time.
Internal checks t'leremade to locate and eliminate any double entries

which according to Davis, Gig~s and Herbert (1968) can lead to an error

of between five and ten percent in the compilation of the total number

of commercial premises; though in this study few occurred. One major

source of error detested in the earlier directories, especially \'fuite's

(1880),is associated with shop premises that were listed without street

numbers, vlhich therefore could not be precisely located. 'NO points

arise from this; first, this source of error varied from trade to trade

being most common in the grocery sector and least noticeable in the
dyers and cleaners.(Table 5.3) Secondly, these errors were geographically

biased towards the expanding suburbs, places where the very rapid nature

of change made accurate data collection difficult even for the

experienced directory agents. Indeed, it is this spatial bias that

produces the greater error in the low order trades which were the ones

colonizing the suburbs. Barratts directory of 1950 also suffered minor

lapses in its degree of accuracy and this took the form of underesti-

mating the number of multiple shop retailers. In some cases this
\
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Table 5.3 Error souroes in White's Hull direotory, 1880

Trade
number

shops not numbered
% of total shops ""falling in suburbs

Grooers 50 62%

Butchers 18 11%

Footwear 8 3% o

Dyers/cleaners 0 o o
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directory only listed the head. office or central shoo of a firm wh icr;

1das cm ormas ion of cr-uci.aI tm')ortance in this sbudy , However, it »r-oved

possible to comuensate for such deficiences with the use of telephone

directories.
Although internal checks wer-e carried out on each directory to

eliminate double entries it proved more difficult to obtain an equally

efficient method of checking the overall accur-acy of trade directories

as reliable data sources.

The idea of comparing directories with rate books to provide an

internal check is a task that is fraught ...ith considerable difficulties.

It was attempted in this study for the earlier periods of 1880 and 1890
but quickly abandoned. 'I'hereason for this was that only shop premises

were listed in the rate books and no mention was made of their trade,

therefore no individual trade comparisons could be made. A further

problem to be considered is that many shops, especially in working-

class areas, were not rated as retail establishments since business

was conducted from the front room of a house and these were therefore

often classified as purely residential premises (Davis, Giggs and Herbert

1968). In view of this there would always be a significant underestimation

of the number of retail establishments by the local rate books. However,

the rate books did offer information about other aspects of retailing

and they vJereused to calculate the peak land value that enabled the

construction of the growth zones. In conjunction with this, general

rate surfaces can also be produced and related to the levels of coloniz-

ation by various retail types. Some preliminary inspection could also

be made of the types of property occupied by certain r-etai.Ler-sthough

without detailed data about floorspace only general conclusions could

be drawn.
In teEms of the overall study of changes in the retail structure

published census data can also be utilized although prior to 1950 this
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is ~'12,in.lyres'cric~e:l ~;o the Sensus of Coouoat i on, Lndes.d , this has

'been1)se(lby some "Tcrk::ersas an external check on the accur-acy of

street directories. Before examining the relev3-l1.ceof the census ata

it~ay irst be usef'uI +c riefly examine some of the att empts at

CCI'1_ arisons since it will high1i3ht some of the di f'f i.ouLti es in using

bothlirectories and census data for extra-po atine information on

retail change.
Ford (1935 in such a study mentions the dif-Piculties in using

directories but states that it seems probable that in many tOl'ms

reputable directories 1rlerer-eaionab Iy complete in 1901. For 1931 Ford

compared the shop counts derived from directories vIi th records kept

by local '1uthorities under the shops act, though he went on to admit

that the latter were not accurate. He then turned to the use of census

data and had to rely on the number of parsons who returned themselves

as owners or managers of retail businesses. Howeve r, he found that

these figures were not directly comparable with the number of shops

derived from directories; for example, in Southampton 2,539 uersons

returned themselves as owners or managers of retail businesses but the

directory listed 2,850 shops. A number of reasons for this type of

discrepancy are given by Smith (1937) in a comprehensive survey of

retailing during the 1930's. He too compared city directories with

census data and noted that the Census of Occupation included unemployed

as well as employed, a fact which may ~xplain some deviation. He also

discusses the problem that arises out of the possibility that the

proprietor or manager may reside in an area which is across the census

boundary from that in which his shop is located. Smith (1937) also

notes a further possibility that could produce deviation between census

and directory data and this stems from differences in trade classifi-

cations. In a study area selected by Smith the total shops recorded by

the census was 56,844 while the estimate based on directories was
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59,954, a discreuancy of 5.2%. This can be explained away with reference

to the recordings of 'general sho:os', the census enumerating far fewer

than the directories. ~!1anyof the geher-aI shopkeepers traded on a part-

time basis as their business could only .rovide enough to supplement

an income earned eLaewhere , hence there was an under-recording of

managers by the census. In general it would seem that street directories

offer more in ormation on retailers than the published census. 'l'illott

(1972) found that one sixth of directory entries offered information

different from, or additional to, that provided by the 1851 census,

,.,ith reference to traders.
It can be seen that no clear-cut method exists for checking the

overall level of accuracy of street directories and that little is

achieved by making comparisons with census data, which because of its

internal shortcomings aeems less reliable than directories.

The main problems in the use of Census of Occupation data for studuing

temporal changes in.retailing lie in its highly variable nature. The

census has constantly undereone a process of change both in terms of

the type and the amount of data collected and also in the presentation

of its statistics. Two major problems need to be contended with in

connection with retail trades. First, the classification of shop

ownership from which estimates of the number of retailers can be

derived. In the 1881 census no breakdown between owner and worker was

presented which makes it difficult to estimate the number of retail

establishments. Fr9m 1891 ~1ntil 1911 the census classified employers,

self-employed and em loyees, the latter including all workers in retailing

and not just shop as istants. This introduces the second problem because

from 1921 om-lards the breakdown was between managers of shops, shop

assistants and salesmen, making figures not directly comparable with

the data from pre-1921 censuses. In addition to this, from 1911 onwards

more attention Ha!:?given to accurately enumerating the number of female
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8'Tl_)lcyees,especi.aLl.y in the distribution trades, a f'ac t or-that o:>.e;ain

~roduGes v'1riations between dif~erent census reoorts.

"_1herC)i'ore,any '1ttel'1ptto enumer"1teo:eneral changes in the etailing

st ructur-ebetvleen 1880 ann. 1950 must frame its f'Lnd i.r f.sv!ithin the

li.mitations of the cen us data, 8.tleast until 1950 when theiid of

the first Census of Distribution can 'besought. Some wor-ker'shave also

ed the Census of :Jistribution as an external check on street

directories (Sibley 1972). Sibley's findings seem rather inconclusive

since he exnerienced the same problems as Smith (1937) namely that the

census overestimated some shop types e.g. e;reengrocers, in relation

to the number lis ed in the directories. On the other hand more grocers

vlere recorded in directories than by the census. As w ith the Census of

Occupation many problems arise from this type of compari on. First, the

census and directories use separate trade classifications to identify

shop types. Secondly, the Census of Distribution is itself not 100%
accurate since it only covers about 957- of all retail establishments

(Census of istribution 1950). In the end the problem must remain

largely unsolved although one positive factor is that in the greater

part of this study only one series of street directories was used.

Therefore, it is assumed that discrepancies, should they exist, are

constant through time and do not significantly nullify any conclusions

dr-awn from the data *

Other sources that were used relate to specific aspects within the

study. Local health reports, both published and unpublished, were

consult ed in connection with the growth of the trade in margarine

and its relationship with grocery retailing. The minutes of these

reports gave information about the granting of licences to dealers in

margarine and the location of the retail establishment. These figures

Were useful to supplement the street directories when attention was

focused on the intrusion of national grocery companies dealing in such
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GhaDter 6

Some Aspects of Retail Morta ity

In Chapter 2 a more Viorka le notion of spatial competition was

presented and.this Has b'3.sed.,not on the maximisation of profits

but rather on t e vJill to survive. r~ Logi.ca.Lextension to t11is theory

vrou.L. be to vievl retail change in terms of ShOD and business survival

rates. In looking at the 'births and deaths' of retail establishments,

shop success or failure is being equated with the ultimate measures of

survival or extinction. It becomes possible therefore to classify shops

into different catesories based on thei survival characteristics. The

use of the terms 'birth and death' is in no "rayconsidered to be

inappropriate 3,Sthey form a convenient terminology and of-tenadequ'ltely

describe the processes. Indeed, previous "Tor""ersin the field of retail

change have found the te ms not only useful, but have often seen the

retail situation as being analagous to ones found in demo raphy (JlcGarry

1930, Berry 1968, Andr-ews 1971).

6.1 Mea ures of Retail Change
It is possible to isolate two ty es or forms of retail mortality,

one concerned with the loss of a business and the other associated with

the loss of a business and also the shop premises. This point require

further explanation as the latter group is perhaps the extreme one in

which a retail firm withdraws from the trade and its vacant establishment

is not taken over by another business in the same trade. Thus in the

study of individual trades a store leaving the trade is regarded as a

'death', even though in some cases it may be taken over by a business

of another retail trade type.
The measurement of the mortalit;y of individual retail businesses

takes the form of enumerating shops that change ownership but remain

in the same retail trade category. This is a situation that could
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possibly have been brought above by a number of circumstances, not-all associated with the business being an unprofitable undertaking.
The distinction between the two measures of mortality is important,

since they both measure different degrees of failure in terms of shop
locations within specific trades. Therefore a shop which is badly
located is more likely to go out of business and leave the trade.
However, there are two possible ways of viewing changes in shop owner-
ship. First, such changes may be associated with establishments that
are in good locations and hence attract the demand of other retailers
wanting to enter that particular area. Rapid changes in shop owner-
ship could in this case be related to take-overs, especially by the
larger multiple types of retailer. Secondly, change in ownership could
be purely the result of intense competition or variations in the urban
environment. This category could perhaps represent an early indicator
of the impending decline of retail activities as for example in an area
undergoing strong centrifugal movements of population. These possi-
bilities will be explored more fully in the latter sections of this thesis.

For anyone time interval, in this case ten years, there is also another
category of retail establishments. This group is composed of successful
shops, those who remain under the same ownership. To these shops can be
assigned different lengths of stay, though as a reliable indicator of
business success this measure is admittedly somewhat tentative. This is
especially so in the case of the small family business operating from
'parlour' type premises where an unrealistic cost is placed on labour and
profit margins may be so low as to be unaccountable (Lewis 1948). Such a
phenomenon is found mainly in the grocery and confectionery trades, in
establishments that are listed in street directories as 'shopkeepers'. In
an attempt to avoid the complication of this form of business organisation,
shopkeepers were not considered in the study of the grocery trade.

A final category that can be computed is the one concerning the entrance
of new retail businesses. This may take the form of a business occupying
a new retail location as in the setting up of a new shop and could be
termed a 'birth' (Berry 1968). It could also be associated with the
changes in shop ownership, with new businesses merely locating in existing
retail premises.

Within this latter group an attempt was made to measure the survival
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rates of new businesses during their first ten years of

existence. It is difficult to relate this ten year period

to previous work since most other studies cover a shorter

time period (McGarry 1930). The facts presented by McGarry

suggest that the first year of business is the most critical.

However, data for this study was only available for each decade

and consequently the first ten years was selected as the next

best measure.

It must also be pointed out that not all new shops could be

enumerated, but only those entering at the selected dates of

study. Similarly, the survival rates of new shops must be viewed

within the. constraints of the data framework. Some new shops will

obviously have arisen during the mid decades. In many cases they

may in fact have survived longer than ten years, a feature that

would not always be registered in this study. It is with these

limitations that the following results must be viewed.

The combination of these measures allows a general account to

be made of the amount and type of retail change that is occurring

in any specific retail trade. Apart from being able to measure

the growth of trades, it is also possible to draw other, more

potentially important, inferences. The success of businesses in

particular trades can be determined by an examination of their

survival rate, which can also be viewed in terms of their date of

entry and type of premises occupied.

With the aid of such measurements it is possible to construct a picture
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of the mobility a d mortalit~ characteristics of specific retail trades.

6.2 Intra-trade Comparisons

6.2.1 The retail grocery tra,Oe
The arrival in Hull of the major multiple outlet organisations in

the gr-ocery trade can be pinpointed fairly accurately. It is possible

in some in8t~nces to go beyond the level of information given by street

directories and to utilize more detailed date, sources such as local

health reports. This is the case, for example, with those multi_Ie-shop

firms that had margarine as their chief retailing line beoause this

product could not be so d until a licence had been obtained. As can be

seen from able 6.1 tvlO major intrusions of such multiple retailers are

disoernible with the first one starting in 1900. This corresponds to

the gr-ow+h of the branch outlets of the Maypo Le Dairy Cornpany, The

second peak, 1907 to 1909, represents the establishment of shops by

the rival organisations of the Me.Q.dowDairy and the Pearks Dairy
companies.

his information shows that the main intrusion of these multiple

retailers in Hull vms essentially during the first decade of the

t entieth century. This initial growth was consolidated up to 1920 at

a fairly rapid rate ith the proportion of multiples to independent

grocers increasing from 6.1% in 1900 to 16.2% in 1920 (Table 6.2).

The multiples, whilst not experiencing absolute growth in numbers after

1930, still continued to increase in relative terms. This relative increase

was due to the overall decline of the local independent traders after

1910 (Table 6.3).
These figures only give a general indication of the increasing

numerical dominance of the multiple grocery organisations during the

period of study. A complete insight into their importance could only

be provided if such information as retail profit margins viasavailable.

All that can be said is that because of their central locations and
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I'abLe 6.1 Licences "ranted to rrulbioLe ':','rocersdealing- in margarine

scurce: ".oca I hea Ith r-o-ior-t s )

Date r;umber c-ranted

1892 0

1 94 0

1 96 0

1R98
1900 3

1902 5

1 04 1

19 6 0

190 5

1 10 6

lable 6.2 Proportion of multiples to indeyendents for Hull

Date c: .;ultiple/Lnd.pendent

18 nil

1890 0.8

1900 6.1

1910 9.3

1920 16.2

19 0 18.2

1Q40 26.9

19 0 ~?3
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f'C'''1Detiti ve s tr3,ter;. , +,:r8~' "lost cert'1,inly 'lre,,1 on 13,r(,er tr'1de '1re'~s t·r.r..

the local ind"''Jcndent ~"rocer. 1:1,.0 f\ctor of riiff'c"'e'1ces ir. S1'ODsize dees

not SP8'1 to 'h~'re nl "--:i ed ~n:r importapt role rit'i respect to t"I-JeLar' rer

-tr'\de areas of t'le multiples. Indeed tre fil::1jorH;yof r-a tLcna I roc~rs

coe r-vt ed f'r-o-i 'br-anoh shops that were of '1 aria'l L -md uniform n-rt.ur-e ,

little use be ir=; made of size '18 a cOI'metitiv::; Y1,r'1meter. :11.e.s.naTl

size of their shoes vra.s to becorie Cl. iajo r )roblern for the -~rarli banal

and older f i r-ns during +he 1950's and 1960's ';lith the "'.r~iv'11 of a

new corneti ti ve or:;anis"'.t;ion, the suocrrnarket , 11'1r-esoonse to this

nevi cOl"lPetitic:::J.many of tl'e T'1u1ti")les had tc "3.do'Jtnew retail nclicies

that demand.ed Lncr-eas es in the size of t'leir shcps , if they were to

be iTT')]emerrbed sl'ccessfull ..r (:'athias 19")"7)·

'I'he success of t'1e two -nai,n types of f rocerv retai lars C'3.nbes t be

vi.ewed in terns of t:reir sur-viva l r vt es and gener'l.l -icr-ta.lit c·'tr1.cter-

.is t i cs , i'he cri t8ria for r:'easurin ~ r-e+a i L change th3-t v~8.sdiscusse"l

in a orevio1Js secticY1 ('-.1 ~ O"1nbe l tilized for this lU",)OS";. ::he

inclusive 1'lort"lit o~~'rq,cteristics for oUt ;m1ti )le l.r:l indencnr'i0rt

racers ·"1.r:T)rese1'lter'i in c113.b1es6.:' and 6.4. Cne ef ~he SI.'Ju:uert

:liffcr':lrC8S is +,'.,t ef t1).e ~re"3.I;GrstLbilit; of~'.o 'l1l'li:;inln roc.-,-,.3

i;hroil ~"out tl e entil~e )E'riod of stud • "10 10c;!.1 ilvlepend<.. ~s C 1 tt 8

c.!-' "r '. r' } '.T(~ uc c . of ....';rur+ure for 1.11 the ti le

1'1lJ d9p:rJe of ')1 sines' f i lure

bl ~ ,._,_is is ~rirrrri'y ."ttribl.t ,bl"" to ll'o'l.s-1~ located or",ncL shc}.J. r1'li..::

is il'u'1tr ;I;;edb: the f'lct that th9 fT83.test p·-trt of ';he los e3 werr; in

teI"'1S ef at'ol' locl.tio'ls T''1oher th'1,n C1l"lnges i:1 ShODolrm'3rs"1iD ,t tl e

3').1e lccq,tior.. rrom 1910 to 10<'(l ~~e "'upiples en20jled C01'l"i-cicrs et'

LILes'; ,erfect st~bilit , :ith no 10scles or ('h~~ ~nj -in <,1100 ovmer::;hin

be i'1:" recor'l ~d. T ( N)ve r, a+'t er 1930 "l.pn_up toP 50 ""le s -1 tl' '1 '.i en

~""''''I'"es sli:htl'· ;rith the' Ll ber of pLicr:;.l rocer:')' st'O-'8 beir.t1" lest
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Table 6.3 Retail turnover rates for independent grocers, Hull

1880-90 1890- 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50
1900

Total shops 259 370 428 462 375 384 286

Same owner 84 107 108 181 163 128 54
percentage 32.4 28.9 25.2 39.2 43.5 33.8 18.9

Change in 34 121 99 131 115 78 43
ownership
percentage 13.1 32.7 23.1 28.4 30.7 20.3 15.0

Losses 141 142 221 150 99 178 189
percentage 54.4 38.4 51.7 32.4 25.8 46.4 66.1

New shops 252 200 254 63 106 80 107

Table 6.4 Retail turnover rates for multiple grocers, Hull

1880-90 1890- 1900-10 1910-1920 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50
1900

Total shops 3 26 43 61 70 77

Same owner 1 22 43 61 49 57
percentage 33.3 84.6 100.0 100.0 70.0 74.0

Change in 1 1 1
ownership
percentage 33.3 3.8 1.3

Losses 1 3 21 19
percentage 33.3 11.5 30.0 24.7

New shops 3 24 20 19 9 28 8
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I'ab l,e I-) .4-). I'hi s

could have ar-is en +hr-ougha number of factors I chi.ef of l-lhic1l ar-e

incre3.s;l1P comnet it ion ~lithin t 18 '11lti)le s ector' of tr.e tr"'.de and a}.30

t' e ef'f'eot ef ur-ban ; r-owth , -:'he latter orooess rou Id ooez-a.te through

a J.epo"QBlaiion and dc;,mp-rading of the inner ar eas , Leav.i,n nany .m..ltiple

branch shons TIron!"l- 1oca.ted , These factors "iill be examined in ::re3:~er

detail in the f'oLlowi.ng chanters.

In cOl1trast to the above situation are the c-eneral mortality ch3.ract-

eristics of the indeDendents. ~hey present an overall nicture of

instability, with high percent3-ges of shops lost from the trade in all

t le tir1e Derio s Crable 6.3 • The sevar-es t losses were in the decades

1 80-1 -gOand 1900-1910 v["leDthere -ras a 50'/ loss rate. These ap'oea'r

to have been intersnersed. -ri th a short oeriod of relative stability,

Hbich ~ad a fairly balanced Mortalitj structure. From 1910 to 1930

this type of baLanced structure prevailed and for the first time a

si tuation developed in "Thich the percentage of shops remaining in the

trade outnumbered those that "Jere lost ('rable 6.3). Duri.ng the decade

1940-1950 this trend was reversed Hith as many as 6ti.·1C,-' of the local

establishments being lost from the trade.

During the whole of the period 1880-1950 the percentage of independent

grocers chan ine ovmership remained at a fairly constant level, with

t~e exception of 1880-1890 and 1940-1950 (Table 6.3). Only once did

this c:otegory of change exceed the total number of shops lost and this

was between 1920 and 1930. TvJOmain explanations for these differing

mor-ta'l i ty states can be offered at this initial stage of the analysis.

First there was t e effe~t of retail competition both from similar, -

organisational t~es and, more importantly, from the increasing number

of Multiple retailers and s3cond, the more general factors of urban

change, especially in terms of population movement away from the city

centre.
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1"",_'_",i 1"'~, 3.ttentiou O-P1C;t '" Is0 be fCCl.lS0( on J''3 r'-'~io of' -r cs s es to

occun Ln= "lew Loo-i.t i ons t:'1.o.t survived +"Je f~ rst cri tic3.1 ten '81.r8

b 'i:n.o' '10 '0'38 of existirr nr-erri.aes , "hese ccnd rt f.cns , '1I~icl' f1.cilit:>.ted

'ood r;).tes of s'~rvivq.l over t{l~ firs"'- Iec .:i.e ('i':"3'. 6.1). I'he two

ec dec; f'oTlovri.r-; 1")0 1r1~tnessed a change in tJ.;."l co= Lit i.ons cf stable

cr-o -+'1. "''1d -';'1Bre was not or 1." '1 rise in tl'e number- of shoos 1031:;,to

q,1"10st ha l f ~l1e nUM1Jer ef new ones , but tl'e ~ortq,lit" Leve Ls of thec e

new ahons a l s c r-oae , Tn the decade 19'1O-1Q50, losses for t1-J.ef'Lr s t i:;imG

... ..] Li ~ d (p' 6 ,,\...r1.u6rS 1.S [Oore camp 1.C've \ lr:; •.• c).

f ,.
\ 1. •

'incr-eased leve I of co r vat i t i.cn r-ener-a+ed by bhe "rriv3.1 of 1"1r.o-em...nbers

of "11.1-1;1.D18 ~T'ocers. Tn -l; '8 f'oTl owing decades up to 1950 the nu-nbcr-

of ex its c'{£;,:piecl the nu-ibcr cf' rm-, sho s ,..,.ivi:ng '1 decline in t'l-J.e "o t a l

retr~iler8. 'he 01'e exc81+,ion to this '1.8 1. the D8riod 192C-1Q;C, <lhen
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, ... ) i'ar

of inriivi.nuSl.::' bi.sir-esses is 1. '1eCeS3"'r first stq-e but vI'ilst t'is

\;")e c-P ar'1.l vs i s ns been car-r-i ed out in S' eh fi.81rls "'8, ~he turnover

reside~ti<:>.l turnOV0r C"q_rs13,1l 1971), very little wor-k }3.S been dare

A cerrp"l.rison of t'le comoos t te bus mea-s survi V'1.1 curves for the two

~rocery t Des provides Cl. conven i e-rt s+ar-t i.ng -o i nt , ".:'0 ea Leu La te these

cCt"')onite tot3.1s, the ar-r iva I of every new brsi'less "'.:'11 its 18n.rt'· of'

f!;"'Y h:11. to be de t er-ni ncd f'er t11e two or-rarri sa t i ona I t;rpes. I' is uaa

for the new businesses ti-nt d i-t not cc cucy nei"l 10011-ion8. For t ' e

Cc rncs.;_te vie ... I-} )::::;e';wo r(,1-")8 were conb'iried c"',d tr,ere is '1. r:,.r'<ed

--ccers

Chi-

lil .t re r

o f frt"~ "r~0' Yl I~ 1 C Yl.

~' 1 t Le: 1 '" iec i f i c , _r
'4.-l "
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7 ' it: ! • r pr) •

c. on rvr: '; C,. • 1

';c. J 'i ", +, re; J t,r( '1 'i •r ,Y 0 , 3 -,:C.L ~ C re ,t ,

1 .. ~ 1. f'c r ~ ~ 1.3 )el,rl e t " !Y" 1 .-, .. ,. . ..;
1 '1" Y

1"(, c J. j:' < • l~i C -t r;t' t' ~ .,....~ ~.; r r ef . c <'
I.- " J

( ..., 'J1 ~.1 ~
, 'Tr pic ~' 1 1 ; ,

O.h " 1 , ~ e~. "1

3 ,.; ; t ( ,.~ V l ~

"'re 1('

1"(

ne+t

, j..'

t€3C r1 1 c-~r

8'l.rS

~l t'8 ~fC;' 1ts of t"e t,)3~ ar e -iver in n 'b l e 6.7.

lre s; nific'l.'~ v it~ t r; exoc~tio~ ef t~e ~~t'l. for 1~3C hioh l.-,S .-,n

?ox t r err ~ly 101 X v-iLuo S' ''''8stir SO 1" rlW'''''''lO of cor-par-a'b.i lit.',

s •• es~ t 3,1; cor-d i t i.cns Ter ~ 10 S' r-v i.va L CIf nO'T v'....Jti )Jes \TOre "iec oru n ~

10 vest E' Cl'L_l:;nrr r1.tE'3 of nur-v ivn I 'vJere r-ecor-ded fer =i.I ti'!;"es ;:n:.t .r-i n«

+'or retail bi sin8<;.,08 (C 'U )ITirC new ret-:2_l 1003:tions ip ~'le '~['~ie pith

c110se wp;cl' r e~el~- took ever f>xis' ip"Y' T,remises. r'1his \:3.S to test if

'1~\1 ~lsine8 ;es in new locaticns 'Jere ",ore vu1ner-l"J:)le to coml)<.:l;ii:ion

CHer r3..tes ef cmrviv'l.: t"ha.r those "'ovin'" into ex:istinC
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'Table 6.7 '1.es"L'ltsof a Chi-squared i;estbetween sur-vfva.Lrates of

multiple and inde'Jendent Srocers

Year of entry 2X value level of significance

1900 10.2 very significant at 0.5~ level 1 d.f.

1910 9·1 very significant at 0.5f level 1 d..f.

1920 7.4 significant at 1.if level 1 d. f.

1930 0.1 not si,crnificant

1940 6.5 significant at 1.a;' level 1 d.f.

~able 6.8 The proportions of new and existing retail uremises

"Date independents multiples

existing existing new

1900 29.77' 70.3C;- 11.1f 88.9'1

1910 23·9;. 76.15" 25.of 75.af

1920 67.57 32.51 9.5: 90.57

1930 52.47 47.6:: 18.1~ 81.9f"

1940 50.0% 50.QL; 6.6"/ 93.41

1950 25.0% 75. C'f! 33.37' 66.77
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premises. l1he comoosi te da+a for each t~ne of trader and for each. Loca+i onaI

c"l.tegory are ,2'iven in 7i:u_re 6.4 ''.nd the t~-vOmain sets of curves do

show some differences ,,-part from those between '111.11 ti »Les and independent

local retailers. A. Chi-squared test was carried out to test for dif-l'erences

bet1-veC)nr-etai I bus ines see occuoyang old locations as opios ed to new

ones 1 though at no time di.d the results Drove to be significant. Despi to

this f~ct some useful inferences can be made v:ith t'le first one

concernine the 81 rvival rates. In general terms it wou.Ldseem from the

data that independent grocers, occupying new locations, have a <:;li~htlY

better chance of lone-term survival than those businesses movins- into

eXisting F"rocery premises. In contrast to tl-is is the situation in the

multiple category 1 here chances of a Lone-er stay ',muld seem -icre likely

to accrue from new businesses foine into existine premises. However,

this is the case only after the 20-30 year interval (Fig. 6.3).

A second inference that comla. dr ..m Tram tlle data concerns the

relative i'TI:portance of new, !'3.ndexisting, premises in relationship to

the entr'lnce of new businesses entering at different time periods.

The local independent erocers seem to have a variable ryosition with

the hlO different t'Des of premises donri.na+i.ngat di f'f'ar-errt time

neriods (l1'lble 6.8). Fr-om1B90 up to 1920, new s~1.0Plocations ar-e the

dormnant t.Joe of "remises and this is to be expec t ed in an axpand i.ng

ur-ban environment und.er-goi.ng some de:.;ree of subur-b=m.sat i on, However ,

from 10?0 onwarda this development of new shoo locations sLoweddown

cons ider'ab ly , vlith less t"an 8. tt'iri of the new businesses occupyi.ng

11ew.grccer;YJremises (r."ble 6.8). Over the next two decades the

si +uat.Lon be~"'n +0 r-e=ch come kind of er:uilibrium ..lith ec;:ual number-s

of new Grocery businesses ncvi.ng into both t,ypes cf Loca t i.onaI cat egor- •

l'i'inally, 2. complete reversal of trends occ-urred in the last deoad.e of

~~e study vii th new shop premises assun ing tn.eir dominance once more

and acoourrt ing fer 75:: of t' e total. In r-el vt i.on to t':is Cl •...,,,lysis it
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had be-;1' nr-evi 01 S1,' ccct nied bv +r-cce r'v fir .s. ·'he ironer!; Lon of

busir.ess'1S 811teri1'n; new,' OD I)r,~tis's Yleve~ +'q1.1s be Iotr t' e 6r( 18v',1

vli th t1 e lowest fir;ure be in= r-scor-ded Ln 195C (.,,' "blE' 6. ()). 'h; S "01.11i

surn'est tln.t r·mlti...,le PTocors r-eqn i.r-e spoci"-1.1 retail lco1.l;ion8, in ~"l3-t

they are 1.nab le, or do not se -m to be able to OCC1.l)~r ex i st ins o':rocer'

sb o stat lrwe been vaca+ed by an ind8Dendent ty:_)e of retailer. I'he

ION tmr-nover- +a+es of muLti DIe ~:roce1:'y es +ab I ish'11e'!'1ts11'1.8'"Lr-eady

been noted, impl.yirt· -that few on-io+tvrri ties Houlr'l ex i s t for new

bus i.nes ses to r,;ove into 'Jrevtouslv occuoied nr-em'is es , A cC'Tlbir'1~ion

of c i.r-cums+ances therefore, forced t:'18 new n rt i ona l ru Lt io l es to

OCCUDY new premises.

6.2.2 ~he retail meat trade

l'lJ.e retail meat trade is the second 10lrT order di st r-i but i.cn tv')e

to receive rlet"l,il8c, at terrt Lcn ,:,nd as such nrovides a r-eady Cc'wYl.'l"ison

ui th t10e si +ua+Lon that existed in t" e i'l'rocery sector. It l.as '1.1re'1d;v

been showr how the ~rovlth of 12..ro;e scale mul tiDles Ln t!ns tr3.1e

C3.n be related 1'1r....el~r to tl e develo'ome:rt '111d )erfection of rreat

freezinp tec11ni(1'eS (Chapter 4). The O'rcvlth ef mu1ti':>les ir, "9\,.11 is

simil,q, ....to that )eI'tainin!' on a n"l.tio'1al scale ~litlJ. t'~e nain rlevelcp-

"'lent occr-rrinf" :1fte1" 1890. 'llhe relative rrowth of multiple tr::1'lers

on 3. cit~T-scale il1ustra+;es t'-te '11C1iY'trends ("'1.'"1e 6.9)· IIulti"1les

sl"oW t'lf.~ir (re::<'r,est rel'1i;ive iTno~h,nce betvlOen the -vears 1910 '1.nd 1920

nd t'his -1.8cade 1,laS '1.180 im')ort,:,nt in~errls of th'a 10C3.1 tr:1.1ers ';hose

rU"'Ibe"'s re'3.crecl ~~h8ir 1e3.k .J.t"'1is tiLe. Af~er t')is reric~l t' e 'u1ti...,le

re+;'1~leI' ('e.l in." l"'rpel:r in frozen meq,+ ex')erienced -, 1'31Jotiv) cl.ecline
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Table 6.9 The proportion of multiples to independents in Hull

Date % multiples/independents

1880 1.3
1890 5.6
1900 14.4
1910 22."

1920 13.6
1930 10·9
1940 8.8
1950 11.6
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and by the decade 1930~1940 they only abbounted for 9~ of the total

meat shoos \'lithin the study area (\lable 6.9).

In terms of t'le overall (,'rowth of" mul t ipl es and independent

eeta i.Ler-s the actual situation is slic,'I,tly more complex, when reference

is made to the number of entrants and exits for each dec3.d.e (Figs. 6.5
and 6.6). It must be remembered t..hen exami.m.ng these fir;ures that

reference is marie onlv to nremises that leave the meat trade and sho-ps

taken over by businesses; the actual turnover of businesses liill be

covered in a later section.

The local, ind""peYJ.denttraders exnerienced a continuous period of

growth from 1880 until 1910, in whi.ch losses never exceeded entrances

(~if. 6.5). ~his increase was further enhanced by the fact that the

new shops had high survival rates, never falling below 60;' and reaching'

the 8ar level in the decade 1900-1910. I'hi.s period of increase waa

halted by a hif'h rate of shop loss and only a small number of entrances

in the years 1910 to 1920 and in the f'oLLowi.ngdecade the overall

trend v,as one of decline. Indeed, the survival rates of the new

shops were much Lo..mr than the ure-1910 neriod and exits exoeeded

entrances.

The situation .vith regard to the growth of multiple meat retailers

is somewhat similar to that just desoribed for the independent traders.

The trend is one of a raoid increase in numbers up to 1910 and from then

om-lards a decline (""ic. 6.6). However, some dif-Peences are wor-th not i.ng,

such a.s the much more rapid r'3.te of incre'3.se in tl-te multi-ple retailers.

The number- of exits ,'la)] v e : Lowbef'or-e 1010 .,.1though ir the decade

1900 co 1\..10the new shops experienced 'li.c;rhmortalit;} r-at cs as com-re t i.tion

l::lcro3.red c .. ". over 66'" of the new errtz-ar ces srere los t - f'ter tQr;ir

f i.rs t ten ears of b..lsi"ess. After t is ry8T'iodof ~rc..w-Gh-; ell'''' a ~ic

decl ~l1e occurred and etwe~n 1910 and 1920 the nunber of exits ?,'re9.rly

exceeded entr9.nts. ':'his \"13.8 3. si~ua.tion t ' at ,las repeated in ~re deo.i.Ie
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,
r -f-;' r. 1. ,

,'( \r> T" i er c f she i.: (.

,, ,,)l.t rut j1erl.) "L~v .. l .L'" iy.l Cj

'l183.t r e+a i l in . es-l-"',blishme rt s f'a.Lli.r= ~'lit1.in t lis cat e=oz' onLy once

t1(, Id 88ern to ~rcvide ar- initial indication t1''1.t old pr-erri aes nI::1;Y OJ,

re Iat Lvely imY)or-';''.,ntrole f'or new 1'wsines'";ps, '1 f'act or- t:bCl-t..lill be

locked J.r:, in more (let"!.il n.t 3.. l'r~er st3-,'e.

hiSGo-ry te t'l3.t of the indeDendert tra.d_ers. In tl1ei r Ln'it i aL )8rio'i

of entr~ t' e c =tteC:'or~r-neasur-Lng establishments tl''1t c'''l.l1P'ed owner-sh i.p

is of imDOr-'-;'111Ce3..8l:Jetvle0n 1pqO '1.nd 1900 it a.ccounted for 60, of ell

srops (~'1ble (.).11). ;:'11e nin view Dreselted by the 1l'1)lti0h

Or~1.ni8C\tions is a variable one 1rlith f)8riods of' st'1.bilit, ( 1?00-1O,1C)

sh01)s le1.vinr' t"'e trade "',nC!.trese Vlhich mp.rbly experir:ll1cerl a. C 2..11c;e

in ownershio. After 19?0 tl--e-re N::l,S '1. re-1,'),ction in losses and this
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Table 6.10 Retail turnover rates for independent butchers, Hull

1880-90 1890- 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50
1900

Total shops 151 179 201 218 162 218 203

Same owner 74 58 75 U5 91 102 77

percentage 49.0 32.4 37.3 52.7 56.2 46.8 37.9

change in 45 46 49 37 51 53 22
ownership
percentage 29.8 25.7 24.4 17.0 31.5 24.3 10.8

Losses 32 75 77 66 20 63 104
percentage 21.2 41.9 38.3 30.3 12.3 28.9 51.3

New shops 60 97 94 10 76 48 U

Table 6.11, Retail turnover rates for multiple butchers, Hull

1880-90 1890- 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50
1900

Total shops 2 10 29 48 22 24 18

Same owner 2 17 3 20 14 8
percentage 20.0 58.6 6.2 91.0 58.3 44.4

Change in 1 6 2 13 1 2 3
ownership
percentage 50.0 60.0 6.9 27.1 4.5 8.3 16.7

Losses 1 2 10 32 1 8 7
percentage 50.0 20.0 34.5 66.7 4.5 33.4 38.9

New shops 9 21 29 6 3 2 0
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:t'1PW1"" betwe"ln t1.8Se +wo retail t,v')es. :""e co.vooe i te S1 I'viv'11 c"rve

on':r 11cf of the nu l t i )le s"ons r-emained in business Fhile the corres-

t'onrliYl...- L'ifure ""Qrt 'e inrlcue:1dcnts ,;fas 20~. .lowever-, over the Lon« term

1'e+':.i181"3 'lthouc,ln t'li8 r1iffer,::pce -iq only in the orier of 2,' U'i~.

0.7). ''18 conpar-aba Li.t., of the"l8 ~wocurvea was verified by the results

of -, C~i-squ'1.recl test if iC'1 "'ave a v~lue cf' 4.9, l;f~ich vii th four

br~'3.' d own of' +he se c ornno-si,te cur-ves in +'e~ms of hE ' er ",:h of'

I sriorl of s t1'1_;r ,'ives c. closer ins i.ry' t -;rtot; le .or-ta ' i t~ hi a't o r'v o.f'
•

1er;' ')1 rvi vcd r,e; end .f ,1'
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Table 6.12 Survival characteristios for independent butchers,Hull

Date Length of stay
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40+ years

1890 101 22 8 4 2
100% 2~ 8rb 40 2%

1900 146 49 31 16 10
100% 34% 21/" 11% 7'%

1910 138 68 43 28 9100% 49% 32% 20% 7'%,

1920 46 29 18 8 5100% 63% 39% 17% 11%
1930 117 49 21 9100% 42% 18% 8%
1940 94 29 16

100% 31% 11')'
1950 31 18

100% 58%

Table 6.13 Survival &haracteristics for multiple butohers, Hull

Date Length of stay
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40+ years

1890 16 2 2 2 2
100% 13% 13% 13% 13%

1900 32 18 1 1 0
100% 56% 3% 3%

1910 36 2 2 2 1
100% 6% 6% 6% 3%

1920 26 15 9 4 4
10Cf'/. 58% 35% 15% 15%

1930 15 6 2 1
100% 40f 13% 7%

1940 6 0 0
100%

1950 3 3
100% 100'.1
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C'1_lrviv"l.l,i'1Droved '3.J thou=h en+r-anccs of l".eHbusinesses vTere n're1.t1c

rerh'c"!r (:.-"ble h.i"').

CO":ln3,r-:..b1erl':>;~af'ox- "1ultiple or ''lnis'ltio'1.1 =hows 3.P initial lOVI

rate of' sf'ort-terJ11 business ei-r-vi. val , as is '~o b3 expected "hen shops

retailing ret'1 »r-oduct s first enter a market a.id »e+haps the \cIrone

Lcca-ti.onaI decisions are nade ("1J-ble 6.13). ~ile the s.~ort-term

sur-vava.I r-ato of businesses entering in 1900 v!as reh;tively hilJ'h, 56:-" 7

the Long= t er-m-~osition vIas just tie opoos ite >'lith no bus i.nesaes

re""1ini"'[' af't er 40 years. The f'oI Lowing decade, ending N"ith 1910,

'"li tnessed one of the Lowest r-atea of survival for nel-l bU""inesses 1-1ith

only just ever 5; sur-vi,vine their first ten ye'1rs. 1 ineteen-tvlenty

was the most successful year in terms of new business survival, 'ltIith

both short 3.nd lonp--term rates being relatively high '1nd this situation

cOY'tinued, to a lesser dep'ree, into the next decade aft.er uhich

mortality rates increased (;:"l,ble 6.13). Then this survival daca for

independent '1n0 multiples is compared no significant differences are

'3.D ),'l.r::mtand in a Chi-sr;:uared test car-r i.ed out on the t'ltlOor{,,8.nis-

'l.tional t;TDes only the res il t s for businesses entering in 1910

»r-oved to be sir"TIificantly different at the 0.17 level 'VJith one degree

of freedom. 'I'hi.s was primarily due to the Lowsur-viva.I rates of

multiple r-e+ai.Lers uho vlere e'merieYlcin,c; intense internal, :;18 v18l1

as external, com;etition.

Cne f:'Lctcr tt><d can be touched ucon here is tJ:1.erole pLayed by new

premises '1.S 0 Dosed to ones a.Lreadv be i.ng used to r-et ai I 'eat. ~he

first ques t i on that; can be Dosed is 'lhether tl'ese t~vpes of premises

differ in their amnor-tance through time betvTeen local inclependent

traders n:nd tre im10vatimr multiDle firms. nhe initial as'3l.Lllption is

that new Drod1.lct retailers, such as frozen meat shops, on en-terin<1'

a 'llrl,rket "er tIle first +ime lJould det ,].nd differently located. )remises

Gtan the ones used by tle old:r crd r. Indeed it \Jould also be lo,:'ica1
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to find '.1 hi.:;h l)ercenta£,e of nevr shop nremi.ses vrhen the total number

ef retailers is increasing, '3-SHith the indenendent +r-ad.er-sar-ound

1900. To a ?Teat extent the multi'Jle traders folloN the ex'Oected

trend ..lith initial '1ig'1 numbers of businesses entering new nr-emas es ,

OVe1"8Cf/ in 1890 and 1900 (1'3ble 6.14). The main reversal of t llis

trend vIaS after 1930 ",hen new nremises played a subordinate role to

existing shops and one of the main reasons for this was that many of

the new multinle businesses took over existinf firms 3.nd their

br"'lnch shop outlets. In Hull there were three cases of this takeover

practice durinf, the neriod of study and most of these occurred after

1910. In ma~v res'Jects the importance of existing premises to the

independents vlas on a compar'3-ble level to that of the multiples (?able

6.14). Predictably, new shops were most Lmpor-tarrt in the early stages

lrihen the urban ~ea was rapidly expanding and the number of meat

retailers increasing.

Another aspect of this study is the possible relationship betvleen

the type of premises and the length of stay of new businesses. Cne

tentative hypothesis is that nel-lbusinesses in new establishments

ar-e »er-haos more vulnerable to competition and therefore have Lower-

rates of survival. However, the actual situation is made more complex

due to the differences in organisational types and the decline of

urban areas, bot~ of which affect the survival level of businesses

entering new locations.

o a great e -tent the local independ<:)nt traders follow the above

pattern ',rith the businesses t.hat enter new premises having a lower

short-term snr-viva.I level (Fig. 6.8). rhus after 10 year-s onI;

361 remained in business vrhile over the same time period 39f of the

retailers 'JPOentered existing premises remained. I'hese positions

are reversed when a lonfer time period is considered for after 2C

. ears over 22'/' of bus ines aea in new shoos survived vJhilet"le fi"1lre
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Table 6.14 Proportions of new and existing premises: butchers

Date independents multiples
existing new existing new

1890 31.9% 68.4% 18.7% 81.3%
1900 27.4% 72.6% 14.9% 85.1~
1910 30.4% 69.6% 57.1% 42.9%
1920 67.3% 32.7% 25.0% 75.~
1930 31.6% 62.4% 74.0% 26.0%
1940 55.3~ 44.7% 69.2% 30.8%
1950 61.7% 32.3% 100.0% O.~,

Table 6.15 Proportion of multiples in Hull

Date % of tota.l

1880 4.4
1890 6.4
1900 6.6
1910 ' 9.9

1920 15.j
1930 24.4
1940 3~.6
1950 48.7
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Table 6.16 Retail turnover rates for independent footwear retailers

1880-90 1890- 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50
1900

Total shops 261 277 242 192 124 99 51

Same owner 102 88 75 88 58 38 11

percentage 39.1 31.7 30.9 45.8 46.8 38.4 21.6

Change in 16 22 18 8 13 3 4
ownership
percentage 6.1 7.9 7.4 4.2 10.5 3.0 7.8

Losses 143 167 149 96 53 58 36
percentage 54.8 60.4 61.5 50.0 42.7 58.6 70.6

New shops 159 132 99 28 28 10 5

I
Table 6.17 Retail turnover rates for multiple footwear retailers

1880-90 1890- 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50
1900

Total shops 12 19 17 21 22 32 27

Same owner 5 11 10 20 14 16 13
percentage 41.6 57.8 58.8 95.2 63.6 50.0 48.1

Change in 1 3 5
ownership
percentage 5.2 13.6 15.6

Losses 7 7 7 1 5 11 14
percentage 58.4 36.8 41.2 4.8 22.8 34.4 51.9

New shops 14 5 11 2 15 6 6
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"1")ver f'e Ll be Low th~ 5~_' level. After 1910 tile r o.r-t a.Li, ty structure

of' '; j s section of V-e tr~de Has eas ent LaIIv of a rrore T'~g,ble 1'1'1 '!;lre

'">-1dti-is br-it+Le 'T';'1bi'it' oera i s t ed unt i L tre 0:;c3il.e b8';vm~r 1940 vd

1:::)0 ,,11811 over- 70C of' tOre sr cr-s -.vi-t'H'IrevrPrOMbus ineaa ,

Cre feature t',g,t roes c;l;g,ndart concern) the number- of i"1denH'l~mt

.pootvle"',-~ shoos t' l,t cian -"erl ow-ier-ah i o, T'l1roUf:hOlltt'le entire pQric1 of

=+udv thei1'" level ~i3.S a lways very lou, esne'");,:"ll~ v[hen ccrm"''''8rl witn

the si tU"'.tior t'l'tt existed in the low or-d or- tr3.ries. Cne ass'; ble rQ1-Jon

-Pc!' -I;his is bhe question of cerrbr-a I Loo-rt i.ons g,:"ldthe i.rn cd'- rce '">;L'wheCl

~o slloh sites.
The 'Y'ort'11Hy characteristics of V- e ,'1'ltiu1e rat3.il f i r-ns shows '1

different 0icture ~lthough, in the early deoades from 1880 to 1910

10s3 re..-';cs ~rere high in t'lis section of' t'1.e trade '3.1'.1in the r'lecg,c1e

1Q~(I-1P90 'Jell over 5Cf{ of the shops were lost (rl1q,ble 6.17). "hi,s

however- s eer-s to be t"8 case with tf'le =a r-Lv es tab 1-;ahmer t of tre br-anch

S110pSof mt.Ltinle r-eta i Ler-s I '18 the rocery g,l'Jd"leat trq,de:3 have

".lready illustr'3.teri. It seems 10 ic'='l to account for sl'ch initiql hir"h

r3-tes of f'.1ilure b', r:]'),kinf' r~ferencs to badl~r loc'1ted stores C1n1 ~el'leral

c~'3.nC'·esin the loe'1tion'11 s"i;T':l,';egJiof the orel,nis'otions Cl nrerned.

~-f'ter ~rlese initial hi,O'h 'Y'ates of s'l-jop loqs the situation chanced. to

one of stabi Ii t· l,1"ria rrro\-:th in pvnbers '3.nd in the two clqc....c' 9'3

fol'ovi'1>" 1910 t'l1e ""U"1 er of' es';:::.blic"rnents remainin-'" ~n the -I-r'1de

ladeT' ~lle S'''.rreovmershi"J 1-1'3.Snro'Oor~ion.,_tely V81"'y h;p" C" ble 6.17).

"""8 d.eryression ears of' the 1930ls and tho rUder sh""ps of t'1e l~te

1:j40' S ....Ii tressei ar ircr(nse i1" ::;110'0losses o""ce ~"''3. in i"'d these

cq"..!'" 11eo t'~e b'lAsinesses t"'at rerrn.ined Ul'c'1a1""ed. As in t' e e'1se ef' t' e

10")").11,T or "anised foot ~e?r retailnrs little irrport :mee C1-nbe ,,-f;ta~herl

""e ,,;1 b-usi"1ess '11 rvivg,l r-,tes, footwear:
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Table 6.18 Eusiness survival rates for footwear retailers,independents

Date Length of stay
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40+ years

1890 165 41 18 9 1
10'-'% 28~ 11% 5% 6rl• P

1900 150 41 14 9 3
10~ 27% 9% 610 z:r

1910 114 56 21 8 1
1~ 49% 23% 1% 1~

1920 36 15 3
1~ 4T% ~e'}f

1930 32 15 5 4100% 47% 16% 13%
1940 11 3 3

100% 21% 27%
1950 9 6

100%· 611

Table 6.19 Eusiness survival rates for multiple footwear retailers

Date Length of stay
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40+ years

1890 15 8 6 6 3
100% 53% 40% 4~ 2C!{o

1900 6 2 2 2 2
100% 33% 33% 33% 3~

1910 12 10 1 3 3
100% 83% 58~ 25% 25%

1920 4 3 1 1 1
100% 15't 25% 25% 25%

1930 22 12 9 6
100% 55~ 40% 21%

1940 11 4 4100% 36% 36%
1950 7 6

100% 86%
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"1+" 01J • \ -t;" P, 10 ( gj t s fit" r'3S fer t'te t 10 r. DP,;?, of f'or t T,! 17' r~_~g,j le~~

g,re si"·l1i.fic'"'.Yli;l

Tn co. nect i.cn vIi +,h bl'siness ior-t alit:'T Cl, furt'ler 9-n 1, sir; car be

1}'1d. 'ri;'i1~e!' 0'1 -t;' e con-nosi.t s C1.TVeSof each cr~8,nis3-ticn;.l bype , ~his

consisted of r1easurin'" t"J.e ~enFths of stay cf bus ines aas occl''1yiTI''';new

retail '1rc'1ises ( new in tt,e sense tl:'1t t'le:v 11M not been pr-ev'i.ousLy

ecc"L''1ienby that uarticular trade tu 1e I and co.nnar-i.ng +hemwit1:1.survival

r-a tes of bus ines ses ent er-i.nsr exist inp' f'oo+jrear- premises. "he tent3- ti ve

r..;;rpethesis is tnat nevI businesses in new locations ar-e mere vulnerable

to competition and t~erefore more li~ely to have higher mortality

rates. In the case of the ind"!pendent traders the reverse situ'.1tion

held, in that businesses occuoyang old Locat t.ons had a slightly 10vler

rate of survival (F:~€". 6.1?). P"owever, this s ibua't i on need not appear

a11011aloussince many of the old pr emt.ses were es tab Ltshmerrts tl at had

chaneed ovmershin, which in itself may be symptom~tic of a declir.e in

trade. I'hi.s Vlould anoear- Logi.ca.I in the light of the fact t:1.3,t

locational requirements, even for the independent retailer, were

ohanging dramatically throuChout t'18 period of study.

In the case of the Multiples the short-term Slrvival rate of

businesses entering new footwear premises w~s higher than for businesses

in exi stLng premises (Fig. 6.12). 'fm.ever, t'le reverse situation oocurred

in relaticn to long-term survival lith tre rate fallin£ oD 11 for the

forty years ul.us period. It must be noi.nt ed out however , that chi-

squared tests revealed no si~nific~nt differences between the two sets

of cata for multiple and independent retailers.

In conclusion t'le footvJear trade Dresents a oicture of ccrrt r-as.t

bett-men independent and multiple retailers, in terms of both general
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Mortqlity ohar-acter-Lst i.cs and bus i.nee r survival rates.

6.2.4 ':'he service s'ctor, dyers and cle'1ners

"ne final trade c9,te.c;or~Tstudied, that ef d;_<TeY'sand cleaners,

renresents the service sector. It has alr"3ady been noted that this

T)"'..rticular trade experienced much of i ts -r-ea+es t expans i.on in the

late nineteenth century due to a series of technical innovations

((;1n:;Jt9r 4 • :hile these new techniques 1-lere adopted by the locally

or€,anised fir1s, it vias the r-u.Lb i.: Le outlet f'Lr-ns who profited -nos t

b' the ir'loroved processes. However , these Lar=e scale multioles did.

not come to domi.na.te in HuLl, until ar-ound 1920. After the decade

1Q10-1Q20 t e' r:midly increased. in number- and came to domi.na+e the

trade from 1930 onwards C""'1ble 6.20).

"'his pcs i tion ar-ose because of two 'f:wtors, first t~e independents

had started. to decline in numbers primarily because of the ccmpet i.t i.on

from the multinles. Seconrly, the early-established ,ultiples were .§.o

jOined, '3.fter 1920, b~ lareer firt'!s oper-at i.ng on a na t i.onaI 8c3.1e.

~he actual erovrth ra te of these hlO t;ynes of er 'anisil':iion illusr:r'1tes

trlore clearly the trends involved. '11heind'.loendent tr'"1ders show a

f'eneral "I.ecline from 1~80 except for the decade 1900-1C'10 lrlhen for

tl-)e first time neVIshops exceeded t .cse lost f'om the t;r.::..de,althcueh

tIe survival r-at e of these nevi ShODSwas Dot ver.Y high o...'1dover 60(

of t' .em went out of bus _.ness in under ton years. "his SllOrt "'criod

of ~ cvrth ,-. ': f'o' 0-:;4 r", n inc eas e in the nuribon of shops leaving

the trade vlhose numbers creatly exceeded the new .3!lOPS for the decade

1910-1920 C"ig. 6.1)'. The '"eneral trend of decline T;a.S arres ted.

bet ·;een 10?0 '"1nd q30 rhen entrants exceeded. exits but these new

est;ablish~ents d id not houever-, have f::;l.vour3.blesl'rvi val l":1.tes. Fro:n

1030-1Q40 t e sitl'ation reversed once --narc l'Jith 'le3.VYlosses and fevl

entra"'o8s '-md among t,he ne."1shops hi::;h -nortali t, levels nrev1.i lei.

It can be seen t'13.t vl"11ilethe overall trend vns one ef decline, this



Table 6.20 The proportion of multiples in Hull

Date tf., of total
1880 0.0
1890 3.8
1900 16.7

1910 20.0
1920 45.0
1930 63.0
1940 79.5
1950 69.0
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Table 6.21 Retail turnover rates for independent dyers and cleaners

in Hull

1880-90 1890- 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50
1900

Total shops 33 25 20 24 11 17 8

Same owner 13 12 8 6 3 6 4
percentage 39.4 48.0 40.0 25.0 27.2 35.3 50.0

Change in 2 2 1 4 2 1
ownership
percentage 6.0 8.0 5.0 16.6 18.1 12.5

Losses 18 11 11 14 6 11 3
percentage 54.6 44.0 55.0 58.3 53.5 64.7 37.5

New shops 10 6 15 1 12 2 8

Table 6.22 Retail turnover rates for multiple dyers and cleaners

in Hull

1880-90 1890- 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50
1900

Total shops 1 4 6 9 29 31

Same owner 1 4 4 8 17 15
percentage 100 100% 66.7 88.9 58.6% 48.4

Change in 2 2
ownership
percentage 6.9 6.5

Losses 2 1 10 14
percentage 33.3 11.1 34.5 45.1

New shops 1 3 2 5 21 12 16
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G{m ears cr-Lv 37" of' b't}sine--:;sE'srerr'.1.i"1edLntac t , The long-tern

s i.bua tLon "'3.S sli -htly -nor-esbble vlith 6' 81 z-vi.vi.nv f'r-o-i 30-40 -e3.rs

nd 45- "f'ter 40 ' ear-s , J'he 1''381 ::ts of 'l, Cl-.ci-scru'1redt est on the two

cOP"")c8ite qr:~s of data or-cved not to be si,rif'ic'1,nt, tll~ level f'a,l~ing

be:!ow the 50" »ar-k (X2= 8.7 ''1it' 4 'le~'rees of' f'r-eodo n }, !:le br-eakdown

of' tl ese cc-npos i,te trends in terms of the aur-vi.v 1 hi.stor= of' new

bus inesses enterint:: a.t each decade Eives fl.'.rt-'1er insie;ht into the

iifferences between the tuo traders (rabIes 6.2~ and 6.24).

ndepe'1dent "lfanc ':lnd cle'3.ning firms had. at the start of the oeriocl

re'3.sonably stable survival curves with over 40( of businesses

remaining '3.fter the first ten L ears C'able 6.?3). However, from 1900

until 10?0 short-term survival rates fell constantly with each decade.

The decline of lonr-term r'1tes of' survival, 1r1hilemore spor-adi.c, l'1aS

1.180 very nronounced but the excention to these "trends was the

mortalitv history of businesses that entered in 1930 which had

cot"Joaratively high Long-cterm survival rates. ":'11efo l l.owi.ng d.:cacle, 1940,
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Table 6.23 Business survival rates of independent dyers and oleaner~

Date Length of stay
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40+ years

1890 12 5 2 1 0
100% 42% 16% 801 a{vIQ

1900 8 3 1
1OCJf~ 38% 13%

1910 15 4 1 1 1
100% 21% 7% 7% 7%

1920 4 1
100% 25%

1930 17 5 3 2 2
100% 29% 18% 12% 12%

1940 2
100%

1950 11 8 8
100% 13% 73%

Table 6.24 Business survival rates of multiple dyers and cleaners

Date Length of stay
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40+ years

1900 4 4 3 3 3
10"% 100% 75% 75% 75%

1910 2 1 1 1
100% 50% 50% 50%

1920 5 4 2 2 2
100% 80% 40% 40% 40%

1930 24 11 3 3 3
100% 46% 13% 13% 13%

1940 20 8 8 1
100% 40% 40% 35%

1950 17 11 11
100% 65% 65%
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1.1so»r-oved nar-tLc larly exceptional in terms of both the smaller

number of new busines eB, only t·0, 3.ndtheir extremely higl-J.ra,e of

mortality. Finally, 1950 sal"an increase in the number of new businesses

and a much im,roved level of s rvival.

I'hemultiple organisations had much higher survival rates -Llroughout

the nerio, both in the long and short term (Table 6.24). In contrast
i'i>

to the Lndependen ta no clear-cut trend~&cernible though Ionr--t erm

survival does decrease steadily from 1900 to 1930. TJewbusinesses

entering in 1950 had much better chances of short-term survival with

Over 641 r-emai.ni.ngafter twenty years.

Inter-trade Comparisons

Attention so far has been focused on establishing that significant

differences, in terms of mortality characteristics, do exist between

retail organisational types within the same trade. {owever, of equal

import3.nce is the examination of inter-trade variations.

In a comparison of the four main selected trades by organisational

type it was postulated that some basic differences would be apparent

between high and low order categories •. his assumption to a large

extent is based on rather tentative evid~nce gained from the work of

McGarry (1930) in Buffalo, for a period between 1918 and 1927. One of

his main findings was that a higher rate of business mortality existed

in low order shops, such as grocers and general dealers. This was to

be exnected given their overall conditions of entry, for many such

retailers -Terepoor both in business 'know-how' and working capital,

which could exp Iatn their hig failure rate (r1cGarry 1930).

Unfortunately, no comparable studies exist which could help to provide

a basis for the present examination of retail mortality. Uowever,

reference can be made to one small pilot survey carried out in Hull in

wh ich one hundred small shops were studied ( lingender 1951 • The

survey revealed that out of the hundred traders studied only fifty had
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hile +his s+'l~d~does not 'Jrovid.er-eta i I ncr-t a t i ty d.at a it dces .iLl.ue t r-at e

the ariexoer-ience of nany S'101) c-me ra , a =.ct or' oer t inerrt t c bus i.nesr

und er ,:?-l:enin 3:citai'1thCL'G~lsome Jrelimi '],r:'points have been outlined

-;;i ::JouClas (1 35). She C[L otes estimates of Lve t.houeand reta i I

bus mes sea being lost, D8 3.n~1Umand exa-m nes in more detail the

mortality of b si esses owned b;'/ f'emaLes (Dour-;l'1s1935). ll_cainthe no i.rrt

is mao.e that in many 0 t1te srna.Lk=-s ca Le errterpr i.sas fe1- new O~Tners have

any previous knov.Led.ge to d.ravJon. These -el-"+ud i.es ar-e all that are

availab e for comparison and. it is

the present examination is ~ramed.

on this rather poor asis tha.t

In is study no clear distinction rege. 'ing retail mortality is

poarent betHeen low and high ord-:r independent retailers. ~he

'ghest rates of survive.l are in the meat trade and these are similar

to thos e for the dyers and cleaners C'J1able6.25). In genere.l the

hort-tern survival rates are somewhat similar for all the -'Grades

ranging from 39% after ten year for the butc ers down to 31~ for

grocers. After the twenty-year eriod the difference becomes rather

more noticeable with only 9.8f of the grocery businesses surviving com-

pared with ove_ 20% for meat retailers and dyers and cleaners (Table

6. 5). Long-term survival rates are more variable in na+ur-e with dyer-s

and cleaners having the most favoura Ie position and footwear the

Lowes t ,

From this it would appear that no clear indication of retail b siness

mortali ty can be made in terms of Low and high order trade gr-ou ing •

It seems more reasonable to attribute the levels of s rvival to the

ease Viith which ne", retailers can enter a paz-ti.ou.Lar-trade. Thus, the

meat trade requires not only a great deal of capital for s _op fixtures

but more important a sound expertise. There ore, by necessity, these
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Table 6.25 Business survival rates for independent retailers in
Hull from 1880 to 1950

Trade Length of stay in years
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40+

Butchers 673 264 137 65 26
100% 39f., 2ctfo 10% 4%

Grocers 1673 521 164 64 27
100% 31% 10% 4% z{.,

Footwear 517 183 70 33 6
100% 35% 14% 6% 1%

Dyers! 69 26 15 4 3cleaners 10ctfo 38% 22% 6% 4%

Table 6.26 Business survival rates for multiple retailers in
Hull from 1880 to 1950

Trade Length of stay in years
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40+

Butchers 134 46 16 10 7
100% 34% 12% 7% 5%

Grocers 103 14 55 45 29
100% 7~ 53% 44% 28%

Footwear 77 45 29 18 9
100% 5~ 38% 23% 12%

Dyers! 72 39 28 16 8
cleaners 100% 54% 39% 22% 11%
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to rye001e 0c3sessinz some previous ~x)erience ~nd Dreclude r~sh business

lecisioYl8. f'1he ormoe it e is tY'le in t"le ~rooerr sccbc r '},re 'ntr"

con i+io-"s are r-eIat i.ve Iv s irro l,e ':1Dd i1"iti..,l c'1)ibl out Lav small. It

exc Lud.e-l -Pro11 the ?,r;=J,l:Jsis. :'18 i:ld enenderrt foe t\lear re ~.i1eY'8 1 w" i Is t

hav i.n> S0'18 li;i~0'-icll on entr : ~';l'C" -',8 the need for c'Dital cut Lav ,

eli' r ot 11'1'13t'le expected hi::'} r;.te cf sLrvivl,l. r0he e 'on for this

from t"e "11 tinleQ•

1 eel er l, have t· e nex t bes G

e·J,r':3 •

"'le 10,,18S1;r-at es ef sur-vi ve:1 "..re tc be f'cund in t'.e retail '1"!ea1:;' rad.e

s it r "tim in tl is h'a'1.e is however i",hl T af'f'ec t ed- "

_""r1_ att emot s to r?:tionaliz8 t} e le' ',ioY' of branch outlets to -rvoi "

ur-I e rh'T')lic1,'l;ion of ShODS.'his cer'g,inl· is the c as e ir -Tull "'ere

nu-nbar 0 br=mch outlets ..... further factor ccnt r-i.bi tin ~ to t'lese low

rates of sl'rviv3.l was t!-e intense '1?'101.llt of cOl1netition t' '1G t'.e

rm 1t i le ""'es.t shOpS hai to face fret" the inr e"'endents•

"he pie-hest r:ltes of Survival ').c)r1 e to ti13 AToc~rs, 'lith over 0P_ .
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Loca t i.cnaI 'lolic~r,at 1 ast by the second decar'l,8of he t-lentieth

hit:h '1nclLow order etai I types '>,l1daf'ter- 1910 the br-anch shons of

th~ 13.r;:;e-soa1emu l,t io es wer-e see j,ne-sLmi.Lar- ~OC3,t ions '.),'"1 pr-errri.ses ,

!n1ee the competiti e Dar'1:neters 0, t.e multi'lle fi m in the footwear

trade ',"re as nuch ceared to a r-aoi.d turn ave of stock 3.8 the grocers

or the frozen meat retailers.

Surv' v3.1 data and fitted nr-obabi.Lity distributions:

i.£:) erence has aIr-eady been rnade to the I'JOrkunder taken in ot tie r

,iel ts in reb,tion to turnover and aur-vival rates (Bartholomew 1959,

Silcock 1954, Lane an t\ndreN 1955, rlarsha1l1971). '?hile these

stu ies have primarily been concerned with the underlying processes

they have also given attention to more e;eneral relationships. In

connection with the latter aspect use has been nade of probability

distributions to facilitate easy comparisons 3.nd, more important, to

model the processes operating (1'.<larsha111 71). Four main d is+r-i but ions

have been found useful in elation to the study of the lenEth of stau

of factory manpower and these are, the exponential, the mixed

exponential, the Pearson ty e XI and the 1 g norma distribution.

Obviously, in tle case of ret3-il b sinesses different processe

undel?ly the rates of survival) nevertheless it may e possible to fit

similar distributions as an aid to 3.n initial quantitative description.

'I'o und sr-etand the implications of such Drobabili ty distributions in

relation to business survival it is first necessary to discuss some

of the notions associated ",rith such mathematical models ."mere there

is a constant probability that a iven individua11 a retail business,

will be lost in the next time interval then the underlying distribution
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is Like Iy to be exocne-rt ial (i3ilcock 1gS4). 'I'hi.s ma: however, not

s+r-Lct Lv cor-r-escond to t1,e nasr r-e of retail aur-vivs.L, or 'r!hile it

could o')erate for brsinesses l,::tckLw 8'::')8 .ience it is =,ess likely to

c'o so fC1~ re-l;3,,'lers 'Tit'l sound knovled ve , ,!:l1eir chanc es of st.r-viva.I

are Drc[Y:1bl,/cHIC!, o:re3.ter and as such their r?rte of 10'3s wouId be

as soc i.at ed vri.th the 'nixed exponential dist r-fbut i.on or the Pear-non

t;'ne XI trh i.ch ';ivee s irni La r-esuI ts (E3.rtholom vJ 1967). An a.Lter-nat: ve

to the above is t:le loe normal dist r i. ution vJ .i.ch allows Lengt 0'

st.""y tf' be influencerl by past experience; in t erms of f'aot or, -oarroover

the enroLoyees »r-obabiI'i. t;; of leaving diminishes "lith Lncr-easing lenGth

of servi e ( ",3J'eand Andr-ew 1955, Aitchison 1955). A further f'ac t or

that needs to be oon ide ed before using such tec_niques on the ~resert

s'L1rvival data concerns the Leng+h of time over itlhich meaaur-emcnts ar-e

made. In t.r i.s s tudy t'le time ")eriotis per'::) of :. "1,;G~ 2Te3,-f;8ri1)_ro>,o~ion,

substitutinG decades for year-s , It is itlith these facts in mind that

the following attem-pts at fi ttj,ng p 0oab i Lity distribution are made.

Gf the four types of distribution ccnsidere the ones havi.ng the

, est fit, as measured by a Chi- qua e te t, were t e exponential

and log normal (11able 6.27). 1'his eu ve fitting procedure Has performed

not only on the long-term data for H 11 but a so om~!lcGarry's short

ur-at ion stud;) conducte in Buf'f'aLo (:.-cGarry 1930). I'he results of

this procedure on the data from Buffalo proved to'be the most

interesting from the }Joint of view of distinguishing loVia d high order

trades. The former had survival curves that best fitted the ex onerrt i.aI

form achieved by plotting the data on logarithmic paper with time on

the linear axis ('"(1able6.27 • The higher ord.,)r retailers, such a 'drug

stores', have a 10e-norJ'1alfunction wh.i.chadequately fits their pattern

of business mortality, as is indicated by the owChi-squa ed value

bet Jeen observed and expected values (rable 6.27). rhe tests for the

goodness of fit are based in this instance on t e 1r!orkof ,:arshall
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Table 6.21 Chi-squared tests indioating the 'goodness of fit' for
eaoh trade and probability distribution

Distribution X2 degrees of freedomTrade

Multiple grocers Lognormal 0.41 1
l!ultiple footwear " 0.05 1
~mltiple dyers/cleaners " 0.61 1
Independent grocers Exponential 1.14 2
Independent footwear " 1.61 2
Independent dyers/cleaners tt 1.18 2
Chemists (Buffalo,Pittsburgh) Lognormal 2.00 6
Footwear " tt " 1.80 6
Grocers tt " Exponential 2.12 6

Table 6.28 Ranking of shop types based on their estimated median
length of business survival

Trade Length of stay

Multiple grocers 21.0 years
Multiple footwear 14.0 "
Multiple dyers/cleaners 14.0 "
Independent butchers 12.0 ..
Multiple butchers 8.0 ..
Independent dYers/cleaners 1.5 "
Independent footwear 7.0 ..
Independent grocers 5.5 years
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j1h ~~r ~es ~l 9 irrnortsrce of ~ast eX1erience ~n ret~ilin~ ~nd tie

Sl.'rvival r-i+es c-P b1SiJ:l8SSeS, for exarro Le in -1;' e case of Cl _,1jSts OVF>"!"

l~~r l'nOr in cc~~arison wjt~ t' r 8ntr~nt3 to ~b~ independent sector.

It as -Peund tlat for -,JJ the -';nd.es studied .ir -Tl.'lll "lit1: t~e excep t i cn

of t"e eat re+''L;_"el~s, tLe 10r'101'1'} di.st r-Lbt t icn fit'cl t"e 1::nsi'ess
31 .rviV'11 ,t a fer

81 et' 023 t ir: . a~"_irl

"1 1- L 8 )G i "'"'; 1.,.:le

cb~"..inJ -.:;i1 Lp iz:::.d. .3X)Cle~t':'11.

(_ , -i'-'"

t;] d'" h. f'c re')
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-, 1~; J :::It'j ."
,
i c_ r ~ ~~ +;' J i lee '- '\~to,~ ef .,"r'-,i =r J '~ , '1, 1t; 11'3, 7 ,

vv i YjI'"V' O'T :'l"r L- " r- ~,.....~ , ,rir ( 1--;'013 6.2,Q 1" -i~ ef("'ro('e~s , , ." eTOl;_)
·--U.,:, ~, e of business

r t cher-s , ~v-IO trends 'lre rs"l. i1 "'T)l reD~, -<:'irst, t11.at in 'c' e ion i;8r-1

'>,mt Lnd ')en1ents. Sacond Lv, t- ere 098 not ext s t 'j, o.Iear=out d.ivision 'Jet ear

-'i;::;hand 10'- order trade types eSDec-i3.11,'rHit'l re.::rad_ to t'le -ruLtLol es ,

"There " ccer~ 1'1.ve3. 'hiGher medi.an ler._:th of s+av t'l'3..n f'ootwear- retailers

(":,>,1;le6.?p /' mhe si buat i cn is hO'Tever1 much clearer in t'le case of

bu+oher-a 10 ')resent '1n anomaly , In the case of tae short-terEl data

collected from Buf'f'a l.o =nd Pi ttsbur<,{h the rhta f'oLlows an axoect ed

This study has beer an initial a tt 8t10t to measure and model -Ch e

nrocesses influencing the ra~es of retail business survival usirC

techniques originated -Jithin other fields of interest. The nain short-

co=n na of this annr-oaoh has been the Lack of data concerning the ;,)g,st

exnerierce of the srrt r-arrt s into snecific trades. Howaver-, notwi thstanrr-

in5 this it is felt that a useful meaC'ure of retail lYJortq1it:, hq,s bef'!l1

dsveloneQ.
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Chanter 7
Changing atterns 0 ,et,",ilLocation

The general examination of the rates of business turnover and

mortality har-acter-Ls t i.cs discussed in the previous chap ter- illustrate

that a clear distinction in the e respects exists between multiples

and independent traclers. It can be further demonstrated. that their

patterns of distribution on a ci ty-wi.de scale differ, especially in

relation to changes in locational demand.s and. changes in the general

pattern of retailing. Tl0 major themes emerge as being important to

the argument.

First, the s-,ati.aI relationships be twe en the two main ty es of

retail organisation need to be examined. Do these two ty es coexist

or do they compete for similar sho sites? Obviously, any s ch

association will be dynamic and will fluctuate from trade to trade.

The second theme concerns the disce nment of specific changes in

the pattern and distribution of retail establishments where once again

a differentiation between multi les and independents must be made.

Here, attention need to be directed towards tle detection of the

stl'llctureand organisation of retail s atial patterns in relation to

locational theory and at the same time the dynamics of such

distributions should be recognized.

7.1 Locational Segregation

The spatial interaction 'bet we en the multiple and independent

retailers is one aspect that has received very scant attention.

Important differences have already been Showll to exist between these

two types of organisation in terms of their growth and business

mortali t3T characteristics. A further im90rtant dif erence has now to

be considere_, between their locational requirements. Theoretically,

if t e hlo shop types compete for similar locations then they "TaU d
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Cor.ver s e I: 1 i__

1::leene 0_ spatie,l dLf'f'er-errt i.at i.on or Lccat i.onaI s8_re-,:_'?,"':;ion.SiMi ar-L, 1

if tne "lultiryles ?-,odLn+e end.errts had ach i aved some level of sy,tial

coexis-tence and the t'No r-ebai.L uy)es l',er'3 e~:istinc: 'Iith a degree of

eq:uilioriTI:l ~~~ent'le J evel ef sec:Teg3,tion er J'loD-secrer'">-l;ion-rcuLd be

expected. -1;0 r-:m::,in ccns ta t +,'1:;:'01 .=.'0 time.

rne'1surinG the s-patial r-eLatLcnabio between two sr op t;Jpes. In CI_oin.::"so,

it TO st be borne in ' ind tha.t certain points need consideration. First,

t, e c1.egree to ,·rhich individuals i '1 two-s:)ecies Dopvla'tion are co-

Looat ed is an intrinsic -:)l~C-p8rt:yof the entire opuLatLon and therefore,

independent of scaLe, I'hi.s im)lies that it is nean i.ngLeas to use 8Cl'1e

.orrn of mea uz-ernent based on =.rid squa 03, since .1"e results ]Jill then

o viously denen on the ize of the qua rats (C1reig-Smit:1 1957 7 and

although several quantitative -ie+ho s 'lave been develope to measure

the association etween two species (Forbes 1907, ice 1945, Cole 1949)

they have all to some extent suffered from this isadvantage.

One 1f,Tayof overcoming this problem wouLdbe to use quadrats of

different sizes, a justed so that eaoh contained exactly 1'1 individual.

If the two shop types were randomly located together in the pronortions

and pB ("here pll,.+pB=1)then the expected number of quadrats

oontaining r A's ami ( -r) B's is given by the inomial distribution

(Peilou 1969). However, this method is laborious and not entirely

satisfactory since t e main objective is to stud the relative patterns

of the tv'lOaho types inde-pendentl of their spatial confi ura.t Lons,

Some work has been carried out by geographers along the above lines

using linear transects in oonneotion with retail spatial assooiations.

One Method has been derived by Getis (1967) for studying the sequenoes

of retail establis~ments and is based on oombinatorial theor • The
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t echn iqi.:e d.oes however , have certain dr-awbacks ot Least of "'11.ichis

t. e difficulty of deterrnining the lene-th of a sequence. ':'here is also

the ur-ob.l.enof +)le r1_efinition of a "Link ' as Ce .i s does not acc eot

ti!_eshortest distance a the on.Iymeasur-e , In terms of our r'erruirements

the major shortcoming of this aDDroach is its inabilit~ to cope ~ith

non-line3.r distributions. It must a1 0 be Dointed out that the results

from this ana.Lysi s have not been »ar-t icu.l ar Iy revealing (Oetis and

Getis 1968).

One method independent of quadrat analysis is that proTJosed by Dice

(1952) which is based on the sector method of nea est-neiGhbour

3.nalysis. It aSS1JJnesthat a histogram of the square root of inter-

suecies distance measurements, in a uniformly distributed population,

wiLl aTY1,roximateto a normal curve ( ice 195?). By the same argument,

in a two-species po'orLa.ti.on the distance measurements etvJeen s-pecies

A and B, if measured b;;r the aex+arrt method, '!ill have a normal curve

if no association exists between the tvm species. Alternatively, a

distribution Hith a significant skew to the left indicates some degree

of attraction while skewneaa to the right represents species r epuLsi.on

( ice 1952). 1'his technique has unf'or-tunat sLy not received muc

attention and no results of ske1rmess 3.nd interspecies association have

een presented. Another shortcoming of the method is its failure to

measure the degree of attraction or repulsion and, as Dice admits,

"It is not anticipated, howaver-, that skewne.ss or any other simple

statistic can measure the strength of association between two given

species" (Dice 195? .

Probably the most appropriate method is one that uses distance

measurements, i.e. some fo m of order neighbour technique that is

independent of spatial pattern. Pielou (1961) has developed such an

approach that can deal with two-species populations ut the population

must be small enough to a1101<1all the individuals to be taken into
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"l,c'o";ntsince no sa!11}lin_'"sbat ist i.cshave eeY'r'l erived ( ielou 19?'9).

llhe metrod consists of 8x3.mininf 8').C indivic_'_rl,lin tlJ_rn').ndnoting t e

t~TT)e of s00cies t,}'_atis its ne'l.voestneighbour as mear-ur-edby str'1irht line

.:LiSt::1YlC88. Phe r-eau1ts of this can then be ar-r-anged as a t1'110 b~y tyro

cont mgency tJ, le, t+rus ;

type of nearest neighbour

B

a b

n

A B

A

type of base shop

c d

I' s

'lJ,n,r,s=r01rland collumn totals

ielou (1961) suC'C'esteda coe-ficient of segregation S "1,S derived in

equation 7.1 1,'herea mixed nair denotes an individual of one soec i es

aving an individual of another as its nearest neighbour.

S 1 observed number of mixed nail'S-
expected number of mixed pairs

thus S 1 -
ms + nr

The value of S ranges from 0 in an unsegregated ponulation to +1 in a

Dopulation that 's full segregated. Pielou (1969) also describes the

case for negative segre ation whez-eS equals -1, this consists of a

single central species, type A, surrounded by a ring of another s_ecies,

t3Tpe B, 1r1itheach B having A as its nearest neighbour. This situation

may be apT)licable in terms of retail segregation, especially in relation

to spatial competition between multiple branch stores and more

peripheral independent local shoos. It must also be noted that because

distances are measured from the centre of each individual, in this case

shop locations, it is impossible for any single shop to serve as nearest
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;' 1:;">18 an ,] Lc=t i.on of 'J, '";"hi-sfI""',reQt sst to the ori .i.naI co tin. enc
o

t bLe, If t'e nuLl 'YDothesis is i; 3,t t e )oJ1}l"tion is l'Y'segref"'1Ged,

t'le '11t.e rna.t ive hvoo+hes Ls beiw,' that any seO'rp"'ation Ii] 1 be 'loBi t i.vs ,

t~en '},one-I:;'J,i1ed tesL is i~~ic3ted. vo~ever, in the case of ret~i1

establishments it is »os s i.bLe th-:l.t Cl distri ution is =s likely to be

11","""l.tive1v1,8 coe i t ive Ly s8"'rer'q,ted and in this Lns t ance 3, tt-ro-t::dl test

is needed.

In terms of' r-et a i I di.s'tz-Lbr t i.on the defined see-re_:a-:;ion +adex O3.n

':1e",SlJrethe de:"ree to "1"ich di f'f'er errt 0>:'~:'1'1isa~ion3..1t, pes compete fer

sDecific Locs t i.ons , ]1he bas i.c ass1..1r:l'JtioDis that if the "ocnu l.vt Lon' of

retail est".blish;;:ents is 11se,o;reO'atedthen it vwu1d see,ll r-eas onab.l,e to

81;3,te t"'e;v '1ac similar Lcc-a't LonaI rec;:uirements. Cn the other hand, i-P

the ~listribl'tion Has f'ound to e sef'l~er'''_ted then it -nav be 3D ,eested

th'lt the "bro store t;yues had different r'erru i.r-emerrts and Looat i.ona.L

cOr.lpeti tion did net exist to 1.n,-v "'re''lt ext e t.' no Gher d irnensi on can

be add.ed to this ariaLvsi s if chanr-es in ret:Li 1 se8'rc~ation are cons i.d.er-ed

over di-Pferent time ueriods. r_;l~ismay be su"',o-estive of chan-res in the

loeational policies of different or[eanis3.tion"1l t;yues l-lhic1 could either

lead to increased ser'reration, or alterl1"1tively, "Jroduee a tendcnc:v

-';01-:ards'l'nse~re, ated patterY's.

7.1.1 1.etail se.c-:;:,e:q~ien i~ '·ull

;:':e seJ:"re'l'atio;~ "'r;q,l~sis for t',e rcto.il ~rocery tr'lde sJ.-eVlS:LprODel'1C01

~rend to'H'lr'::'s incrcc:,sinc: se re """ticn .;i tb ti e. ·IoHevcr, the e'l, "1. der._, Cv

coul~' rot e ec Tined '1:lec"l.us~of in,';" ficient cl"'t', t-r;,.re be';~rr teo I'll

-u1 tiY)les. ,<, 1ac,) t'18 il:Clex cO"l,l be a,nJ ier'l. rt t' e rE-S- "":;s HA.', est

e O.1~ level ~'1d +" eroPore t 18 .' , 1 r)~ G' 8"" is 7 that,
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of sezrect3.tion uas recorderi. '1",(1 ih~ index .i.ncr ea.sed T''3.)irU.. PT' ·'~O

1930 (1i'i:::. 7.1). After i.is date "}le ne:,,' ee of seL.ree:ation continued

to inore;~,se thouGh a .3, muc slower rate and it reached its pea at

the end of the 'leriod. These trends r-ef'Lect two bas i.c und "rlying

nroces e +l at tended to or-educe and intensify secre:::-ation. First, after

1900 the multinle e ocery organisations ,cravemore attention to the

locational parameter and br'1nch shops selected more central ites in

n attempt to increase their trade areas. This Has associated Hith

the second factor, the creation of linear shopping centres on mai.n

tramway routes and nodes. A fu tIler process that must be taken into

consider'1tion concerns the degree 0 competition beilrmen multi les

and independents. 'I'he success of one type of shop over another 'Nill

result in increased segregation due to the thinning out and suppression

of the least successful retail t~rpes. 'This lS especially the case if the

greatest r-at es of failure are associated with those shops that are

located in close proximity to the dominant retailers. In the case of

the grocery trade it was the multiples that gained supremacy in the

more centrally located areas, forcing out the local independent traders

and 'thu creating a more segr(~gated distribution. If shop losses had

occurred more lAlithin one-species +ype cLumps, suggesting a si tu -Cion of

internal com etition betlpTeenshops of a similar type, then the trend

Hould have been for segre ation to decrease.

T e latter situation is illustrated by the retail meat trade and the

locational policies of the indepen ent and multiple organisations. It

J3,Sessentially after 1890 that the segregation betvJeen t. ese two

types of trader increased to any significant de ree •. he maximumlevel

of segregation was attained in 1910 with a coefficient of approximately

0.4 (Fig. 7.2). This vias the main period 0'1' grov>rthfor the multiples

and central sites became fairly important however , internal corn eti t ion

was high within this trade and this produced large rates of shop
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"il'l tLpLes """l.+,er -!-:'''IA )P.;~.1.- e"r ef 1010 (Ti'l' ~ n .»>_ u _ __ • "~ • ..' •

after 1890 '-'Ie f'ac tor- of ce.ltrq,l Locat i.on li3.8 incre"sinu in i'(')ort3.nce

tC2'et"cr JitYJ. ~he f'ac t th3.t the nunber of iYJ.deY)endentretailers be+an

to rlecline 3.ftor 1900, led to a sharp incre?.se in the r1e0Tce of

for t1e most cerrt r-a.Lsi t8'1 and fO'~ce" out t1.8 10c"].1ir-dopoYld.onttr'3.ders.

"he second phase, ,'tfter 1910, once a 'ain ':JitYJ.e88eda r-apid f1.1l-off

in \;'18 intensity of Lcoa.ti.onaL s~gref'ation. I'his decline, whi.ch cor-tim ed.

until 1930 C1.Y1 be a t+r Lbut ed to the Lncr-ea e in internal competition

;"'ithin the muLti.pIe sector, w i th nevr ar+LvaLs hav i.nr- to es+"_blish

the~selves in less central locations. ~he res~lt of suc~ ccmnetition

and also the chanr-es in or'""1.nisation led eventu::.lly to a t11irn phaae ,

in ~vl'ich se Te.r"l,tion inc eas ed and att3.jned a peak vaIue in 1950 • I'hi.s

'vas clue to the -iovemerrt of rmlt iol es into oerrt r-a I -l,~eas of the city 7

-often at the exuense of the more. eripheral br'1nch-SDoP loc,<ttions.
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eoat i.a I r-eLat ionahios in "t t,-'To-SDeci()sco'ouLat ion an, n relation to

retail estaolishments 7 offers a mean of ana Iy s i.ng tl;_e »at t er-ns of

10catio11'1.1corroe+i t i cn, In ad 1_itio 1 vJith t e use of temporal data, the

inclex can also Drovide an insight into the changes in Locat i onaL

requirements of competing retailers.

,hanges in the Pattern of Retail Location

Geogr8,phers on the "l'11101e,whilst hava.ng a great interest in soat i.aI

statis ics, have faile bo+h to develop them and, per-hans more

important, neglect eel the conceptual fr-amewor-kthat lies ehi.nd tbeir

use; many instances of such mishandling exist out the reader is referred

for examples to the wor-k0 Pheak tone and Harrison (1970). The

Fleas rernent of s_at i.aI pattern requires detailed attention to be e:iven

to the clevelopment of a sui +a.b Le technique and to the definition of

selected terminology. In connection with the latter aapect the term

'pattern' has oeen readi y used b, .o;eographers but with little regard

to its actual meaning and felv attempts have been made to define t~'le

term. Sible;y (1971) discusse this aspect and uses the definition

offered by Hudson and Fowler (1966), rho regard pattern as eferring

to the "eeometrical relationship between points "l-Thiehare independent

of the area of study". The inference is that pattern and dispersion are

two istinet phenomena (Sibley 1971), the latter oeing the measure of

spacing of a set of objects in relation to the shape of a given area

(Rogers 1969 • From the aoove discussion certain aspects need urther

clarification as a pre-requisite to the study of retail spatial patterns.

irst, 'pattern' must be defined in relation to the technique of

measurement adopted. Secondly, the development of such a technique must

be considered and some indication of its powers in relation to the

postulated definition eiven.

Pielou (1969 has identified tlN"Odistinct aspects of a 8Datia1 pa't t er-n~ ~

_,which she has termed 'intensity' and 'grain'. The former refers to the
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_extent to ':':hichlens ity varies spatially, thus in a high inte'lsity

nattern t: e dLf'f'e r-enc ee ar e marked T. ith dense clumps of objects

aIter at i.ng 1;Jith SP'l sel;v nopulated zones. I'he 'crain' component of '1

pattern is independent 0'" 'intensity' and refers to the distri ution

of ° jects thro ghout the area of study. If the lrL ole ranee of di.f'f'er-errt

densi ties are enc crm asse in a small Sly:.wet}:18~_it can be termed a

fine-graine oa+t ez-n, Lt.erna t i.veLy , if the objects un er s t.udy occur

in relatively ,,,iely-spaced clumps then the at+e r-n could be eferred to

as ooar-se-rrrained.,
'-'

7.241 Techniques of measurement

Having adopted this definition of sp--;,ti3,lpat ern and out Li+e some

of the basic a sociated tel' .i.noLogy it ,0lfJ remains to decide unon an

appropriate technique of measurement. The initial decision is to

choose between techniques that involve the use 0 uadrats as opposed

to those employing distance measurements. The latter type 1r~S selected

for three main reasons, first, it does not require the establishment

of artificial sampling units, grid squares, the size of which affects

the outcome of the pattern analysis. I'fhileit is reco nised t at the

effects of q adrat size can be met by varying their sizes and sampling

at different levels, it remains an unsuitable method for measuring

objects dispersed over a continuous surface as op osed to location

in discrete areal units (Pielou 1969). Admittedly, quadrats have

frequently been used for such pur~oses and in p3.riicular for the study

of retail patterns (Rogers 1969, Sibley 1971).
Little use has been made so far of distance measurements in studying

patterns beyond the crudest and simplest of levels (Get is 1968). No

attention h s been given to its use as a means of measuring pattern

'grain' as Pielou (1969) points out; "it remains to be discovered wha t

can be learned about a pattern from an examination of a curve of index
~

-,-ofaggregation (based on distance measurements) versus rank: of t e
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orde ne i.e+ibour- used r or its c aL u l s.t i on!", An additional and power-f'u.l

r'easor for select ins .'3, s1)ati'd stat Lst i c b'.1se on distance ''1e':>srre!'18Y1ts

is the recent develooment c _ the automat ic diei t izer r:l~18t8mthat eriab Le.

much faster mea.sur-ernen t s and ba Le caLcuIa t ions to be nude.

Pithin t:'e gr oup of statistics bas ed on measurements cf distance t1r1O

main rrethod.s may be identified. I'he re i the sector me thod, whose

development can be attributed to Dacey (1962) and uses a circle divided

into IiJ equal sectors. '.;his is placed over each oo int in t rn and the

nearest neighbour recorded in each sector. The proba ilit:, del1si-y

function is in the form of the oisson di tribution and is use to

deri ve the expected order neighbour d i at ance , The nearest neigh our

or "-value is computed by ,ividing the observed di t anoe by the exoec ted

one.

The second method, the ord3r neigh our measure, is the one emDoyed

in this study I he use of whi.ch Nas e;reatly f'aoiLitated y the die;i tizer.

Several forms of this exist b1A.pr obab.Iy t e most 1rJidel;yacoep tabLe is

the method deveLooed by C12,rk and -Svans (1954). This method is also

based on tle Poisson distrib~tion and the expected distances are

calculated using equation 7.3 the derivation of which has been presente

by Clark and Sv'ans (1954 • The R-value is again calculated by divding

the observed 3' the expected distances Hith the results fallingri thin

a ranc,'e of values 0 to 2.1491.

r,-" = O.5.r( A/N )

A = area of study

number of points

Under conditions of maximumaggTegaiion all t_e individuals QCCUP. the

wher-e

same locus and the distance to the nearest neiO"hbour is therefore O. At

the other extreme, conditions of maximumspacing, the individuals \"/ill

be distributed in an even, hexagonal pattern and consequently every point

vJill be equidistant from six other indivi lua.Ls so that the mean distance
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measure of soaoi.n. j_s c.,·....,.J.."o!.J. v ..........

fro:n -~'Ul(l_O<1DeSS(R=1) and as such, at_'~erLtionmust be ,?,iven to the choice

of area since it is assumed that any noi.rrt has the same opoor-tunf ty of

occurring in any posi tion c~nd, tInt any ;:31) =ar-ea has t:"-8 same chance of

receivine; a point as any other sub-area of t'1at size. ::')le i::1plications

are, that tl18 ar-ea uX1CLerstudy is 1 for the purposes of this techniaue,

an isotropic sur race , Attention therefore, needs -1:;0 be Diven to defining

the actual study area i +er-ns of a 'biotope ,pace' Hudson 1969), whi.ch

for an urban environment involve, measuring the built-up area. Obviously,

for retaile to have an equal opDortunity of locating an;rrThere, a

number of types of land 'use must be ta en out or the meaaur-ernerrt s , In

t is study such a sur.lace has already been de ined fo the purposes of

e-rm'lth zone construction (Chapter 5 •

One other point that can be raised concerns the apprcpriate distance

measurements. us in an urban environment i t cor.Ld I)e argued that it

is more valid to measure dLstance s between shops via the st r eet network

rather than by conventional straight line distanoes , Phi.s problem was

resol ved by correlating the net buil t-UD area of each gz-ow+hzone against

the total length of streets in that zone. A correlation coefficient of

+0.96 las obtained and this vlas significant at the 0.1% level with

11 degrees of freedom. The implication of this test· that all the

zones have a similar ratio of streets to built-up area, suggesting that

straight line measurements tvould not give spurious results. Had the

relationship been 101o! then some areas may have had a totally different

r:1tio and the degree of competitive spacing of retail establishments

ould only have been effectively measured by using street distances.

Little wor-khas been und.er-ta en to compare the two main types of

nearest neighbour tests, thou h Dacey and Tung (1962) suggest that the

order method seems more efficient in the detection of clustering vrh i Le
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'1 tC,{l3..ris

C .l..- 'r ~ -,' l V/~ "'-0 lied V"'._l --. ..; -""'I a' ("xt ie. 11<) +(' - ~i rl e're3~"
, . ~ -'

(C) i hbcur -L.n,.... i L '9 . G ......1" 1 )ice ~/]?) , T c:ri s" ba (1 -C J P - ';0 ieu~~ 7 -1."

(1 6" I. -n ; s ' :1'"

;,3 id'8YJtj _iee" c 0 ,e ef

"r),1 one of 1;' e 'l:l.jor ones is connected. ri th the f-"ot -[;"'3.ta mean value

surnnaz-Lz es a dist r-i but ion ir 'l. sin~'le nu-nbar, TIe a-oes OJ1 to +esoLve

patterns. This ores e-rt s an Lrrte 'es·J~ip ev-tension of tIle or-naI nearest

nei_·VJor.r lothod but, unf'or-tunat eIy , li tile vor-k '>.as been under+a en

us iT'.'::' this q,-~:r?ro?'chand Go-Tie hins eLf onIv ')resents '" fe I orie-« imension 3,1

eX3..mples(t;ovlie 196,Q). T~e »r-obLem of co rroLex oatt erns 1)8inG r-eor-eserrbed

by si'1[;le statistics har abc been t3-ckled by -Llice (1952). In t-.is

instance he used some 'neq,sure'l1ents of di sper-eLon, i.e. akewness and

kur-t os is , to "'n"11~rsespa tLaI '_)atte7'ns t r-ansIat Lng di.stance measu.rements

into ~i,...to'jrq,rlG. T-:oTrever,~is initial armr-oaoh and or-eL'inu.nar'y

conclusions "Jere based on the sectorial nethcd and it still r emai.ns to

be seen fJ.01N 7'c1ev:1nt suc~ an extt:;Y'sion "I-1ou1db9 to ordered measuremepts.

Before nroceedinG' to ap'Jl;y the nearest neizhbour method. based. on

distance r'leasurements it rernains to relate t~e apiJroaoh to the definitions

of sDatial p3,ttern Dresented, in order to find out just 1"That?spect OT

pattern is beinc me3.su.red. From the description of t11e technique

develoned b~' :Jlark and Ev3.ns it is clear that it is the inteno:;i t./ of

the nattern t~at is being examined. SiYlce t'le distances are ne3.sured

..from Doint to voint, the denser the clumps of points the sborter t"c
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measured d i s t anoes and cons e=uent Iy the Lower-the va.Lus of' R. In order

to be 3,1>1eto me"1'lJe bhe 'rrr'_:dn' of tne pattern an extension to the

above techl1ic::ue is r-equir-ed and this takes the fo rn of measurine; or. er

reit"11bou:listg,Ylces uo to t.'ie Tt~ value and ca. cuLating the corresponding

val'e of R. The formula for such measurements has been derived by

Thompson (1956) ani takes t ie form of equation 7.4;

expected ist'1nce to
2n )! n
2n I. n. 2

ivhere m=density ne' unit a ea

n:=:order of nearest neighbou

',in' e t t t t' "rth d 'h- th 1 1" en measuremen s are a en 0 he l' or er nele bour en c ear y

some idea of the scale upon which certain points are occurring can be

made , In theory 1 b~T ,?lotting rank order of the ne i.gribour-against the

appropriate R-value a measure of the 'grain' or scale of pattern

intensity can be achieved. Thus, in terms of mean distance if the

pattern was of a fine-grained nature then a plot of rank order neig bour

agaa.ns t mean distance would eive a curve of on y e; ad'uaL Lncr-eace,

with a smooth p ofile. Conversely, in a coarse-grained pattern suoh a

curve wcuLd be less smooth "Iith sharp increases as distance measurements

become of a grou~ to group nature. One problem in applying this teom1ique

concerns the number-of ne i.ghbcur-s to whic _ measurements ahouLd be taken

for as Cowi.e ( 1968 states, "there is no 0 jecti VG method to indicate

how many neigh ours should be employed". In the few attempts at this

tJ~e of analysis the number s'lected has been in the order of three

(C01..ri.e 196 , Si ley 1971 • The present study seeks to go beyond the e

levels and uses in some cases measurements up to the tenth order

neighbour. In selecting such a hig order an attempt Viasmade to tr~l

.and cover the ",illest "Jos ible scale so as not to miss any significant
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Ratte~n co~)one~ts.

r1his ex tens i.on 'as aD',lica-;;icnsin tvw r1~,inar-eas of this stu Jr.

'irst, in t" e exam.inat i on of the rlist-ibuticn of ShODS in t e city

study a e::1and second Ly , in he d.etcct i.on of t:1e scaLe u on which

va ious Joint oa tt ern processes oper-at e, In terms of retail location and

the corresponding pa t i.aI patterns of shops tvm point mu t be

examined. T e irst concerns the actual p ttern intensity of retailers,

ot_ by trade and orGanisational types, in an attemflt to examine the

changing spatial relationships be twe en such croups. Sec ond.ly, attention

Hill e given to the little-studied topic of pattern cale and , while

recognizing the im-:Jortanceof sC3.le inquiries in geographical research

it is not anticipated that the kno1rlledgeof such components in sna ti.a.I

patterns Nill lead to or-edi ot Lve statements as some Geographers roul.d

have us believe (Harvey 1968).
The examination of the s"atial pattern of retailers must be plaoed

within t e oontext of the documentary evidence already presented,

for only by doine so can meaningful inte pretations be made. In the

light of thiS, it is therefore necessary to make a clear distinction

betwean multiples and independents since they have distinct locational

policies. The r-ecogmt ion of such a division may appear 0 v i ous , but

it has not een undertaken by other ~eographers in their examination

of retail locational change (Sherwood 1972, ogers 1969, Sibley 1971).
Sibley (1971) went to considerable trouble to ulace IDeational

decisions within a three-tier system of competitive environments, to

which various categories of high and low order retail types were

assigned. However, ,he never made the more crucial distinction between

the locational strategies of multiples and independents, within each

trade group. Had he done so, then many of the complexities of spatial

attern and some of the inconsistent trends wh i.ch he found could have

been explained.
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The Retail Grooer,y Trade
In this trade multiple and independent retailers have distinotive

spatial patterns whioh refleot different types of looational strategy
(Chapter 4). The temporal variations in suoh patterns also reveal some
marked differenoes between the two organisational types with the
independent retailers following slightly the 'U' shaped ourve outlined
by Getis (1968) and in a British study by Sherwood (1910). These
previous studies present a pattern of grooers shops that changes
through time from random to clustered and baok to random oonditions.
An examination of the first order neighbour distanoes for independents
shows that while the values tend to have a slight 'ut shaped trend,
with R values decreasing in 1910 and 1920, the pattern oharaoter
never beoomes signifioantly olustered. Indeed. the overall local pattern
is one that is fairly oonstant, never deviating from randomness.

The expeoted spatial olustering of grooers in the early twentieth
oentury, due to consumer dependenoe on publio transport induoing retail
aggregation at nodal points, did not operate for the independents.
That such differences in site acoessibility did not exist at this time
is not questioned. The reason independents do not fit in with the
expected trend as presented by Sherwood lies in the faot that they
could not compete for such sites. It is also suggested that for the
majority of independent grocers locational policy did not change
radically enough to produce such clustered. patterns on a local scale.

In this case the clustering element oan be attributed almost
entirely to the effect of multiple grocery chains. An examination of
the first order aearest neighbour values shows clearly the change from
a 'regular' to a 'clustered' pattern (Table 1.1). It is noticeable
however, that signifioantly clustered patterns are only to be found
after 1920. During their initial period of entry the pattern ot

multiples tended signifioantly towards regularity, a condition that
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Table 7.1 Trends in the pattern of grocers,Hull. 1st order neighbours

Date Independents Ifultiples
R pattern type N R pattern type N

1880 1.042 random 259
1890 1.310 regular 368
1900 1.029 random 423 1.539 regular 25
1910 0.928 random 462 1.284 regular 40
1920 0.980 random 353 1.201 regular 45
1930 1.000 random 390 0.839 olustered 71
1940 1.089 random 286 0.779 clustered 72
1950 1.087 random 199 0.688 clustered 58

R= nearest neighbour value N. number ot shops

Table 7.2 DistanQe measurements for grooers in Hull, 1st order neighbour

Independents Multiples
Date - skewness - skewnessee x

1880 58.6 2.673
1890 65.8 3.799
1900 65.3 3.057 405.6 0.943
1910 51.7 1.642 281.0 0.590

1920 74.5 1.116 254.6 0.745

1930 72.5 1.305 143.6 2.000

1940 92.1 1.311 132.1 2.195

1950 110.2 0.510 128.5 2.005

i . mean distanoe to nearest neighbour in yards
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persisted up to 1910 (Table 7.1). The foroe behind this trend, that
produced increasingly greater levels of clustering, can be attributed
to site competition among multiples. The majority of multiple grocers
were demanding main shopping street sites and therefore competing
with other multiple traders after 1920 (Chapter 4). The decline in
numbers between 1940 and 1950, from 72 to 58, also contributed to the
increase in local clustering as most shop losses occurred in isolated
sites.

A further examination of these spatial patterns can be undertaken
using the basic data of distance measurements and comparing measures
of dispersion (Table 7.2). In general terms the mean distance was

increasing between independent grocers throughout the period of study
with the one exception ot 1910. Assooiated with this trend was a deorease
in the level of skewness of first order neighbour distances. In the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the pattern of independent
grocers was one with a high degree of positive skewness, e.g. 3.799
in 1890 (Table 7.2). This indicates that there was a strong bias towards
the small end of the distance scale with the majority of shops being
looated fairly close ,to each other. The movement towards a fairly normal
distribution in 1950 is an indication of a more balanced pattern ot

shop looations. The multiples have an opposite trend with a movement
towards increasing skewness and a decrease in mean distances between
shops (Table 7.2).

The scale components, intensity and grain, of these two shop types
stand in distinct contrast to the local elements, i.e. pattern intensity
previously described. This is especially so in the period prior to 1940

when multiples and independents had marked differences in pattern

scale.
The independent grocers had a trend that was relatively stable both

spatially and less so through time. This was characterized by local
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randomness giving way to clustering on a city-wide scale, produoing
a relatively fine-grained pattern. There was some temporal variation
in Bcale components whioh gives some measure of the pattern oomplexity.
In 1880 the differences between the first order and tenth order
neighbour values was only 0.282 showing some degree of similarity
between local and soale oomponents.(F1g. 1.4) This however, is not
only a refleotion of the spatial behaviour of the retail units but also
dependent on the size of the urban area. At this early date only a
small degree of suburban development had taken p1aoe, thus limiting
the opportunity of shop dispersal. The other main feature about the
pattern of independent grooers, as measured here by a plot of order
neighbour against R value, is the absence of any grouping of shops.
The ourves (Figs. 7.4 to 7.7) are of a relatively smooth nature with
no irregular~inoreases in R values indicating a fine-grained pattern.

The relative clustering of independent grocers on a large scale
as measured by the tenth order neighbour is the result of the growth
of main suburban shopping streets after 1880, whioh effeotively divided
up the oity into distinot areas. The majority of independent grooers
could only oompete for sites within these zones and could not afford
to looate along the major routeways. It is this effect that the soale
analysis is measuring, with grooers being randomly distributed locally
in response to the popUlation (Rogers 1969) but clustered in fairly
large groups on a oity soa1e.

In response to the nature and 10cationa1 policies of the multiple
grooers it seems reasonable to expeot the opposite type of effeot.
This is in fact the case, but only after 1920 when their oompetitive
strategy made greater use of the locational parameter.

During their initial period of entry this was not the oase sinoe the
shops had a strong degree of pattern regularity at both the looal
and oity scale. The trend over the whole ~e of spatial scale was
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fairly uniform in the initial stages of their growth in 1900 (Fig.
9.5). In the following two decades this uniform trend started to
disaggregate as shown by the order neighbour curves which became
rather irregular (Figs. 7.5 and 7.6). Local regularity gave way to
city-wide randomness though the overall pattern of shops was rather
complex. This can probably be attributed to the lack of a set of
common locational goals among the multiples and main street sites
were by no means the norm. By 1930 the situation had largely been
resolved and local clustering occurred, although these aggregations
of shops were distributed fairly randomly on a city-wide scale (Fig.
7.6). These conditions however, were to change in the following
decades with the distribution of these localised clusters becoming
more aggregated on a large scale producing a coarse-grained pattern.
In turn the curves of the R values against order neighbours are less
irregular which seems to suggest overall a less complex pattern
(Fig. 7.7).
7·4 The Retail Meat Trade

In this particular trade the two organisational types, multiples
and independents, had very different pattern characteristics. Throughout
the entire period of study both types of meat retailer exhibited
considerable variations in their pattern 'intensities', with the
independent traders only achieving some measure ot local clustering
after 1920 (Table 7.3).

The independent retailers had initially a pattern ot establishments
that tended towards uniformity on a local scale, conditions that
prevailed up to 1900. This group attained a significantly clustered
pattern only atter 1920 with random elements persisting for the two
decades following 1900 (Table 7.3). These basic patterns are however,
complex in nature, a teature that can be better examined with
reference to measures of nearest neighbour distanoe dispersions about
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Table 7.3 Trends in the pattern of butchers, Hull. 1st order neighbour

Independents Multiples
Date R pattern type N R pattern type N

1880 1.136 regular 151
1890 1.184 regular 165 1.195 random 8
1900 1.021 random 199 0.828 clustered 26
1910 0.988 random 215 0.649 clustered 51
1920 0.904 clustered 159 1.000 random 23
1930 0.888 clustered 210 1.129 random 24
1940 1.097 random 199 1.352 regular 17
1950 1.066 random 95 1.253 random 11

R a nearest neighbour value N - number of shops

Table 7.4 Distance measurements for butchers in Hull, 1st order
neighbours

Independents lilultiples
- -Date x skewness x skewness

1880 85.4 1.654
1890 89.1 2.532 407.8 0.223
1900 96.1 1.855 211.1 1.020
1910 95.1 1.860 121.4 1.651
1920 101.8 1.612 296.2 1.321

1930 87.9 1.817 331.1 0.815
1940 102.1 1.334 430.2 -0.007

1950 157.8 0.814 540.1 -0.632

x _ mean distance to nearest neighbour in yards
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the mean values (Table 7.4). It can be seen that only slight variations
are deteotable in the mean distanoes between shops, the range for the
entire period being only 16.4 yards. In contrast, the actual distribution
of first order neighbour distances is much more variable although
strong positive skewness was always their main characteristic (Table 7.4).
The earlier deoades, 1880 to 1900, in which the spatial patterns of
shops tended towards uniformity oould be an indioation of some
attainment of equilibrium within this trade type. This would be most
likely the produot of the very low level of price competition between
independent retailers during the late nineteenth century and their
ineffectual use of the looational parameter. The switoh to random
patterns after 1900 could have been the result of competition from the
expanding multiples that prompted a review of siting policies. This
period of 100al randomness may also be tentatively postulated as one
of disequilibrium for the independents when both the movement of
urban consumers and increased spatial competition induoed an overall
change in shop locations. The result of this was possibly the movement
to a signifioantly clustered pattern after 1920, when independent
retailers were seeking more main street sites.

These views may be slightly modified in the light of evidence presented
by a study of the soale at which these looal patterns operated. The
independent retailers had a marked diversity in their pattern 'grain'
with the initial decade of study having a very irregular curve of R
values against rank order neighbour (Fig. 7.8). This type of curve
is typical of a pattern that is composed of a series of large scale
'olumps', eaoh of whioh contain varying numbers of shops. Thus, t~e
regularity of the first order neighbour values is broken down on a
larger scale into groups of retail establishments which in terms ot

the entire city area appear relatively aggregated with R10 having a
value of 0.85 (Fig. 7.8). This would be a clear refleotion of the
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prevailing situation sinoe independent retailers were still, to some
degree, tied to slaughter-house faoilities and tended to be loosely
olustered around these. The similarity of oonditions in the next deoade,
1890, that were previously observed in relation to R1 values are lacking
when reference is made to large scale pattern processes. By 1890 the
variations in R values of different levels of order neighbour had
largely been suppressed, producing a reasonably smooth curve. This is
an indication that many of the large scale clumps had been disaggregated
although the city scale trend was still towards overall olustering (Fig.
7.8). In this sense therefore the equilibrium conditions previously
referred to may already have been in a state of flux by the deoade
1890 to 1900 (Figs. 7.8 and 7.9).

One further feature concerns the variations in the local and scale
oomponents of order neighbour values through time. The temporal trend
was towards smoother rank order curves indicating a fine-grained
pattern, thus in 1890 the differenoe between R1 and R10 was 0.30 and
by 1930 this had declined to only 0.04. The overall pattern was becoming
less spatially complex through time with local clustering being
reproduoed on a large scale.

The pattern of multiple meat shops stands in complete oontrast
to that of the independents on both a looal and city soale. Initially
the multiples had a pattern that tended towards randomness, which in
terms of actual distance measurement almost approximated to a normal
distribution (Table 7.4). After 1900 this trade type moved into a new
phase of development and their pattern was one of looal clustering,
the degre~r which inoreased in the following deoade (Table 7.3). This
is an expeoted situation in view of the oompetitive strategy of this
sector whose retail economies demanded fairly central locations to
ensure a large market area and rapid stock turnover (Chapter 4).
However, beoause or internal oompetition in the inter-war period and
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sweeping amalgamations, the pattern of olustering ohanged a£ter 1920 to
one of randomness. The large olusters of meat retailers oo~~on around
1920 had been signifioantly reduoed due to the olosing down by the new
firma of duplioated branoh shops. This led to the produotion of a
random pattern, whioh in terms of the overall number of multiples
represented some £orm of spatial equilibrium relative to both population
and oompetitors.

The oontrast with the independents is also shown with reference to
the pattern 'grain' or soale components of the multiples. Their initial
scale variations could not be examined because of too few data points,
a faotor that would nullifY this type of ana~sis. However, after 1900
numbers had increased sufficiently to allow examination and a plot of
R values against rank order neighbour reveals an interesting ourve
(Fig. 7.9). The looal olustering was on a £airly small soale and
set within an overall pattern of randomness during the period 1900 to
1910. In the next decade both the intensity and scale o£ looal
clustering increased and retail aggregations contained anything up to
four shops. This is indicated by the breaks in slope of the curve at
these order neighbour levels (Fig. 7.10). The large scale pattern was
still one characterized by randomness, with the overall 'grain'
beooming coarser as the dif£erenoe between R1 and R10 values increased
after 1910.

After 1920 the local element of clustering was replaced by a random
pattern whilst the scale oomponent tended towards regularity. The
overall curve was still of an irregular nature, an indication of a
coarse-grained pattern with loosely assooiated 'clumps' of shops
(Fig. 7.10). By 1930 the general pattern appears much less oomplex
with looal and large soale oomponentS converging to some degree and
the curve is much smoother. The variation between looal and soale

---measurements was still however one of change from randomness to city-
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·wide regularity.
7.5 The Retail Footwear Trade

For footwear retailers two points are readily apparent even from the
study of first order data. First, it is olear that there is a difference
between the locational trends of the two organisational types (Table
7.5). The multiples, with the exception of the decade 1890 to 1900,
always exhibited a tendency towards clustering. While the trend was not
uniform through time, the ultimate state was towards the creation of a
highly clustered pattern which was reached in 1940. Departures from the
general trend occurred mainly in the period 1920 to 1930 when the
pattern showed a slight tendency away from clustering towards randomness.

The locational trend of the independent footwear retailers was less
variable in nature and although it too tended towards a clustered
state the process took longer to achieve. In the late nineteenth
century the independent traders showed a significant tendency towards
regularity and this is acceptable it one takes into account the
localised nature ot retail trade and the readiness of footwear shops to
locate in residential areas on a rather indiscriminate basis. The
achievement ot a clustered pattern came in the period from 1940 to 1950
when there was a signiticant trend away from randomness towards
clustering (Table 7,5).

The second main point to notice is that both retailers in the long
run were seeking similar distributions, i.e. clustered. This would
suggest that similar 10cationa1 policies existed in eaoh ot the
organisational groups by 1950. However, in making this suggestion
attention must also be paid to the segregation data previously presented
since this shows that in spatial terms the multiples and independents
were beooming far more segregated as time went on. The oombination ot

both indices presents a. more complex picture and one possible hY,pothesis
_is that whilst both types were moving towards 8. clustered state the
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T~ble 7.5 Trends in the pattern ot tootwear retailers, Hull

Independ.ents Multiples

Date R pattern type N R pattern type N

1880 1.053 regular 256
1890 1.264 regular 275 0.915 random 19
1900 0.975 random 235 0.630 olustered 16
1910 0.919 random 189 0.684 clustered 21

1920 0.991 random 124 0.873 clustered 2Z

1930 0.923 random 99 0.640 clustered. 32
1940 0.863 clustered. 52 0.426 clustered 29
1950 0.781 clustered 22 0.591 clustered. 19

R- nearest neighbour value to 1st order neighbour ll. number
ot shops

Table 7.6 Distance measurements tor footwear retailers in Hull,
1st order neighbours

Independents Multiples
Date - skewness - skewnessx x

1880 60.7 2.48

1890 73.7 1.72 203.3 0.95
1900 84.0 0.95 208.2 1.02

1910 94.3 1.14 205.8 0.86

1920 126.4 0.76 248.2 1.67

1930 132.0 0.59 162.5 0.79

1940 171.9 3.86 113.2 1.92

1950 335.5 1.45 271.7 3.51

x • mean distance to nearest neighbour in yards
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actual location of such retail clusters was geographically distinct
within the city area.

tlhilst both multiples and independents moved towards similar
looational goals differences in their basio pattern charaoteristios
existed (Table 7.6). For example, the average distance between
independent footwear retailers was increasing throughout the period
from just over 60 yards (average distanoe to nearest neighbour) in
1880 to 171 yards by 1940 (Table 7.6). In contrast the mean distanoe
between multiple shops was decreasing during the study period. These
measurements give some indication of the variation in size of the
clusters of multiple and independent shops. Measurement of the skewness
of shop distances do not reveal any marked trends though independents
have stronger degrees of positive skewness (Table 7.6).

In terms of pattern scale the independents exhibit a fine-grained
pattern as a plot of rank order neighbour against nearest neighbour
illustrates (Figs. 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14). The resultant curves are of
a smooth nature with little deViation away from the overall trend
which is towards general olustering. At high order neighbours the R
value is low aDd signifioantly clustered, indioating a high degree of
large scale clustering. Thus the pattern of independent footwear
retailers is one characterized by local randomness changing to slight
clustering through time but these trends are set within a wider context
of a highly clustered pattern operating on a large scale. There is also
an indioation that their pattern is becoming less complex through time
with the local and general components converging to Borne extent.
However, by 1950 their pattern had changed considerably with the rank
order neighbour curve becoming similar in nature to that of the multiples.
Their general pattern by 1950 was small scale clustering giving way
to large scale regularity (Fig. 7.15).

In contrast, the multiples have a much more complex pattern with
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marked variations occurring at different scales of measurement (Figs.
7.12 to 7.15). Indications are that the multiples have a much coarser-
grained pattern though with a much stronger element of localised
clustering. The curves of rank order neighbour against R values are
of an irregular nature but a general trend is discernible. This takes
the form of an increase in the R values over the second and third
order neighbours and in some instances the increase in the R value,
to conditions of randomness, covers a much wider range e.g. orders two
to four for the period 1890 to 1900 (Figs. 7.12 and 7.13). However, too
much emphasis must not be placed on the variations of higher order
neighbour values due to the low number of points in the sample. The
results of the scale analysis seem to suggest that the multiple footwear
shops occurred in loosely associated olumps that varied in size; at a
large scale they were composed of as many as five shops. Their variable
size is indicated by the step-like nature ot the curves and this is
also shown if one plots mean nearest neighbour distance against rank

order neighbour.
Dyers and Cleaners

The temporal variations of the nearest neighbour values (RN) show
distinct trends in this particular trade for both multiples and
independents. In the latter group there is a movement away from a
clustered pattern in the decades prior to 1900 and towards one with
some significant degree of spatial regularity (Table 7.7). This was
achieved in two stages; first, a fairly rapid rise in the ~ value
after 1900 which was followed by a levelling off period when random
conditions oocurred. Seoond, there followed after 1930 a trend towards
spatial regularity whioh was rapidly attained after 1940. These trends
seem logical in view ot the locational requirements of dyers and cleaners,
especially those of the independents (Chapter 4). In the late nineteenth

century their clientele was almost entirely composed of middle-class
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oustomers, henoe their oentral looations in the study area. To this
may be added the faot that many of the servioes offered were at this time
oomparatively new and this neoessitated oentral looations to ensure a
large enough trade area. With the rise in standards of living and the wider
aooeptanoe of dyeing and oleaning services the shops no longer had
such rigid looational requirements. They were able to follow the population
into the suburbs and take up non-oentral looations. This eventually
resulted in the creation of a regular pattern whioh was evident after

1930 (Table 7.7).
The small amount of data available for the multiple sector would

seem to suggest a trend oompletely opposite from that ot the independents.
In the period prior to 1920 there was an insutfioient number of these
establishments to warrant a detailed analysis. However, the available
results illustrate a movement away from a signifioantly regular
pattern towards one,.ot randomness (Table 7.7). Evidenoe suggests
that the early looational policies of suoh organisations would fit
this trend, with shops being sited well apart in oentral retailing
areas (Chapter 4). The ohange to a random pattern of branch outlets after
1940 was partly areault of a wider acceptanoe of this service and

increased competition among multiples.
In terms of overall pattern complexity both organisational types

present fairly uniform features as indicated by the distribution
of first order neighbour distances. The independents had over the first
two deoades after 1880 a fairly normal distribution of distanoes with
very low values of positive skewness (Table 7.8). After 1900, when
random conditions prevailed, the degree of positive skewness increased.
This was probably the result of new retailers introducing different
locational elements into the existing pattern. These conditions changed
only slightly after 1930 with the switch back to a pattern tending
towards regularity in the last decade refleoting the survival pattern
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Table 7.7 Trends in the pattern of dyers and cleaners in Hull

Independents Multiples
Date R pattern type N R pattern type N

1880 0.807 clustered:; 31
1890 0.725 clustered 24
1900 0.925 random 20

1910 1.006 random 23

1920 0.996 random 11 1.501 regular 9
1930 1.105 random 17 1.244 regular 29
1940 1.697 regular 8 0.982 random 31

1950 1.103 regular 13 0.907 random 33
R _ nearest neighbour value to 1st order neighbour
N _ number of shops

Table 7.8 Distanoe measurements for dyers and oleaners in Hull,
1st order neighbours

Independents Multiples
- skewmess -Date x x skewness

1880 134.3 0.599

1890 142.8 0.591

1900 273.4 1.797

1910 296.1 1.342

1920 421.0 1.100 711.2 1.198

1930 384.4 1.582 330.7 0.509

1940 861.4 0.824 252.6 1.220

1950 847.1 0.905 247.4 1.105

i_mean distanoe to nearest neighbour in yards
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of the independents in the face of intense competition from the
multiples. This latter group had no clear trend in terms of pattern
characteristics with the dispersion of first order distances changing
from a negatively skewed distribution in the decade 1920 to 1930 to a
slightly positive skew in the following decade (Table 1.8).

Attempts to examine the scale components in the spatial pattern of
these two organisational types is restricted because of the lack of
data. The number of retailers in this trade at any one particular
decade never exceeded thirty-one and in many instances falls below
ten. For this reason it was considered unwise to analyse the patterns
beyond the third order neighbour and the inferences drawn must be
framed within the restrictions enforced by the data. It was decided
to therefore limit analysis to the first three order neighbours and
the results of this are shown in Table 1.9.

During the last two decades of the nineteenth century local and
scale pattern components were very similar with the greatest var1ations
occurring in the second order neighbour measurements. The pattern ot

independent establishments did however show a greater degree of
divergence between small and relatively large scale elements after
1900. The difference between first and third order neighbour values
increased trom 0.014 in 1900 to 0.2 by 1910. The trend during these
years was towards large-scale olustering with significant elements
of local randomness. After 1920 the large-scale clustering disappeared
and the shops moved towards spatial regularity as the servioe became
more acceptable to a wider market. On a city scale the same process
was operating for the multiples as the shops competed for main street
sites outside the central area giving the element of local olustering

(Table 1.9).
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Table 7.9 Scale components, order neighbour measurements for dyers
and cleaners

Date
Independents

R2

Multiples

R2

1880 0.807 0.926 0.879

1890 0.725 0.910 0.802

1900 0.925 0.909 0.909

1910 1.006 0.892 0.888 -
1920 0.996 1.304 1.373 1.501 1.793 1.739
1930 1.105 1.079 1.230 1.244 1.463 1.514

1940 1.697 1.371 1.193 0.982 1.241 1.413

1950 1.7°3 1.298 1.152 0.907 1.052 1.261
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Comparisons of the Locational
Behaviour of Selected Urban Retail Functions

The previously oalculated nearest neighbour values (R) can also be
used to facilitate a comparative analysis of changes in retail
locational be~viour. In this study particular interest will be given
to the multiple outlet retailers, a rather neglected sector of the
retail market. This group had very similar competitive strategies and it
may be that this feature was reflected in some oommon locational
behaviour, producing similar spatial patterns. Following on from this is
the possible argument that differences in trade types, as between low
and higher order categories, would be insignifioant in accounting for
differences in retail patterns.

Several geographers have used spatial statistics to rank retail
funotions based on the locational behaviour of shops in terms of their
pattern characteristics (ArtIe 1959, Rogers 1969, Sherwood 1970 and
Sibley 1971). A review of these studies reveals that they have a high
degree of agreement concerning the ranking of trade types despite the fact
that the measurements were made in a number of quite different urban
environments. Thus Rogers compared selected retail functions in
Ljubljana in Yugoslavia and San Francisco, obtaining similar results.
The general picture presented by such studies is that the degree of
dispersion is inversely related to the order of the retail fUnction.
For example, high crder trades have a low degree of spatial dispersion
and low order ones a high element. This Beems logical in the lisht of
theories of retail competition as the high order or shopping goods
retailers would benefit from looating in olose proximity to eaoh other
since the consumer wants to compare goods and prices. Alternatively,
low order retailers selling oonvenienoe goods that are in constant
demand are pulled towards the looation of the consumers. This factor,
together with the hazards of competition, induces such shops to repel
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each other in looational terms.
}1hile the studies quoted may have illustrated this view of retail

behaviour it is still nevertheless a gross oversimplification of the
situation. A number of other points can be raised, the first of whioh
concerns the question of change or do such rankings of retail functions
remain constant through time? Secondly, would a similar scale of
rankings be obtained if multiple and independent retailers were
examined separately? The third point is specifically related to the
changes in locational behaviour of the multiples.

The first aspect has already been examined by Sibley (1911) who
found that the functional rarikings were fairly oonstant through time
when ranked by the degree of dispersion. Alternatively, when the
functions were ranked by their levels of clustering, as in this study,
then their positions changed through time. This latter spatial
statistio is measuring the movement of individual retail types towards
specific locational goals. In this study a similar degree of changes
in rank order can be seen to exist for the independent retailers
(Table 1.10). It should be noted however that many of the differences
in R values are not very signifioant, a factor that will affect
any oonclusions drawn from such a study. In general terms the major
differences are between functional rankings before 1900 and those
after this date (Table 7.10).

Of greater interest in this context is the examination ot changes
in the ranking of multiples based on degrees of clustering. In this
trade sector some knowledge already exists as to the changes in
looationa1 goals and also of the similarities in competitive strategy.

Indeed an examination of first order nearest neighbour distances
for multiples illustrates some degree of similarity of looationa1
behaviour that is independent of functional type,.a1though in terms

_of levels ot olustering footwear shops always rank first, apart from
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Table 7.10 Ranking of independent retailers by the degree of
clustering, Hull 1880-1950

Rank
Date Footwea.r Grooers Butohers Dyers/oleaners

1880 3 2 4 1
(1.05) (1.04) (1.13) (0.80)

1890 3 4 2 1
(1.26) (1.31) (1.18) (0.72)

1900 2 4 3 1
(0.91) (1.03) (1.02) (0.92)

1910 1 2 3 4
(0.91) (0.92) (0.98) (1.00)

1920 3 2 1 4
(0.99) (0.98) (0.90) (0.99)

1930 2 3 1 4
(0.92) (1.00) (0.88) (1.10)

1940 1 2 3 4
(0.86) (1.08) (1.09) (1.69)

1950 2 3 1 4(1.08) (1.09) (1.06) (1.10)

( * ) is the nea.restneighbour value
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in 1910 (Fig. 7.16). Of greater significanoe however is the temporal
paths of these R values that illustrate the changes in looational goal
seeking. These trends have a oommon element in at least three of the
trades and that is a movement towards a relatively clustered pattern.
The intensity of such clustering varies in relation to the type of
retail function, with the one exception of butchers (Fig. 7.16). This
group have an entirely different temporal trend and had achieved a
signifioantly olustered pattern by 1910. After this date the movement
was towards a pattern that contained a signifioant degree of spatial
regularity.

It is noticeable from the figures presented that there is a olose
aocordanoe between the levels of olustering for so called low order
trades e.g. grooers and the high order oategory suoh as footwear.
The assumption is that the common locational behaviour of the multiples
is the result of their similar oompetitive strategies and that it is
possible to delimit a general sequence of spatial patterns.

During the initial period of entry into the urban market the pattern
of multiples had either strong elements of randomness or regularity.
At this stage most multiple retail organisations had not fully
formulated their strategy and had not achieved any definite looational
policies. This may be recognized as the first stage which is
characterized by low levels of competition, little or no use of the
siting parameter and a pattern which is either random or regular. The
second stage is characterized by an intensifioation of oompetition with
retailers using most of the available parameters and especially the
locational one. The product of this is a pattern of spatial clustering
of retail establishments.

While the above description is a close representation of the
locational behaviour of the majority of multiples studied it does not

_...fit the butohers (Fig. 7.16). This group had a. similar entry phase
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but then rapidly moved to a position of spatial clustering in 1910, to
be followed by a trend towards pattern regularity. The multiples in this
trade were forced out of the main shopping areas due to the intense
competition by the more successful independent butchers.

It is possible to recognize a number of underlying factors that can
account for the temporal variations in the above levels of locational
behaviour for the multiples. The first, and possibly the most
influential, is the level and type of competition since it appears that
the multiples which were most successful in competing against
independents attained an equilibrium pattern characterized by clustering.
A second variable that needs to be considered is the period of entry
by the multiples as the late arrivals into the study area, i.e. grocers
and dyers and cleaners, had initial patterns with strong elements of spatial
regularity. The final factor is one that has already been mentioned
and concerns the functional order of the trade and from a view of the
multiples it seems that this affects the intensity at which certain
locational goals are attained (Fig. 7.16).

In general it seems that the type of competitive environment is the
most important factor affecting the locational behaviour of multiples,
with functional order playing a much smaller role.
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Chapter 8

An Examination of the hotors
Afteoting the Distribution otUrban Retailers

In the latter half ot the nineteenth oentur.1 population inorease,
suburban development and the improvements in publio transportation
oombined to initiate the growth of a ditterentia.ted land value market.
Retail sites became more v.aried in their powers ot attraotion tor
different shop types, a teature refleoted in the oomplexity of the
urban land value market.

Wi thin Hull the evolution of the urban land market can be measured
to some extent using data from local rate books whioh provide
an idea ot the value ot retail sites and premises. In this study
rateable values have been oombined tor eaoh street and a mean tigure
calculated in terms ot this spatial .etwork. For exoeptionally long
streets measurements were made in units detined by signiticant breaks
in the oommercial struoture of suoh streets. The mean values, that were
located oentrally' within each street section, gave a number ot data
oontrol points from which a general isoline map of rateable values
oould be produoed.. It should also be mentioned. that these values are
expressed' not in absolute terma but as a relative peroentage.ot the
peak land value. This was an attempt to a.11ow some degree of oompara-
bility between ditterent time periods.

In the study area. the oompetition by 1860 for oommeroial locations
by retailers was such that the only real area of site differentiation
was within the dock area or the 'Old Town' (Fig. 8.1). Here a land
value gradient had developed in response to the retailer's demand
and willingness to pay tor more aooessible locations. It was steepest
to the east of the peak land value, where the value of retail sites

tell otf rapidly towards the river Hull. Outside this oentral area the
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rest of the city remained relativelY uniform in terms ot commeroial
land values and no notice~ble site differentiation had developed. The
one small exception to this was the area ot land immediately due west
ot the city docks and located on one ot the routetla3S into the newly
developed suburbs.

With the expansion ot suburban development and the improvements in
public transport brought about by the introduction ot tram~ the
distribution ot land values ohanged greatly. In 1880 the land value
gradients within the 'Old Town' beoame much steeper and more sharply
de tined leaving much larger areas in the lowest land value category
than occurred in 1860. The main shopping streets ot the r,IarketPlace and

Whitetri&rgate became clearly defined and 8. zone ot high land values
extended from the peak land value down Whitetriargate to the junction
ot the two town docks (Fig. 8.2). Outside the 'Old Town' the main
routeways to the north and west and their points ot intersection
became relatively more expensive tor shop locations. The development
ot tramways along these streets greatly increased their importance and

retail establishments sited along them oould expeot to draw on much
larger trade areas. The tramways were also responsible tor the growth
ot certain outliers ot higher oommercial land. values in both east and
west Bull. '1'0 the west ot the river Bull a ridge ot relatively high
land values extended from the town dock area tollowing the main road.a
to the west and north. This area. ot high value property- tormed a
oontinuation of the ridge running along from the peak land value in
the 'Old Town' (Pig. 8.2).

The main changes a.tter 1880 and up to 1900 took two torms. First,
there was an extension ot the areas ot high value land mainly- along
suburban routeways and this was espeoially notioeable in east Hull.
Seoondly, there oocurred an intensification ot these linear areas ot

high land values in relation to the peak land value tigure and this
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feature was mainly a charaoteristic ot the area west ot the river. In
the west there also_developed more oompaot areas ot high value land
in particular between Hess1e Road and Carr Lane. This was in faot an
early shopping oentre whioh grew up after 1850 in response to a working-
olass demand (Wild and Shaw 1974). However, the rise in land values
only really took p1aoe after 1880 with the increased competition tor
retail sites olose to the oity centre. In taot by 1900 this area was

to some extent changing its basic fUnotion trom that of being a
localised shopping oentre to one more city-orientated. This situation
does however only refer to the main retail streets ot this centre.
After the First World War the subarban routewa.ys continued to inorease
in looational importanoe for retailers with the consequence that areas
ot high land value were extended and. intensitied. There also took
place a shift in the peak land value around. 1930; the area around Carr
lane and immediately outside Junotion Dook assumed an equal value to
that ot the old oommercia1 centre within the 'Old Town'.
8.1 The Relationship Between Land Values and Retail Locations

The relationship between commercial land values and retail looations
is not, as one would imagine,a one way causal process but rather a
symbiotic one. For, while the existing pattern ot land value aurtacea
may play a great part in determining retail 10cational deciaions this
same pattern is itselt the produot of all shop siting policiea. In
the late nineteenth and early twentieth oenturies the etfeot ot

tramway development was to provide the opportunity for a great
differentiation of retail aites. Retail tirms had a much wider aet ot

locational environment a to ohoose from amd were presented with a
greater potential tor adopting new competitive strategies, espeoially
ones that involved the use ot the site parameter. In general the main
users ot theae new aites were initially multiple retailers many ot

whom, because of their degree ot produot specialization, required large
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trade areas and. henoe aooessible locations. Their influenoe atter 1890
undoubtedly intensified site differentiation, a process that was best
retleoted in the development of a spatially more oomplex land value
market.

In the study ot urban land.values and. retail activity the main
emphasis hitherto has been on the evolution ot shopping centres at the
expense ot examining the locational deoisions ot individual shop types
(for example see Scott 1911). The evolution ot innovistio retail
organisations provides an ideal opportunity tor remedying the detioienoy
and providing information ooncerning their initial looational polioies
as retlected by their positions within the land value market.

The innovistio nature ot these multiple retailers both in terms ot
oompetitive strategy and. produot specialization demanded initially
large trade areas to ensure survival. The distinotion between these
multiples and the existing independent retailers in the late nineteenth
oentur.1 is probably best considered in terms ot looational speoialization
and its related conoept ot produot specialization. The former is based
on the minimum trade area, in terms of population or purchasing power,
that is needed to support a shop; for example a retail establishment
with a small minimum trade area has little looational specialization.
The relationship between the two ooncepts is essentially a direct one
tor as oommodity speoialization increases so must also looational
speoialization. As Vanoe (1962) points out the effect ot this
assooiation viII depend also on whether the produot is ot a mass-appeal
type or alternative17 ot limited appeal. In this oontext the multiples
oould be olassitied initially as commodity speoialization stores
dealing in potentially mass-appeal type goods. However, betore suoh prod-
ucts &B frozen meat, margarine and. ma.chine-ma.defootwear were generally
aocepted they could be regarded as being limited appeal produots 80lely
because ot their innovatory nature. Suoh a situation should in theory
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make the shops selling these products demand speoialized locations
whioh would be less neoessary as the produots became more widely
aooeptable. In terms of the urban land value market they would be
expeoted to oooupy oentral locations and both Simmons (1964) and Vanoe
(1962) prediot that suoh retail types will initially oonoentrate in

the Central Business Distriot. Duncan (1952) originally studied one
aspeot of this hypothesis and examined the relationship between
urbanization and the intr~oit,. localization of retail faoilities,
suggesting that the most urban types of retailers are also those whioh
are most heavily oonoentrated in the C.B.D ••

In an urban environment where oonsumers depend entirely on publio
transport and fixed lines of movement the most aooessible areas would
be in the oity oentre (Seyfried 1966). Sinoe this prooess was operating
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries it would be
expeoted that the C.B.D. would provide the most reoeptive environment
for these innovistio retailers.

In the late nineteenth century the multiple retail organisations
dealing in relatively new products may be regarded as oommodity
speoialization shops and they can provide the neoessary examples with
whioh the above hypothesis can be tested. However, before examining
any suoh studies it is essential to introduce some basic faots assooiated
with urban land markets and retail location. Isard (1956) suggests that
urban locations can best be viewed in terms of substitution analysis
in whioh the retailer substitutes various parameters of aotion to
aoquire additional revenue potentials. Such deoisions in spatial terms
can be represented by indifferenoe surfaces whioh for the retailer will
be a set of oombinations of outlay and revenue at given looations
within the'urban area.

Assuming the peak land value and the oentral oore represent the most
aooessible points it is an acceptable assumption, in a oentralized oity
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when movement is dependent on publio transport, that this would be
the site with the largest trade area. The urban rent ot a retail firm
will, aocording to Isard (1956) depend on the effective distanoe from
the oentre, aocessibility to potential oustomers, number ot oompetitors
and their locations and finally the proximity to land devoted to an
individual use whioh may be oomplementary in terms ot attraoting
oonsumers. If the size ot the retail unit is held oonstant then Alonso
(1965) suggests a mathematical solution in the form of a location
equation for the spatial behaviour of an urban retail firm (Equation
8.1).

(8.1)
where: Vt - the marginal revenue lost from mOving distanoe

dt from the peak land value
CvVt - marginal operating costs arising from the change

in volume of business Vt
q dp/dt _ deorease in rent

This may however represent the extreme situation since the basic
assumption is that the location will be the one that maximizes profits.
It seems more reasonable to assume that in the case of the early
multiples the location represented the site that promised the best
chance of business survival. In some instanoes this would obviously
be the same site as that whioh offered profit maximization but this
need not always be the case.
8.1.1 Retail inditterenoe curves

With the aid of data extraoted from the local rate books it was

possible to construot general indifferenoe curves for multiple retail
organisations located within the study area. Beoause of the natura of
the inquiry special emphasis was given to deriving such information
for their initial periods of entry into the retail market in an attempt

to illustrate early loeational polioies. Two main retail types will be
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oonsidered, those of butohers and footwear esta.blishments, prinoipally
because ot their simila.r dates of entry into the oity. In addition
suoh a seleotion provides some oomparisons between low and high order
trade types though suoh boundaries may be obsoured by the ooncept of
produot speoialization. The indifterenoe curves that are used plot
shop rent, based on local rates, as a peroenta.ge of the peak la.nd
value tigure against the distanoe from the peak land. value. They are
based on fitted regression lines and essentially represent the
oombination of looational and rent oonditions for broad retail types
but they are not striotly comparable with those desoribed by-Alonso

(1965).
If a oomparison is made between the indifferenoe curves of multiple

outlet meat retailers for Hull at the time of their initial intrusion
and for those that arrived in the follOwing decade then two main
difterenoes are apparent. First, the curve for 1880 has a relatively
ateep gradient and secondly, it oovers only a narrow range of urban
locations (Fig. 8.3). ~y 1890 the multiples overall inditferenoe
curve was muoh shallower and the range of acceptable aites had been
oonsiderably extended (Fig. 8.3). It can be postulated that as the
produot became a more norma.l part of the consumer' 8 diet then the
e%tent of commodity and henoe locational speoialization was oonsiderably

, lessened opening up a wider range ot possible sites. To present this
as the sole explanation would be rather naive sinoe other taotors were
operating of which one of the most important was that ot inoreased
consumer mobility. Improvements in publio transport, as produoed by
the extension of tramway routes, produced new looational opportunities
along suburban routevays. These sites in Hull ware increasing their
degree of oonsumer aooessibility and consequently attraoting more
retail establishments. Suoh changes in public transportation would in

theory drastically alter retail indifference curves causing them to
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shift bodily in the long run as transportation nodes, assooiated with
fixed lines of movement, beoome more aocessible and retailers are
willing to pay greater rents. However, in the short run such conditions
may merely extend the curve without changing its overall gradient as
the retailer is able to move further out.

During the period of study all types of low order multiples had

some high degree of locational specialization. However, on a macroscopio
urban scale this appears to have shifted its area. of importanoe from
the C.B.D. towards the routeway nodes. The multiple meat retailers
showed some deviation from the above trends as by 1900 the produot
speoialization of these shops was such that looational opportunities
had been extended in particular into the C.B.D •• The occurrenoe of
this prooess is a reversal of the one expeoted and outlined by Vanoe
(1962) and Simmons (1964), sinoe their initial locational requirements
were met outside the oentral area. The relative inorease of these shops
in the centre at a time when the produot had beoome more acceptable
appears paradoxical. However, the inorease can be explained in terms
of oonsumer orientation. Frozen and chilled meat in their early stages of
development were of poor quality and consequent17 appealed largely to
a working-Class clientele. Improvements in produotion techniques and
in storage faoilities great17 improved the quality with the result that
they attraoted a wider clientele, including middle-class consumers
who frequented the central area. It then beoame worthwhile for retailers
to pay higher rents in order to locate in the C.B.D. and exploit the
new marketing opportunities there.

The indifferenoe ourve of the retail footwear multiples for 1880
(F1g. 8.3)~shows a oomplete dependenoe on locations olose to the peak
land value. Indeed the majority of retailers had sites within half a
mile of the oommeroial centre of the city at this early date. The
ourT8 has a fairly steep gradient that oompares with that of the
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multiple meat retailers at a similar date. In the latter case the
gradient ot the curve was -20.0 while tor the tootwear shops it was

- 17.5; However, ten years later the range of locationa.l opportunities
for multiple footwear retailers had been increased though the oentral
area still played a dominant role (Fig. 8.3). The increasing land
values of areas outside the oity centre are well illustrated by the
flattening out ot the indifferenoe curve, the gradient being only
-1t.2 in 1890.
8.1.2 Shopping oentre types

In terms of urban location it is also possible to examine the types
of shopping centre that attracted the early multiples. This is
incidently one ot the best ways also of examining the role played by
the C.B.D •• In simple terms it is possible to recognize three main
shopping oentre environments within which the multiples could initially
locate. The first is the C.B.D. itself which would be the expected
reception area tor new retail types and the second can be identified
as main shopping street sites which in the late nineteenth century
were predominantly tramway routes. P1nally, the moat heterogeneous
group i8 composed of side street locations and isolated shop sites.
While these groupings may appear very simple in the light of other
types ot classification (Berry 1968) they nevertheless serve to delimit
a looational tramework. Indeed as Scctt (1971) st~test"almost all
hierarchical classitication, despite the claims ot a few classifiers,
are to a greater or lesser degree arbitrary" and Parker (1962) goes
even further in criticising the arbitrary nature ot shopping oentre
classifications.

An examination of all the multiples under study regarding their
early location within the above tramework illustrates the importance
ot the C.B.D. for the high order trades. In 1880 75% ot multiple
tootwear retailers were located within the oentral area, with the
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other 25% ot the shops having main street sites. By 1890 there is
suffioient data to make a oomparison between three of the trades
(exoluding dyers and oleaners) and it can be seen that some differenoes
do exist (Table 8.1). There has been a distinot shift in the relative
locations ot footwear retailers, the C.B.D. no longer being the most
important area as it bas onlY just over 36% ot all shops. In oontrast
is the location of multiple grooery shops which show a strong bias
towards the C.B.D. having two thirds ot their shops sited there. The
multiple butohers provide another oontrast in that the dominant urban
location was the main shopping street and they had no stores within
the C.B.D. (Table 8.1).

It would seem therefore that the C.B.D. did play an important but
,

unequal role for some early multiples but not tor butohers. The role
ot the C.B.D. also ohanged with time and the more established the shop
type became the less relianoe was plaoed on the oentral area. Footwear
retailers were heavily oonoentrated in the C.B.D. in their early years
ot .entry in 1880 but it played a subordinate role by 1890. Similarly,
the grooers were initia.lly mainly located in the C.B.D. but by 1900
main street sites outside the oentral area aooounted tor 73% ot the shops.
MoClelland (1966) has noted that .ultiples tend to set up shop in
reoognized shopping oentres whioh he detines as streets with a registered
ohemist or post offioe. He states however, that the ditferenoe between
mul tiple looations and independents was not as great in 1958, as is
shown in Table 8.2.
8.2 The Distribution of Urban Consumers

There has been a good deal ot attention given to the examination
ot this taoet ot urban growth, largely in relation to the general
theories ot urban land use. The majority ot the initial work was

directed towards the titting ot a regular fUnotion to variations in
urban population densities. The most suocesstul and widely used ot
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Table 8.1 The distribution of multiples within main shopping centre
types for 1890

Location Grocers % Butchers %

C.B.D. nil

r·~in shopping street
sites
Side streets, isolated nil
sites

Footwear %

52.8

Table 8.2 The distribution of multiples and independents by street
types for 1958 (source: I-!cClel1and1966)

~ of shops in streets
with chemist

multiples 14% of all shops

independents 77% of all shops

% of shops in
other streets

6% of all shops

88% of all shops
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these is the first-degree exponential, usually expressed in linear
form as in equation 8.2.

(8.2)
where Dd - population density at distance d from the

city oentre
D _ population density at the centre ot the cityo
b _ density gradient

This regularity was originally recognized by Bleicher (1892) and more
recently discovered and widely used by Clark (1951,1958). Clark's
original work made use of data collected in the nineteenth century
for European cities. Apart trom Bleicher, other work was carried
out by the French scientist Meuriot in 1898 in an outstanding study
of urbanization that inoluded many population density maps of European
cities. Sinoe Clark's work alternative models have been proposed by
Tanner and Sherratt (1960) in whioh the density gradient is assumed
to be a negative exponential function ot time.

Much ot the later work on population density gradients has stemmed
from disagreements over the internal struoture of the city which have
led to a synchronio explanation ot why a given structure should
exist (Winsborough 1962). These explanations are frequently based on
the principle ot equal advantage and this is expressed through the
costs ot housing and traneportation in locating at any distanoe trom
the centre of the city. Here is a close parallel to the model
presented by Alonso for the urban firm, a fact that some retail ..
geographers have used to study changes in shop location (Sibley 1912).

Indeed Alonso and ~futh (1961) have both provided a satisfaotory
explanation of the observed regularity of urban population densities
in terms of the rent-transportation and cost trade ott ot individuals
in different stages of the tamily cyole, at different inoomes and at
varying distanoes from the city centre. The negative exponential shape
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ot the deoline in density stems from the nature ot the production
funotion tor housing and the shape ot the price-distanoe funotion
(Muth 1961). These various rationales tor the diftering descriptiona
of the city's internal structure have been reviewed in some detail
by Hawley (1950).

Muth (1961) has formalized elements similar to Hawley's line ot

reasoning produoing a model which predicts an exponential torm tor
the inverse relationship between population density and distanoe
from the city centre. This was justitied in a study of 46 North
American cities in 1950, within which the relationship between the
density gradient and the oharaoteristics ot the local transportation
system and the aTailability ot oars in eaoh oity was examined. He
computed the number ot route miles ot the local transport system
per square mile ot urbanized area and vehiole miles operated per
mile ot line. The expectation was that the greater either ot these
measures was then the smaller would be the transport costs, therefore
both should be related negatively to the population density gradient.
In conjunction with this two aspects of age were also inoluded, based
on the premise that the older the urban system the less adaptable it
would be for a change in transport technology and therefore the
greater the transportation time and costs.

The general impression is that population growth can be accomodated
tor either by an increase in congestion or by a deorease in concen-
tration or 80me combination ot both. Duncan's (1960) tindings suggest
however that the extent to which cities have depended on deconcentration
may be a function ot their pattern of growth through time. In the light
of these studies Winsborough (1962) proceeded to investigate the
mechanism by which the growth pattern affects the pattern ot population
density in the city.

Of specitio interest to this study are the variations in the slope
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parameter which measures the degree of deoonoentration in an expanding
oity. Clark (1951) stated that this was largely dependent upon the
costs ot intra-urban transport and that deolining transportation oosts
caused density gradients to tlatten out. However, the naivety of this
assumption has been critioized by Mills (1910) on the grounds that
Clark omitted to consider the opportunity costs ot time spent travelling.
The argument is that this latter tactor is a large part ot commuting
costs and it the opportunity costs rise with income then transportation
costs may increase through time.

Alonso (1964) discusses the substitution ot commuting oosts tor
congestion costs as income rises, giving the tamiliar situation ot

strong centrifUgal forces operating on middle and upper inoome groups.
This also implies that low inoome groups, consuming relatively smaller
amounts ot land closer to the centre ot the oity, will have steeper
density gradients and low oentrifUgal tendenoies. With a more equable
distribution of incomes the slope parameter ot the aggregate population
density curve will be less. Berry (1964) bas ta.ken this one stage
further and derived an empirical relationship between the density
gradient and time, the rate of change being a funotion ot population
change. On the same theme Newling (1966) argues that the basio logic
of the urban spatial system can be identified it distance is dispensed
with and the rate ot population growth is related to population density.
Since both are functions ot the distance from the peak land value
they can be related in the tollowing expression.

-k1+RD-.lD
where RD - the 'fo rate of growth during a given

period when the density at the beginning
ot the period is D.

k ...the ratio ot the intra-urban growth gradient
(g) to the population density gradient (b)
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A • a oonstant (8.3 oont.)

8.2.1 Problems ot measurement
Most ot the above studies have been conoerned with measuring gross

population densities rather than net tigures. Duncan in an investigation
oomparing changes in the city-wide growth with changes in internal
growth patterns deals brietly with the two types of measure. Although
Duncan used grcss area, because it was more readily available, its use
has a number ot drawbaoks. For example, intensive urban land use need
not be residential in form and areas in which houses have given way

to industrial use may appear not yet built-up on a gross density
oriterion. Along the same lines ot reasoning Mills (1910) bas also
oritioized some ot the methods used by Clark relating espeoially to
the souroes ot error produoed by the variations in the size and shape
ot the statistical units used in ditterent oensuses. H. has stressed
the need tor a measure ot suburbanization that does not depend on the
historical aooidents ot the locations ot oentral oity boundaries and
one that is also independent ot ohanges in the location ot city
boundaries. This point bas also been emphasized by Duncan who states
that temporal and areal variations in the rate ot Buburba.nization tor
cities can be aooounted for only by a set ot faotors whioh inolude
indicators ot the growth oontext, espeoially the spatial oonfiguration
ot the built-up areas.

This review ot past studies reveals that the basio problems
regarding the measurement ot net or gross area a.nd the structure ct
a spatial fra.."l1eworkhave received little practical attention. In the
present study a framework ba.sed on urban growth zones has already
been developed which would sclve some ot the problems mentioned by
Mills (Chapter 5). These zones are both indicatcrs ot the urban growth
oontext (Dunoan) and they are also independent of oensus boundary
ohanges (Mills).
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The initial problem was to transform the census data. into the urban
growth zones and thereby facilitate comparisons with the shop counts
derived from city direotories. This highlights the problem of the
unsatisfaotory nature of census divisions as units within whioh to
oompare population and shop distributions. Census wards, and to a
lesser extent enumeration districts, have boundaries that often lie
down the middle of major shopping streets. This makes comparisons
difficult and would, if used, involve much double counting of retail
establishments. The growth zones do not sutter from this disadvantage
to the same degree and therefore little double counting of retailers
is needed.

Perhaps greater importance can be attached to the fact that the
growth zones refleot oity expansion and theretore logically offer
a meaningful framework within which to view the distributions of shops
and population. While this method has several drawbacks, not least in
its level ot accuracy, it does provide a reasonable picture of
population distribution.

The population data were abstraoted trom the oensus returns in the
form of ward totals for every decade from 1881 to 195t. In order to
oonvert this data from the census wards to the more meaningful
growth zones it was necessar,r to plot, with some degree of accuraoy,
the population density ot eaoh ward. This was achieved by measuring
the population density per net built-up area for eaoh of the city'.
wards. To aid in this task the number of inhabitants per house was
also derived from the census figures to ensure that there were no
drastio variations over the oity. In general few problems ot high
population densities trom tenements and pre bye-law housing arose.

The next stage was to use these net population densities to produoe
an isopleth map, using the mean oentre of each ward as the basio
oontrol points • .A. computer mapping programme (Symap) was used to
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construct the isopleth maps and it produced surfaces of computer
charaoters each of whioh represented a specifio population density.
These could then be converted into values for each growth zone and this
was done by simply oounting up the number of different types of
computer charaoters that fell in each zone. With the use of equation
8.4 it was possible to calculate the net population density of eaoh
zone.

Population density -[ i( Ni • i )
x

(t.4)

where i_value of computer charaoter
Ni- number of computer charaoters of value i
x - total oharaoters per growth zone

8.2.2 The distribution of oonsumers within the study area
The urban density functions caloulated in this study are essentially

of a different nature to those presented by previous workers suoh as
Clark and Mills. First, net and not gross population densities are
considered, a factor which will affect the gradient of the density
slope. Seoondly, only areas of pre-1950 urban development are considered
and the result of this is to produoe less differentiation between
density gradients at different time periods since the housing was of a
fairly uniform density. Finally, no attempt was made to delimit the
C.:B.D. and to extraot this area from the oaloulations as suggested
by Clark. This is also one of the reasons why the density gradient
changes from a negative fUnotion to a positive one. The data presented
here must be viewed as forming only part of the total population
density fUnotion of the city if they are to have any degree of
comparability with previously calculated density gradients.

The use of net area in the population density calculations gives
So olearer insight into the changes in the urban struoture. It makes
it possible to monitor the results of intensified urban building or
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the infilling of oertain areas by residential development. The
implications of'this are that when the data. are plotted the resultant
curves a.re of'ten of an irregular nature. It does not produoe the
olassio smooth curves with a.single peak that moves outwards from the
oity oentre with time. These small irregularities can be smoothed out
by taking the logarithm of'tha population densities (log to base e,
see Clark 1951) and this would produce a.straight line tunction when
plotted against distance f'rom the oity centre.

With the aid of'the growth zones it is possible to examine
population distribution in different seotors of'the oity. This reoognizes
the taot that urban growth and henoe population distribution ooourred
a.tdifterential rates over the city. An examination of these population
density curves for Hull reveals this geographical variation of'population
densities.

The population density curve for west Hull in 1881 shows a fa.irly
unif'orm deoline in net population density outwards from the oity oentre
for about a quarter of a mile (Fig. 8.4). The rest of the oity,
extending to the early suburbs just over three quarters of'a mile in
distanoe, had a uniform density. Similar trends can be observed in the
northern and eastern seotors at this time (Figs. 8.5 and 8.6). In the
former area the falloff in density was of a steeper nature espeoially
between the city oentre and the inner suburbs.

At the turn of the oentury the population of the inner oity {zone A)1
had fallen to 141 persons per net aore giving a total number of
inhabitants of'around 1,130. This represents a. tall in the 'Old Town's'
population of' 33.6% between 1881 and 1901. It was about this time that
the three main seotors of the oity began to show some marked differenoes

1 these letters throughout this ohapter refer to the growth zones, the
locations of whioh are shown in Figure 5.2
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in their population density curves.
To the west ot the city oentre taking & transect through growth

•Zones A to Lt the peak population density was located in zone E
whioh was between a halt and three quarters ot a mile from the peak
land value and had a net density ot 175 persons per acre. The decline
in the outermost areas was not ot a great magnitude and tell to a low
of 107persons per aore in zone L. In the northern area the peak
population density was again found at a distanoe ot between a half and
three quarters of a mile from the oity centre (Fig. 8.5). In oontrast
to the western seotor the deoline in population density was much
sharper on the outskirts of the oity (zone K). This deoline showed in

a fall, over a distanoe of about three quarters of a mile, from 208
persons per acre to 70. The population density curve for the eastern
part of Hull again had its own distinctive features. There was an area
of relatively low population density adjaoent to the tOld Townt

followed by a peak at approximately three quarters of a mile out from
the city centre (Fig. 8.4).

~y 1921 the number of inhabitants in the city centre had deolined
to about 3,700 giving a net density ot 77 per net aore. To the west of
the oentre the population density rose steeply attaining a peak of 175
persons per aore in zone F (Fig. 8.4). The outer suburbs, over one mile
from the oentre, had also experienoed an inorease in population density
between 1901 and 1921 although the northern sector stands in oontrast
to this situation since no considerable increase in population density
was experienced in 1921 (Fig. 8.5). This lowering of overall density
can be attributed to the largely middle class status of this area and
the associated larger and more widely spaced houses. East ot the river
Hull the population density gradient conforms more to that of the
western sector with the one noteable difference being the stationary
nature ot the peak density in growth zone I between 1901 and 1921
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(Fig. 8.6).
The establishment of a population density orater became olearly

evident in 1921 and by 1951 it had intensified tollowing a further
deoline in the 'Old Town's' population. This fell to just over 20
persons per net aore in 1951. The lowering of all the population density
curves between 1921 and 1951 presents clear evidence of the general
movement of people out of the entire study area. At this time the most
irregular density gradient was to the west ot the city centre and here
a fairly low level ot population densities extended tc just beyond
half a mile ot the peak land value, with overall densities never
exoeeding 85 persons per net aore. The two outermost growth zones in

this western seotor, F and L, had similar average densities ot around
105 persons per net acre (Fig. 8.4).

The extended area ot low population densities, a characteristio ot west
Hull, was not evident in the northern and eastern sectors ot the oity.
In the former the general level of population density had fallen
substantially between 1921 and 1951. It is also worth noting that the
outer growth zone K had still not attained peak density within the
seotor (Fig. 8.5). In east Hull the population gradient rose almost
uniformly from the city centre to the edges of the study area (Fig. 8.6).

The population surfaces generated by this method and represented in
the form ot sector density gradients show two major teatures. First,
the pronounced movement of population out of the city centre towards
the outer suburbs, a phenomena much discussed for western cities.
Secondly, the approaoh emphasizes the spatial variation in population
densities in different parts of the city that are ot a similar distanoe
from the centre. This is a considerable improvement over the density
gradients that present only an average situation. Both these factors
aid in an attempt to understand the temporal and spatial variations
in the urban retail system.
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Changes in Retail Provision
An examination of the spatial relationships of urban consumers and.

shops provides a basic starting point in any study of retail change.
With the aid of the growth zones it is possible to measure such spatial
interactions at least on a broad scale, though no attempt at the
delimitation of trade areas is possible.
8.3.1 Low order functions
Grocers: At the start ot the study period there was a relatively
uniform pattern ot consumers per grocers shop (Fig. 8.7). The mean
value for the oity was 697 persons per shop1 and ot the central areas
only the 'Old Town' had a higher ratio than this i.e. 896. Beyond
this inner zone and with only one exception the area up to the 1881
urban fenoe was more favourable for the consumer (Fig. 8.7). In the
outermost suburbs, which by this data had hardly been developed, the
ratio of population per shop was predictably much more varia.ble. In
the east of the city (zone J) grocers served on average between 1081

and 1465 persons. The northern suburban extension had the next poorest
level ot retail provision with the western zone L having the best ratio
and one more comparable with the restof the oity. The more specifio
relationships within these developing suburban areas will be considered
in a later section.

:Between 1880 and 1900 the number ot grocers in the city increa.sed:.
at a rapid rate (Tables 8.3 and 8.4). The decline was so great that
in absolute terms the mean number ot persons per grocers shop fell
from 697 in 1880 to 437 by 1900. The overall geographical relationships
between grocers and oonsumers also ohanged radioally by 1901 (Fig. 8.8).
All the areas ot the city had improved their levels of retail provision
from the oonsumers point of view. In relative terms the immediate city
oentre bad a greater number ot persons per shop than the rest ot the
oity. There had also developed two distinot areas ot high grocery
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Table 8.3 The number of independentgrocers in Hull

Growth zones 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

'Old Town' A 11
B 44
C 21

14
40
40

Inner city

10
31
30

8

35 24
22 11

8 6

11
20

4

1

9

~

1

4

D 23 38 33 30 24 21 24 15
E 26 31 22 21 25 21 14 2

1881 growth F 43 21 31 49 31 39 21 14
zone G 21 30 42 46 35 38 26 10

H 9 39 39 28 28 24 25 1
I 12 28 38 30 24 22 14 4

J 4 22
13
55

Outer suburbs Ie 9

L 24

34
32
61

52 41
49 42
91 10

52
50
14

34
48
52

25
33
41
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Table 8.4 The number of multiple grooers in Hull

Growth zones 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

'Old Town' A 1

Inner oity
B 0

C 0

2

o
o

2

2

2

2

5

2

2

5

t

2

8

1

2

5

1

o
5

1

D 0 0 3 2 6 1 1 1
E 0 0 2 2 5 5 1 0

1881 growth F 0 0 2 2 2 4 1 6

zone G 0 0 1 2 3 3 3 3

H 0 0 1 2 2 3 1 2

I 0 0 1 1 2 3 4 3

Outer
suburbs

J 0

Ie 0

L 0

o

o
o

3

4

3

6

6

8

8

12
14

9 11

15 10
16. 19

10
8

16
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shopping provision one ot which was located in the 1881 growth zone
to the east ot the river (zone I) and the other to the north in zone
H (Fig. 8.8). In both these areas the total number ot grooers
inoreased at a taster rate than the city mean, from 9 to 40 in zone
H and from 12 to 39 in zone I. Over the same period their respective
populations only increased by 7.9% and 13.8%, thus giving a massive
increase in overall retail tacilities.

It the eastern oity seotor is oonsidered as a sample area and all
the oontiguous growth zones are amalgamated the to11owing pioture
emerges. The seotor's total population inoreased by 15.5% between
1881 and 1901.while the number ot grocers grew by 72.8~.

Atter 1901 a distinot deo1ine ooourred in the number ot grooers
ocoupying looations within the oentra1 oity area a1thpugh this decline
could only be associated with the independents (Table 8.3) sinoe the
multiples aotua1ly increased their numbers in these inner areas
(Table 8.4). Between 1901 and 1921 the three inner growth zones,
delimited by the 1823 urban limit, had experienoed a 31.3% deo1ine
in the number ot grooers and it only the independents are oonsidered
then the deo1ine in numbers amounts to 36%.

Within the tOld Town' population had fallen at a much taster rate
than shops, with the result that the area had a lower ratio ot persons
per shop than in 1901 (Fig. 8.9). However, the other two inner suburbs,
zones B and e, both witnessed inoreases in the number ot people served
by each grocers shop and this tigure ranged from 487 to 695. With the
exception ot zone E the entire area between the 1823 and 1881 urban
tences experienced a deoline in retail provision with the number ot

grocers falling by 12%, rising to 18% it only independent grocers are
considered. Unlike the oentra1 area the deoline in shops was not
associated with losses ot oonsumers as these zones had inoreases in
population density in all three sectors ot the city. The result ot
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this was a higher ratio of persons per shop (Fig. 8.9). This deoline
in independents cannot be attributed to a massive inorease in
oompetition trom multiples either since they aooounted for only 11.5%
of all grooers in these areas, the lowest proportion in the oity.

In the three decades atter 1921 the number of grooers looated within
the oentral area declined from 57 in 1921 to only 7 by 1951, a fall of
87.7%. This was no doubt in response to an equally dramatio fall in

population whioh deolined by 65.7% over the three inner growth zones
(A,B and C). The aooeleration in the general trend of deoline after
1941 can be attributed to the effeots of ~time bomb damage which
undoubtedly added to the other oentrifUgal foroes that were already
in operation. The end result was a lowering of retail provision in

the oentral area and the inner suburbs (Fig. 8.10). Areas of better
provision within this general looality, for example zone D, can be
attributed to much lower rates at retail decline. Thus, the number at

grocers in zone D only fell by 26.6% between 1921 and 1951 oompared
with over 68% tor the rest of the zones within this group (Tables 8.3
and 8.4). To some extent this was because at the etfeot of multiple
grooers whose numbers did not tall and they aooounted tor a large
proportion ot shops in zone D.

The overall relationship between all grocers and oonsumers by the
end of the study period 1951 is illustrated in Figure 8.10 which
shows that at this date the outer growth zones in all sectors had

similar levels of shopping provision, all within one standard deviation
below the oity mean.
Butchers: As with the grocers this trade presented a relatively unitorm
distribution of persons per retail outlet in 1881, at least in the
inner city areas. In terms of the overall prOvision butchers had &

higher average ratio of population per outlet than the grooers (Fig. 8.11).
Within the 1881 urban limits only two zones had higher ratios of
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retail provision than the city mean of 2090 persons per shop. Tbese
two zones, G and H, were located between areas ot good shopping
provision and it may be that some form ot peripheral effect was in
operation where some shops just outside the zones provided a high
degree ot provision. The three outer suburbs (J,K and L), whioh bad not
yet been fully developed, showed great variations in population per
shop ratios. It was in the western zone L that the highest ratios were
to be found (Fig, 8.11).

In the following decade the number ot butchers continued to increase
even in the oentral city area which had already started to lose
consumers. By 1900 the number ot persons per shop for the city had
fallen to 839, showing a considerable improvement in shopping provision.
At this date the number of butchers in the 'Old Town' had deolined
from 11 in 1890 to 6 by 1900. The deoline was entirely on the part of
the independents sinoe the multiples were still inoreasing in ~his
area. At the same time the ratio ot persons per shop rose, although the
tigures given do not take into account the effect ot the market stall
which played an important role in meat retailing. The general pattern
of population per shop at this date was one of variability within the
inner areas and the fairly uniform pattern of 1880 had by then somewhat
disaggregated (Fig. 8.12). Areas of relatively high provision had been
developed in zone B where the average number ot people per shop was

only 625. This zone also contained the highest density of multiple
butchers and these no doubt drew upon trade areas outside the immediate
growth zone. In the three outermost suburbs the pattern had not changed
a great deal from that ot 1880 although zones J and L had more variable
levels ot retail provision with the northern suburb having the lowest
ratio (Fig. 8.12).

By 1920 the mean ratio of population per butchers shop had risen
considerably from that ot 1900 to a value ot 1424. This was due to an
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overall fall in the number ot butchers by 19.8% between 1900 and 1920.
In relative terms the multiples suffered greater than the independents
since their number fell by 31%, having reached their numerioal peak
in 1910 (Tables 8.5 and 8.6).

In geographioal terms the inner oity area (zones A,B and C)
experienoed a much greater tall in numbers whioh amounted to almost
56% between 1900 and 1920. This seems quite disproportionate when
oompared to only a 19.9% fall in the area's population. However, much
ot the area had a better level ot retail provision than the oity mean
with the exoeption being the 'Old Town' (Fig. 8.13). The less tavourable
level ot shopping provision in the three outermost suburbs could not
however be related to the deoline in the number ot butohers (Fig. 8.13).
In this area the number of butchers increased by over 31% but they did
not keep pace with the rapidly rising population that had grown by
almost 65%. It oan be seen there tore that similar changes in retail
provision in ditterent parts ot the city were the produots ot essentially
quite different underlying prooesses.

The relative levels ot retail provision oontinued to deoline in the
outermost zones so that by 1950 there was an average ot 1271 to 1761
persons per butchers shop in these areas (Fig. 8.14). This fall in
shopping provision in the outer areas can be attributed to some degree
to a fall in shop numbers of 37% between 1920 and 1950. In contrast
provision in the oentral areas rose, oompared with the 1920 position,
largely because shop numbers deolined less rapidly than population
(Fig. 8.14).
8.3.2 Footwear retailers

The spatial relationships between consumers and shops in an essentially
non-convenience trade type such as footwear 1s suoh that no distinct
patterns are to be expeoted. The implications are that most footwear
retailers have trade areas far in excess spatially of the oonstruoted
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Table 8.5 The number of independent butchers in Hull

Growth zones

'Old Town'

Inner city

1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

A

B

C

10
26
18

11
26
19

4

25
14

3

11
15

o
10

9

o

13

8

2

9

12

o
6

6

D 11 21 22 20 12 16 11 3
E 18 19 14 15 11 13 11 5

1881 growth F 20 22 22 11 10 16 19 9
zone G 10 13 20 19 12 15 11 5

II 4 8 9 11 9 12 11 5
I 8 1 11 9 9 11 9 3

J

Outer suburbs K
L

5

8

1

8

9

12

16
11
29

18
36
42

19
32
33

25
43
43

28
38
41

12
18
23
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Table 8.6 The number of multiple butohers in Hull

Growth zones 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

'Old Town' A 0

B 0
Inner oity

C 0

D 0

E 1

1881 F 0

growth zone G 0

H 0

I 1

J 0

Cuter suburb K 0
L 0

o

5

o

2

1

1

o

o
1

o

o

o

2

6

2

3

3

1

1

2

1

4

2

2

4

1

2

8

5

7

3

1

2

8

6

7

1

1

o

3

1

3

1

1

1

3

2

3

3

2

5

1

1

1

4

1

4

1

1

o

1

o
1

1

o
o

2

1

1

o

1

o

2

1

1

o
o
o

2

3

5

2

2

1
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growth zones. This argument would apply especially to the larger
establishments that occupied central locations and for this reason
the geographical variations in population per shop are not as
important a feature as say in the convenience trades previously examined.

In 1880 the average number of persons per footwear shop was 753,
with the three central city zones A,B and C having ratios much lower
than this. However, there does not appear to be any marked dominance
by these central shopping areas at this date. Indeed some of the outer
suburbs had fairly good levels of retail provision and zone G had a
ratio of 644 persons per shop while zone E possessed the lowest ratio
within the oity at 238. Obviously at this date the footwear trade was

not entirely a central function and retailers located and flourished
in the outer areas.

By 1900 the overall ratio of population per shop outlet had grown
to 804 with the areas to the west of the river showing a better level
of provision. This was not due however to any growth in the number of
retailers as in fact they showed an overall decline. Rather it was
associated with a more rapid fall in population. In the 'Old Town'
30% of its footwear shops were lost between 1880 and 1900 (Tables 8.7
and 8.8), while population declined by almost 34%. To the east of the
river the level of retail provision had fallen trom that in 1881 since
the growth of retailers had failed to keep pace with that of population.
Thus in 1880 there were 840 persons per shop in eaat Hull whereas by
1900 this figure had risen to e90. Areas of poor retail provision were
also to be found in the two growth zones north of the oity centre.

In the outermost suburbs which were mainly being developed between
1900 and 1910 footwear retailers reaohed tpeir peak numbers at these
two dates (Tables 8.7 and 8.8). But by 1921 their overall number had

declined by almost 40% from that in 1900 and at the same time the
population of these areas had continued to increase, thereby giving
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Table 8.1 The number of independent footwear retailers in Hull

Growth zones

'Old Town' A

Inner city

D

E

1881 grcwth F
zone G

H

I

J

Outer suburbs X
L

1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

13

C

19

59
20

17

54
25
24
5

6

12
52
21

25
40
28
16

15

12

1

9

13

10
18
28

12

39
13

10
20
11

15

30
25
16

11

13

10
21

20
10

9

8

13

11

38

10
23
37

5

11

8

6

11

11

8

3

6

9

19
9

5

17

4

9

14
15

4

11

1

1

8

1

6

3

6

2

1

4

4

1

1

6

8

9

3

4

o

o
1

2

1

o
1

2

2

4
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Table 8.8 The number of multiple footwear retailers in Hull

Growth zones

'Old Town' A

13

C
Inner city

D

E

1881 growth F
zone G

H

I

J

Outer suburbs K
L

1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

4

7

1

o
o
o

o
o

o

o

o
o

5

6

2

o
2

2

1

o

1

o
o
o

4

5

2

o

2

3

o
o

1

o
o
o

3

5

2

2

1

4

1

o

2

2

o
o

4

5

2

2

1

4

1

o
2

2

o

2

7

7

2

o

2

2

1

o

2

2

2

5

5

7

o

2

5

o

1

o

2

o
o

2

1

o

2

o
o

1

4

3

4

3

1

5
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much higher ratios ot population per shop. Indeed by this date the
ratio for the oity had inoreased to 1861 persona per shop. There was
however, little cba.nge in the level ot provision otteredi by the oentral
areas despite a deoline in the number ot retailers in zones A,B and C
b7 at least 45%. This was tar less rapid than the tall in local
population over the same twenty year period. The remaining areas,
excluding the three outer suburbs, all experienoed an increase in the
ratio ot population per shop, a situation brought about by the tall
ot 53% in the number ot retailers.

During the next three decades the city continued to experience a
deoline in the number ot tootwear retailers. In absolute terms the
three inner zcnes witnessed the greatest loss in numbers,by 66%

between 1920 and 1950. However, two other faotors must be considered
here ot which the tirst i8 that local population had declined equally
as ra.pidly. Secondly, the total capital investment in footwear shops
probably increased due to the tact that retailers were making use
ot the size parameter and shops were increasing in size. By 1950 the
ratio ot population per retail outlet had inoreased to 4418 tor the
entire study area, illustrating the rapid d.cline in the total number
ot outlets.
8.4 The Distribution ot Multiple and Independent Retailers

In most instanoes the independent retailers had tully established
themselves throughout the city at the time ot the arrival ot the
multiples. It would however be a gross oversimplitication to assume
a direct relationship between the fUnotional order ot the independents
and their degree ot spatial dispersion. While such an association may
have operated in general terms quite notable exceptions could be
tound. The tootwear trade may be olassitied as one such exoeption,
especially during the period up to 1900 at which time tootwear shops
were to be tound in the outermost suburbs and were aotive in the
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colonization of new urban areas (Wild and Shaw 1914).

The diffusion ot both multiplea and independents can be examined
in relative terms with the aid ot the urban growth ~ones. Measurements
again oonsiat of net shop densities, an index more meaningtul than
total shop oounts. The use of net densities gives equal weighting to the
newer developing suburbs sinoe on~ their built-up area. reoeives
consideration. It has already been shown that their demand, measured.
in terms of the number of oonsumers, was as considerable as that of
the central suburbs and, indeed, the often spatially dispersed type
of residential development in suoh areas required more retail taoilities
sinoe they might have been duplicated spatially. By accepting this
notion the pull or a.ttracti~n ot outer areas in their early stages
of development becomes necessarily stronger than previously antioipated.
The effect of such areas on the new multiple retailers i8 a further
tactor that requires consideration.
8.4.1 The tood trades

It has already been shown how, in the deoades up to 1900, the shops
retailing tood items had a fairly widespread pattern of location. This
was to some extent their response to the movement and expansion of the
oity's population, a prooess that inoreased its momentum in the latter
part of the nineteenth century. By 1900, when the multiples arrived in
some foroe, the distribution of independent traders was relatively
equal over the city.

In terms of overall shop density then the pattern can be seen in
Fi~8 8.15 whioh shows the distribution of grocers in 1900. At this
date shop densities reached a peale in the 1880 urban growth zone, with
the outermost areas having much smaller densities. The complete range
of shop densities varied from 0.18 shops per net acre to just over 0.7.
The inner areas, especially the 'Old Town', still represented an area
of high investment in grocery shops and, indeed, this area had the
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highest proportion of multiples with over 16% of its shops being of
this type (Fig. 8.15). The proportion of multiples in the other areas
was much less and decreased oonsiderably towards the areas of high
overall shop densities, areas of obvious oompetition. This seems to
have been reversed in the outer suburbs where the peroentage of
multiples increased, most notably in the north (zone K). Therefore,
whilst the oentral area proved to be most attractive tor the early
multiples the outer suburbs also offered suitable sites.

The position in the retail meat trade at this time was similar to
that in the grocery sector though shop densities were much more equal
over the city (Fig. 8.16). In contrast to the grooers the range of shop
densities was much less, varying from just below 0.1 to a maximum of
0.28 per net acre. In the meat trade the percentage of multiples within
the innermost zones was much greater than in the grooer" seotor for
in the oentral area multiples oonstituted almost a third of all
butchers (Fig. 8.16). Their relative distribution in relation to the
independents extended into the suburbs on two main fronts, to the east
of the river and in larger numbers to the north of the oity centre
(Fig. 8.16). The peroentage of multiples deolined most rapidly in the
west of the oity especially at a distanoe of one mile from the peak
land value.

It can be seen that the paoe and direotion of the dispersal of
multiples even within the low order functions was by no means uniform.

Twenty years later the basio distribution of grooers had not changed
to any large extent ~hough overall densities had been reduoed (Fig. 8.17).
The most noticeable feature was the increase in the proportion of
multiples in certain distriots suoh as the oentral areas, especially
zones B,E and F to the west of the river, where the peroentage of
multiples was in the order of 20%, compared with values of 7% in 1900.
The other zones that had major inoreases in the proportion of multiples
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were the three main outer suburbs where values ranged from 15% in the
east to over 20% in the north, zone K (Fig. 8.17). In 1921 the butohers
showed a muoh greater variation in the overall shop densities that
ranged from 0.02 to just over 0.2 shops per net acre (Fig. 8.18).
Although the multiples obtained a complete dominance of fixed shop
retailing in the 'Old Town' by 1920 total shop numbers had. fallen
dramatically. It must be remembered however, that meat retailing within
this area was still important through the market stall.

The other inner zones had all experienoed a deoline in the proportion
of multiples and they reached their peak numbers in 1910. In relative
terms the outer suburbs all had similar peroentages of multiple
retailers though the total number of shops had not greatly inoreased.
In general, shop densities deolined in all zones from the oentre to the
1881 urban limits between 1900 and 1920. It appears that multiples
deolined less than independents in some areas, notably zones D,F and G
and thereby inoreased their percentage share of the market (Fig. 8.18).

By 1950 the oentral areas of the oity had already lost a good number
ot its food retailers. In the grooery trade this deoline was seleotive
both geographioally and in terms ot business types. The 'Old Town',
although still maintaining a fairly healthy density ot retailers, had
lost most of its multiple shop premises. These had oome to dominate
the next growth zone (B) whioh bdd suffered a severe deoline in shop
densities per aore trom 0.23 in 1900 to 0.03 in 1950. It may be that
the independents were forced out of this area because ot rising land
values and inoreased competition from the multiples. This was, after
all, the expanding section of Hull's C.B.D. (Newton 1971). Beyond the
immediate inner oity areas the proportion ot multiples inoreased in

all suburban areas, a feature most noticeable in the zones to the east
of the river Hull (Fig. 8.19). For example, in zone J the proportion of
multiples increased from 15% in 1920 to well over 33% by 1950.
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In the meat trade by 1950 shop densities had tallen in all parts
of the oity, with the single exoeption ot the 'Old Town' (Fig. 8.20).
The multiple retailers had beoome conoentrated into oertain growth
zones that formed a reoognizable geographioal pattern and this was
oomposed ot the 1851 growth zones and the 1911 growth zones. These
areas together with the 'Old Town' tormed three bands ot multiple
shop development, interspersed by areas oontaining only independent
butohers (Fig. 8.20).
8.4.2 Footwear

This trade provides some distinotive oontrasts to the retail
oategories previously examined. In 1900 there was a relatively even
distribution of shops in terms of density per net aore although there
was some bias towards the oentral areas of the oity and shop densities
reaohed their peak: in the inner three growth zones (Fig. 8.21). The
variations between the oity oentre and the developing outer suburbs
were not however that great and, for example, zone A had 0.35 shops
per acre while zone L had slightly less at 0.34 (Fig. 8.21). Although
the 'Old Town' had the highest proportion ot multiples other zones had

already been oolonized by suoh retailers. Three main wedges of multiple
shop development can be identified by 1900 and these ran to the east,
immediately due north ot the 'Old Town' and to the west ot the oentre
(Fig. 8.21). In these areas the peroentage ot multiples to total shops
varied from 13% in zone 0 to 6% in zone E.

The following deoades witnessed the initiation ot strong oentripetal
torces in this trade so that by 1920 shop densities had deolined
oonsiderably in the outer suburbs (Fig. 8.22). This however, did not
deter the new multiples from setting up branoh shops in these suburban
areas, a feature absent only in the northern zone. In all the other
zones the proportion ot multiple retailers oontinued to inorease with
the 'Old Town' having the highest ratiO, around 44% (Fig. 8.22). This
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was assooiated with a deoline in shop density as the number of retailers
fell trom 16 in 1900 to 9 by 1920. Indeed, all parts ot the city
experienoed a deoline in the overall net density ot footwear shops
between these two dates.

This deoline in densities was a feature that was to beoome more
pronounoed in the decades up to and inoluding 1950. By this time the
shop densities in the outer suburbs had fallen from an average, for the
three zones, ot 0.032 shops per aore in 1920 to only 0.016 in 1950.
Other suburban areas had experienced a far greater deoline than this
and some lost all their footwear shops, e.g. Zone H (Fig. 8.23).

The oentripetal foroes had by 1950 beoome tully operative and shop
densities fell rapidly beyond the immediate oity centre (Fig. 8.23).
The only areas to maintain a relatively high shop density were the two
most oentral zones, although these had also experienoed a deoline from
an average ot 0.18 shops per acre in 1920 to 0.08 by 1950. The proportion
of multiples had however oontinued to inorease in most areas and even
the outer suburbs exhibited this trend. Multiples had also come to
dominate the oentral zones and, for example, zone B had 69% of its
footwear shops operated by multiples in 1950.
8.5 The Faotors Affecting Retail Distribution

At present only a desoription ot the relationship between population
and retailers has been presented and no attempt made to assess the
various faotors atfeoting the distribution ot shops. Suoh factors can
be subdivided into two main types ot looational differentials which
are strongly assooiated.

The first set ot differentials consists of those variables that
oontrol the looation ot retailers with respect to three important
features that make up their environment. The first ot these concerns the
spatial variation in population densities, sinoe if all other faotors
remained equal increases in population density in any given area of the
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oity should attraot more retailers. The effect of high population
densities has also been seen by Ratcliff (1949) as demanding fewer
shops and the line of reasoning here is that oonoentrated populations
require less shops beoause well-Iooated outlets in a compact settlement
will be oonvenient to a larger number ot consumers. This argument
however, completely ignores the question of competition and the increased
profits that these well-sited firms make will soon induce other
oompetitors to move into the area in the hope of sharing suoh advantages.
Given this profit motive the end result is more likely to be an increase
in retail aotivity when population densities inorease. Obviously, the
effeot of this variable will vary from trade to trade.

In this study population densities have already been derived and
plotted in terms ot the urban growth zones. Ideally this variable
should inolude some measure of households and their purchasing power
since these represent th. important factors but this is prevented here
due to the unavailability of suitable data. The importanoe of these
factors has already been stressed in the majority ot American studies
on this topio and, for example,Horton (1968) notes that high order goods
attraot larger numbers of oonsumers when sited in high inoome areas
rather than low ones. This merely restates Berry's (1963) original work
though he went further and stated that inoreases in consumer income
permit both oommodity and looational retail speoialization. While this
operates for a number of retail types oertain important exoeptions oan
be found suoh as the multiples, whose degree of speoialization was in
response to limited income oonditions ohietly in working-class seotions
ot the city. On a large scale it has already been shown how fluotuations
in money inoome affeot the growth ot oertain multiple types (Chapter 3).

The seoond variable within this set is assooiated with changes in
population levels through time. This is represented by the percentage

population ohange over ten year periods for eaoh growth zone. It was
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oonsidered to be a reasonable measure of changes in oonsumer demand
in the absenoe of any sooio-economio factors. However, two problems
do raise doubts about the total validity of this variable and these
are levels of consumer mobility and the question of time lag operations.
Variations in urban oonsumer mobility have already been mentioned but
no suoh quantitative variable oould be derived for this study. This is
important if the retail unit is located olose to a major shopping

~~oentre sinoe in the oase of high order trades and oommodity speoializing
multiples this will oonsiderably affeot the trade area. Here it oan be
noted that a situation oould have developed in whioh a growth zone
experienoed a deoline in indigenous population yet retailers remained
because they were looated in a major shopping oomplex that attracted
oonsumers from outside this zone. The identifioation of lags between
population deoline and a oorresponding response by retailers is
diffioult to determine. In this study the seleotion of a time period
over which population change oould be measured was determined by the
availability of oensus data and this preoluded the use of a time soale
that was less than ~eoade and made time lag identifioation that muoh
more diffioult.

A final environmental variable is the mean distance of eaoh growth
zone from the city oentre and this is represented here by the peak
land value pOint. This gives some measure of the importanoe ot the
central area to speoifio trades, given the other factors that were
operating. It oould be particularly useful in monitoring the progress
of multiple retailers that were initially oommodity speoializing
fUnotions.

The seoond major set of variables are those that effeotively attempt
to measure the degree of retail oompetition. Here the emphasis is plaoed
on the oompetition generated between different business types, between
multiples and independents. Another reason for distinguishing between
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these two organisational types is that within eaOh trade they demanded
different urban locations and therefore some attempt can be made to
assess these differences.
8.5.1 Empirical analysis

The relationship between the above variables and the location of
multiple and independent retailers within specifio growth zones was
tested at every decade tram 1880 to 1950. The ana~sis was oonduo~ed
with the aid of a multiple linear regression model and this was
constructed for both multiples and independents in each of the four
major trades studied. It was used in two ways, first, to assign Bome
explanatory power to the considered variables and seoondly, to monitor
the relative importanoe of eaoh individual variable through time.
These two aspeots are related since a lowering at overall explanation
will also be a refleotion ot the deoline in importance of speoifio
variables.

The basio model may be stated as in equation 8.5;

where X1 - net population density per acre tor each growth zone
X2 - percentage population change over a ten year period

for eaoh growth zone
1:3 - mean distanoe at each zone from the peak land value
X4 - net density of independents or multiples per aore

in each zone
a,b1 •••b4 are empirically derived constants calculated from the

multiple regression prooedure and e is the error term.

The applioation at this linear regression model to the different

organisational and trade types yields some interesting results that
vary oonsiderably over time. The expeoted powers ot explanation are on

average very low but this can be attributed to the absence of any
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sooio-economio variables.
8.5.2 Independent retailers

An examination ot the explanation of this model for independent
retailers shows a distinot variation over time for all the trades
studied. This oan best be appreoiated by oonsidering ohanges in the
multiple oorrelation ooefficient whioh expresses the relationship
between the dependent and independent variables.

The first notable feature concerns the ver,y low degree of explanation
offered by the model for the decade 1880 to 1890. The multiple correl-
ation ooeffioients were all insignifioant and the total varianoe
explained ranged from 4% for grooers to just under 7% for butohers
(Table 8.9). At this date there were insufficient multiples in all
trades to warrant their inolusion in the regression equation whioh
contained only the variables X1, X2 and X3• To suggest reasons for the
low explanation is difficult especially when the relationship between
population and shop density was the lowest zero order correlation
coeffioient in the case of the grocers. At a time of only limited
levels of oonsumer mobility it would be reasonable to expeot a stronger
link between these two variables and it may be possible that the use
of net densities had some inf1uenoe as many of the outer zones even at
this early date had high population densities in net terms though only
small total populations. In most cases the retailers failed to respond
to this situation and most of the outer zones had quite high negative
residuals thus indicating an under-provision of shops. However,
perhaps the most important tactor was the failure of these retail types to
respond tully to the rapid ohanges in the spatial demand for goods and
services as suburban growth intensified. It must also be pointed. out
that socio-eoonomio differences played a major role at this time and,
for example, many grocers dealt solely with the middle and upper-olass
end ot the market.
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By the following decade, 1890 to 1900, all trades showed a considerable
inorease in the multiple oorrelation coefficients (Table 8.9). At this
date there was still a general degree of comparability in terms of the
level of explanation offered by the regression model. For footwear
retailers a further variable had been added to the equation which was
designed to measure the oompetitive influence of multiple retailers.
Their numbers had not inoreased suffiCiently at this time to warrant
inolusion in the other trades. The highest level of explanation was
marginally in the meat sector giving an R2 (variance) value of almost
33% but this is still however, a very low level of explanation
considering the included variables and it was not significant at the
5% level.

Between 1900 and 1910 the levels of explanation began to diversity
to some degree (Table 8.9). In the case of butchers and footwear
retailers the model continued to offer a substantial increase in
explanation, increasing for the former trade to over 63% (R2).
Surprisingly however, explanation in the grocery sector showed a marked fall
and this was despite the inolusion of a further variable measuring the
effect of the location of multiple grocers (Table 8.9).

From 1910 to 1920 the model was able to explain away over 7~ of the
variance in the case of grocers which represented a sUbstantial increase
from the previous decade. This however was not maintained for butchers
and footwear retailers, both of whom had a much lower coeffioient of
correlation (Table 8.9). Included at this date for the first time
was the service trade of dyeing and. cleaning which, considering its
locational requirements, had around 5~ of variance explained away by
the multiple regressiOn model.

vver the next deoada the levels of explanation varied little in the case
of butchers though grocers suffered a loss of explanation by around
18%. Indeed this was to set the tone of overall deoline in the explanatory
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Table 8.9 Multiple correlation coefficients for independent traders

1880 to 1950

Da.te Grocers Butchers Footwear Dyers/cleaners
R R R R

1880-1890

1890-1900 0.521 0.271 0.573 0.328 0.514 0.264

1900-1910

1910-1920 0.851* 0.724 0.715* 0.511 0.502 0.252 0.753* 0.567

1920-1930 0.733* 0.537 0.760* 0.577 0.618 0.381 0.760* 0.577

1930-1940 0.553 0.305 0.572 0.327 0.471 0.221 0.741* 0.549

1940-1950 0.467 0.101 0.561 0.314 0.482 0.232 0.792* 0.627

* significant at 2.5% level
p signifioant at 5~ level
In the text R2 is given as a"percentage of'the tota.lvariance
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powers ot the model for independent retail tirms. In all but the
service categor,y multiple correlation coefticients were much lower
and the values fell below the 5% level of significance (Table 8.9).

The variation in the amount ot variance explained away by the
regression model is a reflection ot the rise and decline in importance
of speoific variables within the equation. In this context it would
be of value to examine suoh changes in individual components and to
assess their relative values for each of the specific trades. The
most efficient way ot investigating these changes in independent
variables is through the use of partial correlation coefficients
because they enable a more complex situation to be assessed and
therefore are seleoted in preference to zero order correlation
coefficients. It may however, be necessary from time to time to refer
back to the original zero order oorrelation ooeffioients as aids in
the final analysis. Coefficients of partial correlation measure the
correlation between the dependent factor, in this case the density
ot shops, and each of the several independent variables while
eliminating any linear tendency of the remaining independent variables
to obscure the relationship.

As with coefficients of multiple correlation it is possible to
assess the amount ot explanation that each individual indepeDdent
variable oontributes to the overall coefficient ot determination (R2).
Thus, the coefficient of partial correlation may be defined as a
measure of the extent to which that part ot the variation in the dependent
variable, which was not explained by the other independent factors, can
be explained by the addition ot a new variable. Here attention will
be directed towards measuring the importanoe of the independent
variables over time.

From the lists of partial correlation coefficients for independent
grocers (Table 8.10), it can be seen that population density played
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Table 8.10 Variations in partial correlation coefficients for
independent grocers, 1880 to 1950

1880-90 1890-1900 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50

X1 -0.15 -0.05 0.68 0.86 0.69 0.66 0.55
X2 -0.42 0.68 -0.29 0.85 -0.02 -0.23 -0.48

X3 0.28 -0.22 0.53 -0.38 -0.10 -0.06 -0.02

%4 no data 0.12 0.20 -0.12 0.16 0.15

Table 8.11 Variations in partial correlation coefficients for
independent butchers, 1880 to 1950

1880-90 1890-1900 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50

%1 0.33 0.25 0.88 0.79 0.74 0.58 0.51
X2 0.15 0.57 -0.64 0.60 0.16 -0.26 -0.22

%3 -0.29 -0.74 -0.54 -0.17 0.22 -0.10 -0.18
X4 no data. -0.03 0.12 -0.41 -0.39 -0.41

X1 = net population density per acre for each zone
%2 - percentage population change over ten years for each zone
X3 - mean distance of each zone from peak land value
%4 • net density of multiples per acre in each zone
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only a minor role in determining overall shop distribution up to 1900.
Indeed within the overall model there was a small negative relationship
between population density and the density of grocers. The low value
of the distance variable (13), adds weight to the view that most grocers
still had a high degree of oentrality (Table 8.10). While the zero order
correlation between distance from the peak land value and the distribution
of grocers is positive for the period 1890 to 1900 with a value of 0.26
the partial oorrelation is negative, the latter analysing the relationship
after controlling the variables 11 and 12• After 1900 the population
density becomes the predominant variable affecting the distribution
of independent grocers (Table 8.10). At no period in time did the
location of multiple grocery outlets become a major factor in repelling
the location of independent shops. It may be however, that some of the
locational segregation already described was obscured by the use of
the fairly large growth zones as units within which to measure shop
distribution, Since most of the spatial competition occurred within
these areas, rather than between them, with the possible exoeption of
the central oity zones.

The closest approximation between population and shops was in the
period 1910 to 1920 atter whioh time the partial oorrelation coefficients
deolined towards 1950 (Table 8.10), and this probably refleots the level
of oonsumer mobility.

The independent butohers provide but few contrasts to the situation
just outlined and onoe again the attraction of population becomes most
strongly evident after 1900 (Table 8.11). In this trade high shop .
density is associated rather more with areas of greatest population
change and, with the other variables held oonstant, negatively related
to distanoe from the oity oentre. In relative terms there was a greater
degree of influenoe by multiple traders especially after 1920 when
there appears to be some element of repulsion from areas oolonized by
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multiples (Table 8.11). As with grocers the influenoe of distanoe
decreased with time and was at its strongest between 1890 and 1900.

In the footwear trade the situation is somewhat more complicated
for the independent variables assume different levels of importance
over relatively short periods ot time (Table 8.12). From 1880 to 1930
the influence of population density is extremely variable, assuming
a relatively important role between 1900 and 1930 as footwear retailers
moved into the growing suburbs. After 1930 its importanoe deolined
markedly and this, together with a negative influence of distanoe
from the peak land value, indioated a centripetal foroe controlling
overall locations. One feature of interest is the strong positive
relationship between the distribution of multiples and independent
shops. This suggests that they were attraoted to similar areas of the
city but previous evidenoe indicates that they occupied different
locations within these broad urban growth zones.

The independent dyers and cleaners had quite distinct temporal
variations in partail correlation coeffioients as Table 8.13 illustrates.
There was always a negative relationship between shop density and net
population density and this strengthened through time reaching a peak
in the final decade. In contrast changes in population (X2) never
became significant and its variations from a positive to a negative
correlation over time reflect the movement of popUlation. Shop density
was significantly related to the density of multiples at every decade
and, although operating along different lines, they were attracted to
similar areas.
8.5.3 Multiple retailers

The same regression model was applied to the distribution of multiple
retailers with the dependent variable (Y) being the net density of
multiples in each growth zone.

The earliest group to looate in Hull in any great numbers were the
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Table 8.12 Variations in partial correlation coefficients for
independent footwear retailers, 1880 to 1950

1880-90 1890-1900 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50

X1 0.32 -0.13 0.73 0.44 0.58 -0.09 -0.08

X2 0.15 0.61 -0.34 -0.02 0.48 -0.38 -0.39
X3 -0.27 -0.04 0.31 -0.16 -0.55 0.15 0.18
X4 no data 0.42 0.32 0.49 0.39 0.41

Table 8.13 Variations in partial correlation coeffioients for
independent dyers and oleaners, 1900 to 1950

1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50

X1 -0.08 -0.14 -0.23 -0.45 -0.66
X2 -0.20 -0.21 -0.22 0.18 0.24
X3 0.30 0.31 0.30 0.25 0.22
X4 0.83 0.84 0.81 0.83 0.81

X1 - net population density per acre for each zone
X2 - peroentage population change over ten years for each zone
X3 - mean distance of each zone from peak land value
X4 - net density of multiples per acre in each zone.
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multiple footwear retailers who had effectively colonized certain
areas by 1900. In terms of total varianoe explained the regression
model seems best fitted to the footwear trade as the coefficients of
multiple correlation remained fairly steady above the 0.6 level exoept
for the period from 1900 to 1910 (Table 8.14). The level of varianoe
accounted for by the model ranged from a low of 41% to a maximum ot

almost 61%.
The explanatory value of this model when applied to the other

multiple retailers was, however, oonsiderab1y less. By far the lowest
levels of explained varianoe were to be found in the grooery seotor in
whioh they rapidly declined from an R value ot 0.45 between 1900 and
1910 to one as low as 0.14 in the final deoade (Table 8.14). A similar
deo1ine ooourred in the meat trade though the model seems to have had
a slightly better fit in the earlier periods ot study. The situation
with regard to the dyers and oleaners is one ot total variability tor
no clear trend is discernible and the amounts ot variance accounted for
range from signifioantly high values of almost 65% to ones as low as
6% (Table 8.14). In general it appears that the regression model has
a rather poor fit for the multiple retailers with a great degree ot

variance being unaocounted for.
An examination ot the partial correlations for the multiples shows

that in their initial period of entry all the trade types had some
measure of centrality. This is most pronounoed tor grooers and dyers
and cleaners, both of whom'have high negative oorrelations with distance
from the oity oentre (variable X3 in Tables 8.15 and 8.18). Although
butchers and footwear retailers had lower oorre1ations with the
distanoe variable in their early stages the values did inorease in

the decade 1900-1910 (Tables 8.16 and 8.17). In the latter trade this
was to stay at a high level until after 1920 when some deoentra1ization

of shops appears to have ooourred. At this same date multiple grooers
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Table 8.14 ~fultiplecorrelation coefficients for multiple retailers
1890 to 1950

Date Grocers Butchers
R R2

Footwear
R R2

Dyers/cleaners
R R2

1890-1900 no data no data

1900-1910 0.45 0.20 0.46 0.21 0.78* 0.60 no data

1910-1920 0.37 0.13 0.41 0.16 0.67p 0.44 0.81* 0.65

1920-1930 0.22 0.04 0.31 0.13 0.64p 0.40 0.25 0.06

1930-1940 0.21

1940-1950 0.14 0.01 0.21 0.04 0.64p 0.40 0.81* 0.65

* significant at the 2.5% level
p signifioant at the 5~ level
In the text R2 is given as a peroentage of the total varianoe
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Table 8.15 Variations in partial oorrelation ooefficients for
multiple grooers, 1900 to 1950

1890-1900 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50

X1 -0.14 -0.30 -0.06 -0.19 0.10

X2 -0.02 -0.21 -0.40 -0.40 0.07

X3 -0.47 -0.30 0.29 0.40 -0.09

X4 0.12 0.20 -0.12 0.16 0.15

Table 8.16 Variations in partial oorrelation coeffioients for
multiple butchers, 1890 to 1950

1890-1900 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50

X1 -0.26 -0.32 -0.32 -0.22 -0.25 0.08

X2 -0.08 -0.10 -0.20 -0.41 -0.43 0.10

X3 -0.20 -0.38 -0.52 -0.31 -0.23 -0.17

X4 0.06 0.16 ,0.15 0.01 0.10 0.18

X1 = net population density per aore for eaoh zone
X2 - peroentage population ohange over ten years for eaoh zone
X3 a mean distanoe of each zone from peak land value
X4 - net density of independents per acre in eaoh zone
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Table 8.17 Variations in partial correlation coefficients for
multiple footwear retailers, 1890 to 1950

1890-1900 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 194~50

X1 -0.02 -0.35 -0.18 -0.39 -0.49 -0.40

X2 -0.60 -0.22 0.52 -0.42 -0.03 -0.01

X3 -0.16 -0.68 -0.68 -0.03 -0.13 -0.31

X4 0.65 0.42 0.32 0.49 0.40 0.42

Table 8.18 Variations in partial correlation coeffioients for
~ltiple dyers and cleaners, 1910 to 1950

1890-1900 1900-10 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50

X1 0.34 -0.03 -0.32 -0.35

X2 -0.38 -0.01 -0.16 -0.40

X3 -0.52 0.20 0.23 0.42

X4
0.80 0.70 0.73 0.85

X1 • net population density per acre for each zone
X2 • percentage population change over ten years in each zone
X3 • mean distance of each zone from peak land value
X4 - net density of independents per acre in each zone
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also appear to decentralize and the correlation with distance becomes
a positive one (Table 8.15). The same observations can be made
concerning dyers and cleaners with the partial correlation coefficient
between shop density and distance increasing from 0.20 in 1920 to 0.42
between 1940 and 1950 (Table 8.18).

Given that the other variables were held constant then all of the
trades show low negative relationships with population density. It
seems that as a general 10cational force closeness to consumers was
not demanded by the multiple retailers. Similarly, they were not
associated with areas of high population change with many only colonizing
the outer suburbs when popUlation levels had stabilized. Finally, it
would also seem that areas of high looal shop densities did not
usually repel multiples sinoe in all trades where this variable
was highly correlated it was so in a positive manner. Therefore,
given the low levels of explanation offered by the multiple regression
model it seems that the multiple retailers were not greatly affected
by changes in the urban environment or at least not as much as the
independents.
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Chapter 9
Urban Retail Change From 1880 to 1950

In this chapter two main features of retail change will be examined.
The first concerns the process of retail decentralization and the
second the spatial features of market area dynamics. An attempt will
be made to assess changes in shop ownership and to use the information
to provide indicators of urban retail decline or expansion. Reference
will be made to an ecological model in an attempt to determine the
factors affeoting the various birth and death processes of shop
ownership.

The Decentralization of Retail Aotivities
The prooess of retail deoentralization is difficult to define within

the context of the present study, conoerned as it is with long-term
trends. Deoentraliz~tion was reoognized as operating by urban economists
as early as the 1920's and 30's, with the suburbanization of retail
faoilities oausing some oonoern (Ford 1935). The bulk of geographioal
lit~r~ture nowev~r, has been oonoerned with the loss of oommeroial
aotivities from central areas during recent times, mainly after 1950.
In contrast, it has already been shown that in British cities a
significant redistribution of retail aotivity from city centres was
already underway in the nineteenth oentury (Wild and Shaw 1914).
¥~ of the manifestations of urban change that are classified as

decentralization have been seen by Ratcliff (1965) as being wrongly
associated with suoh a process, in the striotest sense. By and large
such oentrifUgal movements of aotivities are responses to the basio
growth ocourring where land is best available, usually at the edge of
the oity. In terms of retailing this has often been a response to the
movement of population, and in many instanoes total oommeroial

~ investment oontinued to increase or be maintained in the oentral area.
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Therefore, 'literal decentralization' as defined by Ratcliff can only
be said to have occurred if an overall decline in activities and
investment has taken place. In this study the term decentralization is
used in a broader sense than that defined by Ratcliff.

Ratcliff went on to list a number of forces that produced such a
decentralization process. Added to these may be the ones more recently
identified by Kivell (1911) for whilst his study was carried out after
1950, many aspects of its framework can be usefully extended to other
time periOds. He suggests that there are five interacting foroes
produoing retail decentralization, whioh are:-
1. The deoentra1ization of population
2. Increased personal mobility
3. Vnsuitab1e city oentres
4. The availability of land for commercial use
5. Institutional faotors
The basio relationship between retailers and population has already been
examined and was seen to exert a great influence over the movement
of the food trades to the suburbs (Chapter 80. Kivell also disousses
a further facet of this prooess, first pointed out by Berry, the effect
on shop movements of spatial 600ia1 seleotivity. The identification
of such a meohanism in this study is extremely diffiou1t and it may
not have been that important before 1950 for two reasons. First, muoh of
the deoentralization of population in Hull before the Second World War
was assooiated with the expansion of working-class suburbs and seoond,
these working-class areas appear to have had the greatest impaot on
the retailing system (Chapter 3).

The movement of both population and shops is closely dependent on
the ourrent transport system, a feature that has been given greater
emphasis by some geographers. For example, Sibley (1913) suggests

that the retail deoentralization process is not neoessarily a fundamental
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aspect of urban growth, but is more particularly associated with cities
having a heavy dependenoe on private transport. This would imply that
deoentralization oame mainly with the advent of the oar but suoh
processes did not operate only in the 1930's but as early as the latter
half of the nineteenth century, in an era when publio transport was
dominant.

The availability of land, oovers not only the actual amount of space
available in any area, but also its cost. The congestion of oentral areas
is the product of the heavy demand for sites and often manifests itself
in very high property values, the effeot of which may be to force out
oertain activities that cannot afford to pay such high rents. This type
of decentralization, which is partly the product of oentripetal foroes,
may be observed during the study period and is a continuing prooess of
urban dynamics. Ratcliff sees this as a normal product of urban growth,
brought about by a constant effort by both the consumer and the
retailer to minimize the costs of spatial friotion. Sibley (1913)
has identified the deoentralization prooess operating on low order
retailers and presented distance decay ourves for such shops. These
show for grooers the development of a density crater in the city
centre around 1920, which intensified rapidly up to 1950.
9.1.1 Deoentralization of retail activities in Hull

The suburban growth of Hull up to 1950 occurred in a number of
distinct phases, largely in response to increases in the city's
population. Some of the effects of the suburbanization of consumers on
retail location have already been mentioned in the previous chapter,
but further observations can be made. There are two main features that
are important of which the first concerns the timing of this decentral-
ization of retail activities, while the second ia asaociated with the
variations between different trades.

Little has been known hitherto about the timing of such movements of
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retailers from the oity centre. Past researohers seem to point to a
major dispersal of shops ocourring around 1920. Ford (1935) put forward
a few untested observations along suoh lines, while more recent work by
Sibley identifies the formation of quasi-diffusion waves of shop
dispersal. The latter author seems to suggest that the great bulk of
retail decentralization took plaoe after 1920. However, work on nineteenth
oentury oities points to much earlier beginnings of suoh suburbanization
prooesses and it therefore oalls for further attention.

The second aspeot relates to the timing of the decentralization
prooess for different retail types. It is suggested that multiples
and independent traders had quite different rates of movement and
different population thresholds at which suoh meohanisms were set in
motion.

In 1881 Hull's population was approximately 162,000 and in the next
decade it was to exoeed the 200,000 mark. During this time the amount
of food retailing in the oity centre entered a phase of relative
decline. In the grooery seotor, as early as 1880, the oity oentre only
accounted for 15% of all the city's grooers and the bulk of aotivity,
as measured by the number of retail outlets, was wit~in a half to one
mile of the oity oentre. This area accounted for almost 60% of all
grocers and beyond the distance of one mile the proportion of shops
fell off rapidly to below the 25% level (Fig. 9.1).

By 1900 the proportion of grocers looating in the city oentre had
fallen to only 7% and the number in the inner suburbs (i-1 mile from
the oentre) had also fallen to 55%, as shops followed population into
the growing suburbs. The critioal ohange in suoh distributions oame
after 1910 and marked the onset of further suburbanization. At this
date the oity had a population well over the 275,000 mark and a new
phase of growth was ocourring. This is olearly refleoted in the
deoentralization of grooers sinoe the proportion in the oentre continued
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to decline and the majority of shops located in the area between one
and one and a half miles from the centre (Fig. 9.1). The relative
decline of the city centre intensified after 1910 and reached its lowest
level in 1940. In this case centrifugal tendencies were accelerated by
the effects of war-time bombing on the City centre.

The situation in the meat trade follows a similar pattern to that of
the grocers, with the main shift in emphasis from the inner areas to the
outer suburbs coming after 1910. However, the transition was much more
gradual, with shops being more equally distributed over the city (Fig.
9.2). The decline of the city centre was also slower in this trade and
by 1880 it still accounted for 23% of butchers shops compared with only
15% of grocers. By 1950 its share of the city's butchers fell below
the 10% level although the market place still accounted for a large
share of the distribution. In general, the movement of the butchers towards
the outer suburbs was much slower than that of the grocers (Fig. 9.2)

The overall relationship between City size, as measured by population,
and the decentralization of food retailers can be seen in Table 9.1.
This again emphasizes the distinctive break that occurred in 1910
when the city's population had surpassed the quarter of a million mark.
This may be suggestive of a critical population threshold at which
retail deoentralization rapidly inoreases, however, there is more likely
to be a series of thresholds that operate for different retail types.
Another significant feature is that as early as 1880 retail
deoentralization of the food trades was already very active thus, retail
suburbanization is not merely a product of an environment dominated by
private transport as centrifugal prooesses were well under way before
the coming of the motor car.

The decentralization of non-food retailers, as represented here by
footwear shops, provides a less clear situation. In the nineteenth
century shoe shops tended to be small affairs and because of more
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Table 9.1 The relationship between population and the percentage
ot all rood retailers in the city centre tor Hull

Date *Population Percentage ot retailers

1880 162,194 26%
1890 200,044 21~
1900 240,259 16%
1910 277,991 9.8%
1920 287,150 7.0%
1930 313,649 6.0%
1950 299,105 4.~

* Population i8 taken to the nearest census
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frequent demand followed the popula.tion out of the city centre (Chapter
4). By 1880 the city centre only accounted for 29% of the city's footwear
retailers, and the greatest proportion were located between half and one mile
from the centre. The decline of central locations continued right up to
1910, at which time the city centre had only 14% of all footwear shops.
Suburbanization had increased and two areas between a half and one
mile, and one to one and a half miles from the centre contained the
bulk of the shops. However, by 1920 the situation in the city centre
had started to stabilize and the relative deoline in shops was halted.
In the following decade the proportion of footwear shops in the oentral
area inoreased to 21% while in t~e outer suburbs the percentage fell
from 15 to 11%. This prooess continued and by 1940 the outer areas
accounted for only 8% of the shops, while the proportio~ in the oity
centre inoreased to 27%. By this date two areas of conoentration could
be seen, one in the city centre and the other at some distanoe from
the central area, this latter representing the development of
established suburban shopping centres at a distance of between one and
one and a half miles from the centre.

In this non-food trade, deoentralization did ocour at an early date,
but operated only up to 1920, after whioh time there appears to be
some indication of the operation of a oentralization foroe. It seems
unlikely that this is related to city size, but rather to changes in
t~e operating charaoteristics of footwear retailers and in the nature
of consumer demand.

The above observations have all been made in conneotion with the
movement of independent retail organisations. It still remains to test
the hypothesis that multiples had different rates of deoentralization
to those of the independents within the same trade. The major feature
of the multiples was the rapid manner in which their branch shops

colonized suburban areas.
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In the grocery sector the early dominance of the central area was
quick to decline and by 1910 the largest proportion of multiple
grocers were in the zone one to one and a half miles from the centre.
At the same time however, the percentage of multiple grocers in the
city centre did not decline as rapidly as that of the independents.
For example, in 1910 only 6% of independent grocers were located within
the central area compared with just over 15% of the mUltiples. Even
by 1940 the latter group of shops still had 10% ot their establishments
in the city oentre, while the independents had. only 'Cf'c.•

The branch shops of the multiple meat organisations were slower in
colonizing the outer suburbs and by 1930 the largest proportion of
these shops were still in a zone between a half and one mile from the
centre. This trade also has some elements of urban centralization for
in 1890 the city centre accounted for 11% of all multiple butchers
and this figure was to rise to over 21% by 1900. However, decentraliz-
ation took place rapidly after this date and by 1930 the central area
had only 5% of the city's multiple meat retailers.

In general, it seems that the multiples were much quicker at colonizing
the outer suburbs when compared with their counterparts run by
independents. The majority of their branch shops were located at a
distance of between one and one and a half miles from the city centre
as for example in 1910 when this area accounted for 39% of independent
butchers and over 41% of multiples.

In the non-food trades the multiples had only low rates of decentral-
ization, as characterized by the situation in the footwear trade. At
no time did the proportion of multiple footwear retailers in the city
centre fall below the 30% mark. Surprisingly however, branch shops of these
multiples did penetrate the more distant suburbs so that by 1940 the
area between one and a half and two miles from the centre accounted for
25% of the shops.
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In oonolusion it oan be stated that retail deoentralization in its
widest sense, was already taking plaoe by 1880, but that muoh of the
suburbanization of facilities ocourred with the oity exp~sion after
1910. It must also be pointed out that there is no evidence to suggest
that the overall importanoe of the oentral area was deolining. Seleotive
deoline in food retailing was more than oompensated for by the growth of
other trades and overall investment in retailing was maintained. Indeed,
the multiples continued to have a strong hold over oentral sites and
beoame the major outlets of food produots in the oity oentre. In reality
there were really two main waves of retail dispersal, an early one
associated with the independently-owned shops and a slightly later wave
of multiple firms, opening branoh shops in the more distant suburbs.
9.2 The Prooess of Retail Change Within Hull

Changes in the geographioal distribution of shops oan be brought
about in three main ways;
1. The olosure of establishments
2. Investments in new shop sites and the oreation of new retail

businesses
3. The movement of a business from one site to another
A study of suohprooesses oan be extended to oonsider both the loss of
shop premises and the turnover of retail businesses. In the analysis
of retail area dynamios the definitions developed in Chapter 6 will
be used to measure such ohanges.
9.2.1 Net shop growth

The differenoe between shop olosures and the oreation of new
establishments obviously measures the growth or deoline of the retailing
system. If suoh indioes are oalculated for intra-urban areas they provide
a basio measure of spatial ohange. In this instanoe the growth zones
have been amalgamated into broader areas that represent distinotive urban
regions in terms of their development oharaoteristios. The 'Old Town'
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and the inner city represent the main retailing core and, in west Hul~

are synonymous with the C.B.D. while the inner, middle and outer
suburbs are based respectively on the 1851, 1881 and 1911 urban
growth zones (see Chapter 5 for definitions).

An examination of the net changes in the number of shops illustrates
the differential growth of commercial activity over the city. In the
decade after 1880 the food trades were still expanding their numbers
within the inner areas of the city with the 'Old Town' and the inner

Icity having together a netincrease of eleven grocers and butchers
(Table 9.2). In the inner suburbs the number of shops also showed a
net increase of twenty-three establishments, but by far the greatest
rates of net growth were to be found in the middle suburbs, the area
up to the 1880 urban fence (Table 9.2). It is also notioeable that
the outermost suburbs, as yet undeveloped, had large increases in
the number of their food retailers.

In contrast, both the footwear and the dyeing and cleaning trades
showed net losses in the central area and inner suburbs. In the latter
trade net losses were recorded in all the areas and it would seem that
there was no geographical pattern, rather that there was a general
decline in the trade that affected all the areas in a similar manner.
The net losses and gains did show some spatial variation in the
footwear sector with the middle and outer suburbs having increases.
That the largest gain should be in the outer area that was not fully
urbanized reflects the pioneering nature of this trade.

By the following decade, 1890 to 1900, all four trades showed net
losses within both the inner city and the inner suburbs. Together, in
this area, the grocers and butchers had a net loss of forty-two shops.
Whether this marks the real shift of the food trades into the suburbs
is not clear, but it certainly was the start of an absolute decline

in city centre food retailing. For the first time shop losses were
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Table 9.2 Net gains and losses ot retailers, by oity areas, tor
Hull between 1880 and 1890

Area Grooers Butohers Footwear Dyers and oleaners

Old. Town +5 +1 -1

Inner oity +5 o -6 -2

Inner suburb. +17 -9 -3

Middle suburbs +65 +12 -2

Outer suburbs +53 +11 +28 no shops
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not being replaoed by new establishments and in absolute terms the oity
oentre was losing certain parts of its total retail structure. At the
same time the middle and outer suburbs inoreased their number of
grocers and butchers by one hundred and thirty-five shops.

At the turn of the century the net decline of food trades in central
areas continued for independent retailers. Losses in the inner city
increased and only the outer suburbs showed a significant net growth in
numbers, for example grocers had a net increase of seventy shops
between 1900 and 1910. However, grocery shops owned by multiples showed
net gains within the central area and compensated for the decline in
independents. Nevertheless, the main net increase in multiple
retailers was in the middle and outer suburbs where, for example, grocers
gained twelve shops between 1900 and 1910. At this period both
independent and multiple footwear retailers were experiencing substantial
net losses in all but the outer suburbs. In the inner and middle suburbs
alone the net losses of footwear shops totalled twenty-eight
establishments between 1900 and 1910.

By 1950 the process of net retail decline had extended over all the
city. Suburban growth at this time had proceeded beyond the boundaries
of the study area and in doing so had taken the zone of shop growth
still further from the city centre.
9.2.2 Changes in shop ownership

The process of retail decentralization is a product of changes in
the urban retail system. The response of retailers to changes in
the urban and competitive environments can be measured in terms of their
mortality ratios, and the measurement of changes in shop ownership
is a valuable way of analysing such factors. These changes can be placed
into three categories of which the first is the loss of a business from
a particular trade and the subsequent removal of that shop site. Second
is the change in ownership of an establisbment that remains in the same
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trade type and finally, shops that remain under the same ownership.
The imp1ioations of such prooesses of change have already been discussed
and it now remains to examine their geographioal distributions. The
retail grocery trade will be used as an example to illustrate the spatial
and temporal trends in shop ownership since it was the largest and
most widespread in occurrence.

A map of changes in shop ownership of grooers during the period
1880 to 1890, shows the dynamic character of this trade (Fig. 9.3). At
this time in every part of the city lost shops and changes in business
ownership exceeded in number those establishments that had remained
under the same owner. By far the largest of these categories is that
measuring the loss of shop sites. This group does not seem to have any
clearly developed spatial pattern, but they did reach their peak ratios
in the outer growth zones (Fig. 9.3), accounting for over 50% of all
shops. Changes in shop ownership appear to be a relatively unimportant
part of this trade during the late ninete0nth century and in general
the situation is one of great in3tabi1ity. This is shown in the case
of the northern outer growth zone, which lost 90% of its shops between
1880 and 1890.

By 1900 multiple grocery firms had become well established in the
city and the pattern of retail change altered considerably. Between
1900 and 1910 the major theme was still one of instabiltiy but this
time the main element was changes in shop ownership. This category had
increased in importance from its position in the late nineteenth century
and exceeded in many areas the number of shops that remained under the
same owner. The areas showing the greatest increase in this category
of retail change were situated largely in the middle suburbs. No
stable areas could be said to exist with regard to the independent
grocers since high business loss rates were reoorded. It could be said
that shop sites were becoming more stable but that business survival
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was still as precarious as ever. This was especially so in the outer
growth zones, both in the middle and outer suburbs while in oontrast
the multiple grooers had a very stable situation with only a small
number of central growth zones showing any shop losses.

In the following decade, 1910 to 1920, the proportion of grocery
shops lost declined much further. However, the situation was still
highly dynamic in nature but the major element of change was that of
changes in shop ownership. In geographical terms it was the inner
growth zones that showed the largest decrease in the percentage of
shops lost and they gave the impress ion of being more stable areas
(Fig. 9.4). The proportion of shops lost in the 'Old Town' fell to
below 1010 but this stability was achieved largely through a reduction
in the overall number of retailers. In the outer zones the percentage of
shop sites lost had also been reduced but despite this they were still
relatively unstable as far as business survival was concerned (Fig. 9.4).
Once again the multiples showed a very stable situation with no
changes in shop ownership being recorded.

)
Between 1920 and 1930 the situation was much more stable and the

proportion of shops lost from the trade continued to dWindle. The major
percentage of shops fell into the category that remained under the same
ownership. Areas of marked stabiltiy were to be found both in the city
centre and the outermost suburbs, with stable zones also falling
between the two (Fig. 9.5). Variations are noticeable between the area
to the east of the river Hull and that to the west for in the former
sites appear to be more stable, since there is a greater proportion of
changes in shop ownership than losses of actual shop sites (Fig. 9.5).
The three outer growth areas reflect this feature also, for, although they
have similar proportions of shop sites lost from the trade, the levels
of changes in shop ownership are much more variable (Fig. 9.5).

In the following two decades up to 1950 the situation was to ohange
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markedly. Between 1930 and 1940 the proportion of shop sites lost
increased to well over 75~ in the inner zones of the city and few
sites survived over the ten year period. In the other parts of the
city, although losses of shops did increase they usually still
remained below the 50% level. However, the overall trend for independent
shops was cne of instability and the only stable parts of the retail
scene were the multiples. After 1940 however, even the outermost zones
became unstable areas as the proportion of shop sites lost from the
trade rose above the 50% level (Fig. 9.6). Changes in shop ownership
were again relatively unimportant and the major element was the loss
of actual shop sites. In geographioal terms the most unstable areas
were located in the inner and middle suburbs and in zone B all the
grocery establishments were lost, there being a complete turnover of
businesses and retail sites (Fig. 9.6). At this tL~e even the multiples
were showing signs of instabiltiy in certain parts of the city,
espeoially the inner growth zones, but losses also ocourred in the outer

suburbs (Fig. 9.6).
In terms of the grocery trade, which is taken as being representative

of the food seotor, three distinot phases of shop ohange can be identi-

fied.
First phase; This was from 1880 to around 1900 and characterized by

large proportions of shop sites being lost. Site locations
had not yet been fully worked out and there was little
continuation of shop premises. This may refleot the dynamic
nature of the urban enVironment, or more likely the
attempts of retailers to evolve some locational strategy.

Second phase; This was approximately between 1910 and 1930, with the
decade 1900 to 1910 being a transitional period. The
scene was still one of much change but this change was of
an essentially different nature. It was charaoterized, not
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by losses of shop sites, but by changes in shop ownership
and retail site locations had a greater degree of
permanency. In the second part of this phase conditions
became more stable, especially in suburban locations.

Third phase; This phase began after 1930 and was associated with high
rates of shop site loss. This process was more spatially
selective than in the previous phases, with the inner city
areas suffering the most. These were the manifestations of
an overall decline in the city centre produced by changes
in the urban structure and it was no longer a question of
intensive competition but an overall shift in retail
activity.

9.3 The Factors Affecting Retail Change in Hull from 1880
to 1950

The interaction of the variables producing changes in the distribution
of retail establishments have already been outlined in the previous
chapter. However, a similar interplay of factors produce changes in
the spatial births and deaths of retail businesses. Here attention will
be given to the factors which affect the changes in shop ownership and
to how these vary over time. The variables can be classified into two
major categories, those measuring changes in the urban environment and
those concerned with the competitive environment. The first group will
include the level of consumer demand, represented by the denSity of
population, variations in this demand as assessed by changes in
population and a measure of decentralization. This latter variable is
measured using the distance from the peak land value. The role of the
competitive environment is assessed using the density of retailers and
is subdivided between independents and multiples.
9.3.1 The food trades

In this analysis the data for butchers and grocers were combined to
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give some notion of the general trends operating in the food trades
during the period 1880 to 1950. In the late nineteenth century the role
of the urban environmental variables does not appear to be of great
significance in relation to shop stability. A table of zero order
correlation coefficients shows the basic relationship between changes
in shop ownership and the urban and competitive variables (Table 9.3).
Areas that have high rates of business survival, as measured by the
density of shops that remain under the same ownership, do not
correspond to areas of high population density. They are however,
significantly related to the dist~nce component and this relationship
is negative, suggesting that high rates of survival are in the city
centre. The other significant urban variable is that of population
change which is negatively related to the degree of shop stability.
The only significant variable affecting changes in shop ownership
and the loss of retail premises is that measuring the density of all
food retailers. This suggests that it was the competitive environment
that was most important at this time in determining the rates of shop
and business loss, especially in central areas.

By 1920 the multiples were a dominant force in food retailing but,
rather unexpectedly, there does not appear to be any relationship
between the density of multiple retailers and the lose of independent
stores (Table 9.4). The most important variable. affecting the loss of
independent food shops was their own competitive enVironment, since
high densities of shops led to high shop loss rates. The relationship
Was even more significant for changes in shop ownership, a reflection
of the intense level of competition at this time (Table 9.4). The
importance of population density had increased from its role in 1880
and areas of high population density had large numbers of retailers
who did not go out of business. In general, although the competitive
environment was still the most dominant faotor, the urban variables
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Table 9.3 Zero order oorrelation ooettioients between shop ohange
and other variablesl Food retailers 1880-1890

Variable Densi ty ot shops Densi ty ot shops Denai ty ot shops
lost from trade ohangil3g ownership staying the same

Population density 0.15 0.31 0.12

Population ohange -0.65*

Distanoe troll peaJc -0.51* -0.15 0.12
land value
Density ot 0.57* 0.86*
independent shops

* Signiticant at 0.1~ level with 23 degrees ot freedom
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Table 9.4 Zero order correlation coeffioients between shop change
and other variablesl Food retailers 1920-1930

Variable Density ot shops Density ot shops Density ot shops
lost tram trade changing ownership staying the Bame
I M I M I M

Population density 0.72* 0.72* 0.22

Population change -0.26 -0.36* -0.37*

Distanoe tram peak -0.03 0.34* - 0.16 -0.03

land value
Density of 0.63* 0.83* - 0.85* 0.16

independent ShOPB
Density ot 0.20 - 0.23 -0.14 0.91*

multiple retailers

* Signiticant at 0.1~ level with 23 degrees ot freedom
I. independent :r&. multiple
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Table 9.5 Zero order oorrelation coetfioients between shop change
and. other variablesl :rood. retailers 1940-1950

Variable Density ot shops Density ot shops Density ot shops
lost trom trade changing ownership staying the same
I I M I M

Population density 0.39* -0.51* 0.60* 0.51* 0.62*

Population change 0.05 -0.31 0.26 0.44*

Distance from peak 0.31 -0.53* 0.57* 0.12 0.50*
lB.:ldvalue
Density ot 0.95* -0.31 0.57* -0.09 0.47*
independent shops
Density ot 0.33* 0.41* -0.02 -0.12 0.89*
multiple retailers

* Signiticant at 0.1% level with 23 degrees ot freedom
1- independents If- multiple
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had increased their importance. The exception to this was the distanoe
oomponent which was not significant in 1920 implying that, given similar
levels of population and shop density, the rate of business survival
did not vary muoh between one part of the oity and another.

The faotors affeoting the survival of multiple food retailers during
the period 1920 to 1930 were very similar to those operating in the
independent sector as Table 9.4 shows. The other groups could not be
examined because of the insuffioient number of stores lost.

After 1930 the situation began to change and by the period 1940 to
1950 the urban variables had become the most important as regards their
effect on retail survival rates. For independent food retailers business
survival is most strongly correlated with population density and
population change, with the density of food shops being insignificant
(Table 9.5). IIowever, losses of shop sites were still det2rmined by the
overall competitive environment and the multiple retailers were starting
to have a greater imp~ct on loss rates, as the incraased correlation of
this variable suggests (Table 9.5). In the multiple sector the effect of
the urban variables on the loss rate of shops was much more significant.
Their strong negative correlation with distance from the city centre
indicates that the highest failure rates were achieved in central zones.

Therefore it would appear that after 1930 the major factors affeoting
changes in shop ownership were associated more with changes in the urban
environment than the competitive one.
9.3.2 Non-food retailers

In this group the footwear retailers and dyers and cleaners were
combined although the latter had few establishments and did not play any
significant role. In the decade 1880 to 1890 only independent traders are
considered sinoe the multiples were not established. The faotors
affecting the categories of shop change have similar correlations for
eaoh group as Table 9.6 illustrates. The most highly oorrelated variable
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Table 9.~Zero order oorrelation ooeftioients between shop ohange
and other variables. Non-tood retailers 1880-1890

Variable Density- ot shops Density- ot shops Density- ot shops
lost from trade changing owilership staying the same

Population density- 0.33* 0.22

Population ohange -0.26 -0.26 -0.47*

Distanoe from peak -0.35* -0.10 -0.41*
land value
Density- ot 0.97*
independent shops

* Signiticant at the 0.1% level with 23 degrees ot freedom
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is that of shop density followed by population density, the latter being
strongly related to areas with high rates of business survival. The fact
that these are also negatively associated with the distance variable
serves to indicate that higher rates of survival were to be found in
the inner areas. By 1920 the situation had not changed to any great
extent and the best rates of survival were still in the central areas,
although these suffered many shop losses too (Table 9.7).

Distance from the city centre seems to be the main factor affecting
the survival of the multiple retailers around 1920 since high densities
of shops surviving were strongly negatively correlated with the distance
va~iable (Table 9.7). At the other extreme high rates of shop loss were
only slightly correlated with distance and this was a positive
relationship. Areas of high shop denSity appear also to give the best
chance of business survival since these variables are significantly
correlated (Table 9.7).

Between 1940 and 1950 there was not any great change in the variables
affecting the survival rates of footwear retailers and the major
elements continued to be distance from the city centre and total shop
density. The high negative correlation between distance and density
of multiple shops lost would indicate that mortality rates had risen
in the central area (Table 9.8). Areas of htgh population change also
seemed to experience high densities of lost shops in both the multiple
and independent sectors of the footwear trade. (Table 9.8)

Patterns of Survival of New Retailers
The other major element in the process of retail change is the

addition of new establishments. Such a category of shops has been studied
from the point of view of the overall retail system, but not as yet
in terms of their patterns of survival. In this sinstance a 'new' shop
refers to the addition of a new business in a specific trade. Therefore,
it is not essentially associated with a completely new building though
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Table 9.7 Zero order correlation coefficients between shop change

and other variables: Non-food retailers 1920-1930

Variable Density of shops Density of shops Densi ty of shops
lost from trade changing ownership staying the same
I I I M

Population density 0.03 0.26 0.48* -0.14 0.11 -0.11

Population change -0.18 0.15 0.10 -0.10 -0.61* -0.52*

Distanoe from peak -0.59* 0.11 0.26 -0.27 -0.63* -0.69*
land value
Density of 0.88* -0.03 0.38* 0.35* 0.80* 0.55*
independent shops
Density of 0.38* 0.08 0.00 0.12 0.82* 0.94*
multiple retailers

* Signifioant at the 0.1~ level with 23 degrees of freedom
I. independent .. multiple
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Table 9.8 Zero order oorrelation ooettioients between shop change
and other variables. Non-toed retailers 1940-1950

Variable Denai ty ot shops Densi ty ct shops Denai ty ot shops
lost tram trade changing ownership staying the same
I M I M I

Population density 0.01 -0.89* -0.61* -0.29

Population change -0.47* -0.75* -0.08 -0.50* -0.39* -0.29

Distance tram peak -0.23 -0.83* -0.16 -0.62* -0.47* -0.30
land Talue -,

Density ot 0.70* 0.38* 0.22 0.32 0.71* 0.74*
independent shops
Density ot 0.03 0.89* -0.12 0.93* 0.86* 0.76*
multiple retailers

* Signiticant at the 0.1~ level with 23 degrees ot freedom

1- independent L multiple
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obviously these are included. Survival rates will again be measured
over the first ten years of a business's life for the reasons previously
given (Chapter 6).

The pattern of development of new shops and their rate of survival,
for shopssentering in 1890 is given in Table 9.9. The increase in new
establishments out towards the growing suburbs is a natural feature
but it does show some variations between the two food trades, with
grocers being the earliest colonizers. In all the trades there is a;much
better chance of shop survival in the outer areas though this varied
considerably between food and non-food retailers. In the newer suburbs
the best rates of survival were found among the butchers, 80% of whom
survived their first ten years (Table 9.9). For all the food trades the
correlation between distance from the centre of the city and the ratio
of business survival was +0.49 (significant at the 0.1% level with 23
degrees of freedom). The same correlation for footwear was not
significant and yielded a correlation coefficient of only +0.04. Indeed
of the forty-seven new footwear shops in the outer suburbs only 45%
survived their first ten years.

In 1890 of the 53~ of new grocers who went out of business in the
inner city only 19% involved the loss of an actual shop site as the rest
involved changes in ownership. In the outer suburbs the situation is
reversed with 61% of all new grocers lost involving a loss also of a
shop sitae This implies that shop sites in the city centre were far mora
stable than those in the newer suburbs. During this period there was no
significant relationship between population density and the growth of
new shops, in fact tha correlation between these two variables was
neg~tive. The same holds true for shop survival rates so new shops were
expanding much faster into the suburbs than the population.

At the turn of the century the distribution of new retailers oontinued
to be spatially biased towards the outer suburbs even in the footwear
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Table 9.9 The distribution and survival rates ot new retailers in

Area

Old Town

Hull tor 1890

Grocers
No. ~ surviving

ten years

10

Inner city 43

Inner 41
suburbs

Middle
suburbs

Outer
suburbs

77

77

47%

51~

Eutohers
No. ~ sumving

ten years

1

11

16

20

15

Footwear
No. ~ surviving

ten years

5 40%

36 28%

33

36

47
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trade. By this date butchers had increased their number of new
establishments in the outer suburbs as in 1890 only 241 of all new
butchers located in the outer suburbs while by 1900 this figure had
almost doubled to 41~. The survival rate of these new retailers remained
most favourable in the middle and outer suburbs but, however, the area
for survival for new footwear retailers w~s marginally the 'Old Town'
where 4Qt survived their first ten years.

In 1910 the number of new shops of all trades, locating in the outer
suburbs, reached its peak. At this date 5~ of all new grocers located
in this area and just over 49% of all new shoe shops. This area also had
the best rates of business survival and for example, 70% of all new
grocers survived here compared with less than 4~r in the inner suburbs.
The relationship between areas of high shop densities and the survival
rates of new establishments illustrates this point even more. The
correlation coefficient between these two variables for independent
grocers at this time was -0.49 which is significant at the 0.1% level
with 11 degrees of freedom.

Between 1920 and 1930 the number of new shops entering Was greatly
reduced in all the trades mainly because of external factors (Chapter 6).
However, their geographical occurrence in terms of the city growth
zones and their rates of survival were similar to the conditions described
for 1910. The outer suburbs continued to get the highest proportion of
new shops even in the footwear trade which had 41% of its new
establishments located here.

The pattern of new shop distribution and subsequent business survival
did not alter to any great extent between 1920 and 1950, apart from
fluctuations in total numbers. The new shops that entered in all the
trades in 1940 had similar levels of survival, which in the outer
suburbs was around 42f. The increase in the number of new retailers
entering in 1950 was no doubt in response to the end of the war-time
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economy. This factor also probably accounts for the increase in the
survival rates of new shops at this time. For example. grocers lost only
40% of their new shops locating in the city centre and only 11% in
the outer suburbs.

The multiple retail org~nisations had a very different distribution
pattern of new shops. in this case branch outlets. Although multiple
grocers did ~ve some similarities with the independents in t~~t they
were more biased towards the outer suburbs, with 53~ of new branch
shops in 1900 looated in such areas. they differed in the one respect
that all the branch establishments survived their first ten years of
business. The multiple footwear branch shops did remain more conoent-
rated in the city centre and the inner suburbs unlike their independ-
ent oounterparts and their rates of survival. whilst fluctuating through
time, did not show any discernible pattern. This was not the case for
multiple grocers. whose best rates of survival after 1920 were in
the outer suburbs for of the new shops entering in 1930 73~ survived
in the outer zones compared with none in the central area.
9.5 An Ecological View of Urban Retail Change

The invasion of new urban areas by retail establishments and the
subsequent decline of the city zones provide the simple basis of an
ecological model of change. Within this context the elements of invasion
and succession can be identified for retailers and related to changes
in the urban environment.

Berry (1963) has already conducted such a study in Chicago in which
he recognized three distinct phases of retail change. He associated
these with changes in the socio-economic structure of the urban
environment. The first phase was one of 'the anticipation of change'
and it was charaoterized by two important features which were the rise
in commercial vacanoy rates and a reluctance on the part of the
retailer to invest in shop improvements. The second phase was that of
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high rates of popula.tion turnover in which consumer demand falls off
r~pidly and in such areas the vacancy rates would rise to between 33%
and 5~ of all commercial est~blishments. The third pha.se is one of
'Stabilization' with much blighted property and vacancy rates of
around 20% Of commercial establishments.

Berry saw these phases occurring in an area that was being invaded
by a different socia.lgrGup, with the ecologica.l transition of retail_,
units going hand in hand with demographic transition. Such a concept
has not been tested in British cities and it may prove too rigid a
notion in such cases. r!cEvoy (1911) in a study of the retail structure
of the Manchester conurbation, has substantiated a number of the
features recognized by Berry as operating in this country. However, this
study is of a short-term nature and may not be of direot relevanoe here.
MoEvoy states in his work that there is no oonneotion between popUlation
ohange and the growth or deoline of retail centres. This null relation-
ship requires further study since it may be the result of time lag
effects that were not considered. The present study, because of its
long term nature, requires a slightly different approaoh. Nevertheless,
the same eoologioal conoepts can be meaningfully applied in an attempt
to recognize stages of retail change.
9.5.1 Suburbanization and the process of change in Hull

The initial sta.rting point is the examination of retail colonization
which can be examined in the outermost growth zones as these were only
starting to be developed after 1880. The fastest colonizers were the
food retailers and of these the grocers were the first to become fully
established in the new suburbs. It is for this reason that this trade
will be selected as an example to illustrate the sequence of change.

The relationship between the growth of population and retail
facilities is illustrated in Table 9.10. Between 1880 and 1890 the

population of the outer suburbs increased by 81.5% but the number of
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Table 9.10 Population and shop growth in Hull's outer suburbs

1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

Population 25,700 48,193 58,977 88,811 97,261 98,109 * 83,630

Grooers 37 90 133 192 159 176 134 152

* No data available

Table 9.11:Retail mortality oharaoteristios tor grooers in the outer
suburbs

Decade Shops staying Shops
under same changing

Loss ot shop New Survival rates
site and shops ot new shops

ownership ownership business over ten years

1880-90 2~ 19% 59% 77% 68%

1890-1900 27'f, 4a,C 3,3% 78% 4~
1900-10 27% 21" 52% 137% 1CY%
1910-20 4.3% 2~ 29fo 221' 1Yfo
1920-30 3&,( 3.3% 29% 41% 5~
193Q-40 4~ 23% 35% 32% 41~
1940-50 24~ 1~ 57% 75% 89%
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grocers grew by 143%. This trend of shop growth, out-stripping that of
population, was to continue up to 1900 with the increase in grocers
being double that of population in the decade 1890 to 1900 (Table 9.10).
This initial stage of colonization was therefore characterized by a
rapid increase in the number of food retailers as the growth of butchers
shows similar features. However, the survival rate of these ft&W retailers
was very low with only 22% of businesses surviving between 1880 and 1890
and 21% from 1890 to 1900 (Table 9.11). The high rate of busihess
failure was equally matched by high levels of shop site loss, with 5~

of premises being lost from the grocery trade between 1880 and 1890
(Table 9.11). These losses were however, more than compensated for
by the location of new establishments.These new retailers had far
better rates of business survival than the established shops and of
those entering between 1880 and 1890 approximately 68% survived their
first ten years (Table 9.11).

Between 1900 and 1910 the population of these outer zones continued
to rise and at an increased rate, growing by over 51%. However, the
rate of shop growth had fallen below this and was only in the region
of 44%. The peak number of grocers in the outer suburbs was reached
in 1910 although population was only to reach its peak around 1930
(Table 9.10). During this period of maximum shop densities the proportion
of businesses lost from the grocery trade increased to 57% of all
establishments. The low number of new shops entering between 1910 and
1920 is probably a reflection of the war-time economy rather than a
feature of over-shopping in this area. The resultant reduction in
density in the following decade did not however mean more stable
conditions since only 38% of all new businesses survived (Table 9.11).

-The high loss rate of shop sites had nevertheless fallen considerably,
from 521c in the decade 1900 to 1910 to only 29% by 1930. From a
locational aspect the structure of food retailers in the suburbs had
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beo~memore stable. Between 1930 and 1950 the deoline ot shope kept pao.

With that ot population, the former talling by 14% and the latter by

almost 1%. This introduoed a new period ot stability into the suburban

environment a.nd between 1930 and 1940 42% ot the businesses survived.

In 1930, when the population ot the outer suburbs had reached its

peak and the density of independent tood retailers was deolining, the

gap was filled by the multiples. They had reached their maximumnumber

in this area by 1930 and maintained it unchanged tor the tollowing

decade. Their methods ot suburban ooloniaation were entirely different

from those ot the independents. They did not experienoe high rate. ot

'buainus failure during their initial phaae ot coloni ... tion and peak

.hop growth was not tollowed by heavy shop 10sse8.

9.5.2 A model ot changea in retail mortality tor suburban Hull

The phaa.. ot retail change recognised in the outer suburbs can alao

be identified in the other growth lion••• In the middle 8uburba. that

area developed between the 1850 and 1880 urban tenoe., the .ame teaturo

oan be recognised. However. the area was oolonised muohearlier &Dd ..

well developed by 1880. Talting grooers as a representatift ot the tood

trad.... peak shop d.nsity was attained. in 1900, a decade earlier than

in the outer suburbs. The .ame rapid inorease in shop numbe1'llvas to

be tound and this was again double that of population growth for betw•• n

1890 and 1900 population inoreased by 1~ and shop. by 32%.

The inner subur'bl and oi ty oentre both reached. their peak grooery

shop denaiti .. in 1890 but the latter area was perhaps an exoeptional

O&8e.ino. it was already shoving signs ot deoline by 1880. The 8i tuation

in the inner subur'bl wu more typical ot the other SOnesand again p.ak

.hop denaity .. attained a decade betore the maximumpopulation level ••

In this area the stage of retail deotine was taken further and by the

end of the .tudy period muohhigher rate. of shop loss •• were reoorded. here

than in any other di.trict ot the city.
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In all the urban growth zones the development of the multiple
retailers did not match that of the independents. Their shop numbers
increased in central areas at a time when population was declining
and this was no doubt a reflection of their scale of operation which
demanded much larger trade areas. Accepting that the multiples dtd not
conform to the situation operating for independents, a four-stage
model of retail change can be identified. This is not based on the retail
structure but on changes in business and shop site survival ~rtes. It
wtll therefore illustrate the spatial selectivity of retail birth and
death processes in an urban environment.

The first stage may be termed the 'colonization period' and this is
characterized by a high rate of shop growth that often out-strips that
of population. This results in a very high level of retail provision,
disproportionate to the level of consumer demand. The~arge numbers of
new shops have generally low rates of business survival, but they still
compensate for the shops being lost from the already established retailers.
In terms of business failure high rates are encountered and are often
associated with wrongly located establishments. Losses of shop sites
are excessive and always well over the 50% mark, with only around 20,%
of businesses surviving.

The second stage is characterized by much lower rates of shop loss,
around 30% of all establishments, and is the period during which the
retail structure becomes established. The growth of new retailers is
still high, usually exceeding those lost shops in the ratio of two to
one. These new shops have a much better rate of survival with around
60% to 70% surviving their first ten years of business. The survival
rate of busines:3es already established also increases reaching the 40%,
mark. During this 'establishment' phase population is usually continuing
to increase but still at a lower rate than the growth of shops.

The above factors quickly lead to a situation of 'retail saturation'
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which we can recognize as the third stage, where retail provision
greatly exceeds demand. It is characterized by high shop densities and
lower levers of business survival. Losses of shop sites are however,
still low and do not exceed 30% of all establishments. The main element
of change is that of shop ownership, with sites being more stable, and
this may be an indication of intensive competition. However, urban
areas in this stage remained attractive to new retailers since
popUlation was still increasing.

Once population levels had levelled out or started to decline shop
densities also began to fall. This marks the onset of the fourth stage
which may be termed that of 'retail decline'. The main characteristic
is one of high shop loss rates but this may be variable, depending on
the intensity of the decline in retail facilities. For example, in the
inner growth zones loss rates were as high as 72% but in the outer
suburbs they only reached 52%. These figures refer to the number of
actual shop sites lost and reflect the fall-off in total retail
capacity. This factor, together with low rates of new shops produced
a decline in retail provision, since population was not declining as
rapidly.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion

One of the major aims of this study has been to demonstrate
the importanoe of the innovistio process in retail locational
change, at a time when the effeots of the car were negligible
and 'out of town' shopping centres had not developed. Within
the time period oovered by this thesis signifioant differenoes
were seen to exist between independent traders and multiple shop
organisations. Further, it was found that the growth of these
multiple organisations followed closely the innovistic process
initially outlined by Schumpeter (1939). These multiples had
new competitive strategies and locational polioies that differed
significantlY from those of the established retailers. The realization
of these differences led to an important distinction being made
between different types of retail oompetition. A fundamental line
of demar~tion can be drawn between repetitive competition and

innovistio competition, with the latter being the most important
in changing the locational demands of shops. Whilst this division
had been previously recognized it had not hitherto been integrated
into a.praotical study of retail change.

The distinctions between multiple a.nd independent traders based
on the above criteria. helped to explain many of the complexities
found by other workers examining reta.il pa.tterns. The results of
such loca.tional differences were clearly illustrated with the a.id
of two techniques of pattern analysis. These methods were used to
examine both the degree of locational segregation between the two
organisational types and to measure differences in their spatial
patterns. For the latter task extensions were made to the basic
methods of nearest neighbour analysis with some encouraging results.
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It was found that locational demands were greatest not between
different trades but between retail organisational types.

Further differences could be reoognized between multiples and

independents when their retail mortality rates were examined.
Retail business survival ourves were oonstruoted and it was found
that rates of survival for both organisational types oould be
predioted using various probability fUnotions. Within this oontext
some methods of analysis were used sucoessfully from the fields of
demograph7 and labour turnover.

Having established the widespread differenoes between multiples
and independents, their development was monitored over a speoifio
urban area. Such a study provided evidenoe that the growth of

multiples was to some extent a factor in the development of the
commeroial land value market in Kingston upon Hull after 1880.
This was due to the emphasis given by these retailers to the
looational variable as a oompetitive parameter. In most cases the
initial location of the multiples was within the oity oentre, so
as to be guaranteed the largest market possible. From such oentral
locations the multiples experienced a degree of suburbanization,
usually at a much later date than their independently-owned
counterparts. The outoome of this process in Hull was the formation
of oonoentrations of multiples in distinot areas at speoifio
distanoes from the city centre. This may be suggestive of some
critical distances between branoh shops though this was not
speoifically tested.

In general terms it does seem that a relationship exists between
oity size and the rates of the retail suburbanization of food
traders. However, no definite conolusions can be reached about
cruoial oity population thresholds from this single case study.
Another factor to emerge was the early suburbanization of certa.in
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.:retailtrades within Hull, suggesting that strong oentrifugal
foroes in retailing were not solely assooiated with inoreases
in private transportation. Similarly, that the 'Ungering on'
of oertain food trades within the C.B.D., in the face ot high
property values, oan to a large extent be attributed to the
multiples. It was these organisations that maintained establishments
within suoh oentral areas when the great majority of food retailers
were following the population to the suburbs.

This thesis puts great emphasis on the measurement of retail
ohange and stresses the importance of identifying the various
oomponents ot such change. It is felt that such an approach is
a great advanoe on previous work that merely measured ohanges in
total shop counts at different time intervals. This more preoise
approaoh enables a greater understanding of the mechanisms of
retail ohange. In this study such information was used to construct
a simple eoological model ot changes in shop ownership. Using
grocers as an illustrative example it was found that distinct
phases of retail change could be recognized for different time
periods. Similarly, that these phases of change oorrespond to
specifio geographioal areas within the oity. These areas could
be olassified over time in acoordanoe with eoological concepts,
in this case retail invasion and suocession.

This thesis has approaohed the study ot retail ohange, not via
the usual path of examining shopping oentres, but by looking at
specifio retail trades. As a oonsequenoe of this fresh light has
been shed on certa.in aspects of retail geography. However, in

beeA.
pursuing this approaoh other problems have(raised or reiterated.
These may be broadly divided into four major themes, each ot

which offers a potential tield of research.
The first of these themes oonoerns the need to relate studies
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in urban retailing with sooial area surveys t to bring together
the oomponents ot the urban s,atem. In this study the inability
of population density and population ohange to adequately aocount
for shop locations suggests that much more attention needs to be
given to the influences of socio-economio variables. For example,
whilst the relationships between the growth of working-class
demand and the expansion of the multiples can be demonstrated at
a national level they have not yet been examined within the
intra-urban environment. The geographioal association between
predominantly working-class areas and the looation of multiple
reta.ilers within the oity has not been illustrated.

Seoondly, the use ot sooio-eoonomio data. raises the prospeot
ot prodUCing a more comprehensive model of retail change. The
relationships between sooial change and retail change have
already been examined for the North American city but not for
British oities. It remains to be seen whether such assooiations
between these two factors will be as dramatio as in the U.S.A.
This line of researoh also pOints the way towards uDderstanding
the shifts in retail structure, via the upgrading and downgrading
of centres and changes in their socio-eoonomio character.

A third field of possible research that has been highlighted
concerns the processes affecting retail mortality. Within the
context of this thesis general oomments have been made concerning
the fa.otors affecting shop closures. However, much more data
needs to be collected about the processes of business failure
before our knowledge is oomplete.

Finally, more attention needs to be given to the diffusion of
new retail types within the urban hiera.rchy. In this thesis the
inter-urban growth of multiple retailers has only been highlighted

and. it rema.ins to be Been what can be learned from a more

310



~xhaustive study of suoh phenomena, espeoially in relation to
the prooess of retail 1nnovistio ohange.

• • • • • •••••
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The numbers refer to retail trades thus;

1 Ironmongers 2 Booksellers 3 Jewellers 4 Pawnbrokers

5 Confectioners 6 Chemi sts 7 Milliners 8 Drapers

9 Butchers 10 Footwear 11 Grocers
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FIGURE 8.9 Retail grocery provision ~n 1921, Hull.
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FIGURE 8.16 The distribution of multiple and independent
butchers in 1900, Hull.
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FIGURE 8.17 The mstribution of multiple and independent
grocers in 1920, Hull. (ke7 as Fig. 8.16)
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FIGURE 8.18 The distribution of multiple and independent
butchers in 1920, Hull. (key as Fig. 8.16)
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FIGURE 8.19 The distribution of multip~ and independent
grocers in 1950, Hull. (key as Fig. 8.16)
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FIGURE 8.20 The distribution of multipl and independent
butchers in, 1950, Hull. (key as Fig. 8.,6)
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FIGURE 8.21 The distribution of multiple and independent
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FIGURE 8.22 The distribution of flultip.e and independent
footwear retailers in 1920, Hull. (key ~s Fig. 8.21)
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FIGURE 8.23 The distribution of multi~le and independent
footwear retailers in 1950, Hull.
(key as Fig. 8.21)
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FIGURE 9.1 Variations in the percenta~ of grocers
with distance from the city centre, Hull.
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FIGURE 9.2 Variations in the percentage of butchers
with distance from the city centre, Hull.
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FIGURE 9.3 Changes in shop ownership between 1880 aid

1890 for grocers in Hull.
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FIGURE 9.4 Changes in shop ownership between 1910 and
1920 for grocers in Hull. (key as Fig. 9.3)
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FIGURE 9.5 Changes in shop ownersbip between 1920 and
1930 for grocers in Hull. (key as Figs. 9.3 and 9.4)
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FIGURE 9.6 Changes in shop ownership between 1940 and
1950 for grocers in Hull. (key ~s Figs. 9.3 and 9.4)
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